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PROLOGUE

 

When Chairman Mao passed away in 1976, China underwent

a period of rapid reform under the new leadership of

paramount leader Deng Xiaoping. Having seen little growth

for half a century, China soon became one of the world’s

most dynamic economies. Mao’s policies had kept China

stagnant, but with Deng’s reforms, China achieved

practically unheard-of economic growth of nearly 10% per

year from 1980 to 1989.[1] For China’s workers, wages in

Deng’s international investment zones seemed fantastically

high. Rural factories fueled the surge, letting peasants earn

money they’d never dreamed of.[2]

It was the 1980s, and business was China’s business.

China’s entrepreneurs, shut out of the economy under Mao,

got rich as they led the country’s transformation into a

manufacturing powerhouse. Western investors got rich,

seeing record profits as they flocked in to make use of

China’s previously destitute labor force. Chinese Communist

Party bosses got rich facilitating lucrative contracts and

business deals. Even workers began to feel rich as wages

across China more than doubled. Everyone was getting rich.

You just had to be there.

Amid all this progress, China’s brightest students were

exposed to liberal ideas for the first time. Though the

economy grew quickly, corruption was rampant, and the

best opportunities were reserved for Party elites. Hardly any

Chinese had a meaningful say in government.

A democracy movement began to develop with the support

of reformist General Secretary Hu Yaobang. Hu was well-

known for his liberalism and his frank, honest opinions. After

visiting Tibet in 1980, Hu explicitly apologized for China’s

misrule during Mao’s reign.[3] Hu encouraged students and



intellectuals to raise controversial subjects, including

democracy, human rights, and legal limits on power, and

began targeting corruption among high-ranking CCP

officials. Everything Hu did irked the CCP’s hardliners.

In 1986, students and intellectual leaders launched pro-

democracy protests in dozens of cities. Deng Xiaoping

disliked the protests and wanted their leaders dismissed

from the Party, but Hu refused. For this, Deng forced Hu’s

resignation.[4]

Hu was replaced as General Secretary by his equally reform-

minded colleague Zhao Ziyang. The year Zhao served as

General Secretary is still widely viewed as the most open in

the history of modern China. The CCP had officially banned

pro-democracy demonstrations, but Hu was now a symbol—

a man who wouldn’t sacrifice his convictions—and the

protests continued. When Hu suddenly died in April 1989,

students flocked to Beijing’s Tiananmen Square, sparking a

protest movement of unprecedented scale.[5]

Deng ordered the protesters to stop, but for the first time in

over 40 years, the people refused. The next day, a line of

students four miles long marched on Tiananmen Square.

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev arrived to greet them.

Deng was humiliated.

All of China seemed to support the students, and over the

course of May 1989, millions joined in the Tiananmen

Square protests. Factory workers, teachers, doctors, even

soldiers and staff of the Party’s propaganda outlets joined

in. They had the tacit support of General Secretary Zhao,

who pushed for dialogue, believing the Party should appeal

to the protesters’ feelings of optimism and patriotism. The

end of authoritarianism in China now felt inevitable. Many

CCP leaders began to think nothing could stop the

blossoming of democracy in Tiananmen Square—not with

the whole world watching, the cameras rolling, capturing



the hope and enthusiasm of millions of Chinese for viewers

around the world.[6]

But in late May, Deng convened the CCP’s highest governing

body, who sharply criticized Zhao’s strategy. They urged

Zhao to declare martial law, but Zhao refused. In his last

recorded appearance, Zhao pleaded with the protesters to

end their hunger strike and promised that dialogue would

remain open. Zhao was ousted as General Secretary and

was never heard from again.[7]

Deng convened a meeting of Party elders and martial law

was declared the next day. Deng met with military leaders

and finalized orders for units to converge at 1:00 AM on June

4, 1989, using any means necessary to clear the square.[8]

That night, hundreds of tanks and tens of thousands of

soldiers descended on Tiananmen Square. By morning, the

protesters were surrounded. They were in disbelief. Former

soldiers, believing the People’s Liberation Army served the

people, insisted the troops wouldn’t fire. Initially, protesters

thought the troops were using rubber bullets. But as

screams filled the air, the reality set in.

Soldiers charged at the protesters using assault rifles,

bayonets, and expanding bullets. The PLA erected machine

guns directly in front of Heroes Monument, and the air

erupted with deafening bursts as the gunners fired

indiscriminately on the defenseless crowd. Tanks ripped

through the throngs of fleeing protesters, crushing many

more.[9]

In the span of a day, the PLA had killed thousands of

innocent Chinese citizens, and thousands more were gravely

wounded—mostly ordinary residents of Beijing. The protest

leaders, China’s best and brightest students among them,

were imprisoned and tortured. Deng Xiaoping congratulated

the PLA on a job well done.[10]



 

Above all, the Tiananmen Square Massacre had been the

result of a misunderstanding of who Deng Xiaoping really

was and what his reforms really meant. A longtime member

of Mao’s inner circle, Deng had never been as moderate as

his admirers liked to pretend. Following Mao’s re-

engagement with the west after meeting with Henry

Kissinger and Richard Nixon, Deng had supported market

reforms because they made China rich, but he had no taste

for western democracy, human rights, or liberalism. Western

media fawned over Deng the reformer, but that was largely

because he’d made them so much money. Even economic

growth under Deng’s regime was exaggerated; it was

largely catch-up to the rest of the world following Mao’s

long, tyrannical rule.

As China had reopened economically, the world believed

Deng’s regime would be open to democratic reforms, even if

that meant relinquishing its hold on power. Deng believed

no such thing. His vision had never included political

tolerance. Much of what the world thought they knew about

Deng Xiaoping was simply a lie.

Under Deng’s rule, punishments for minorities and those

who stepped out of line were arbitrary and cruel. Chinese

citizens were frequently executed for petty crimes, either

real or imagined.[11] After the Tiananmen Square Massacre,

many of Hu and Zhao’s liberal reforms were rolled back.

The Chinese government drew widespread condemnation

for Tiananmen Square, and China was briefly isolated. But

President George H.W. Bush, former head of the U.S.-China

Liaison Office, privately resolved to resume commercial

relations, and sanctions were quickly lifted.[12] By the end of

the Bush presidency, it was business as usual, and the rest

of the world soon followed.



For anyone who cared to see, Tiananmen Square is where

the principles of the postwar international order died.

Beginning at Tiananmen Square, the CCP sought to prove

that even the newest information technology could be

subverted to tyrannical ends, and that ideas really could be

killed with the right amount of violence. They gambled that

the free world’s commitment to human rights could be worn

down with enough patience.

Over the coming decades, information did not liberalize the

authoritarian world. Instead, the world became more like

China. And 30 years later, the free world would be forced to

confront the true cost of the devil’s bargain it had struck

with the Chinese Communist Party in the aftermath of

Tiananmen Square.





 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  



 

 

INTRODUCTION

 

In March 2020, liberal democracy ground to a sudden stop.

Like the Reichstag Fire of 1933, historians may never know

how SARS-CoV-2 came about. For scientists, exploring its

origins would be a rewarding endeavor if it weren’t

precluded by an immovable force—the jackboot of Xi

Jinping’s Chinese Communist Party. “President Xi’s

persistent refusal to allow an independent international

investigation into the origins of the virus is more than a lack

of responsibility,” wrote one leading epidemiologist, “it is a

declaration of contempt for human life. It is a crime, a crime

that cost lives for a nation to say, ‘We own the right to

refuse to be investigated, to have the evidence examined.’

Most every other country in the world would have called for

the investigation themselves.”[13]

“A declaration of contempt for human life” might shock

those less familiar with the career of Xi Jinping, the

princeling wunderkind who soared through the ranks of the

Party after spending a terrifying youth in Mao’s Cultural

Revolution. But to the dissidents, reporters, and exiles who

know him more intimately, Xi’s callousness is unsurprising.

Since Xi came to power just ten years ago, Chinese media

has been censored; international websites have been

blocked; activists, journalists, lawyers, and intellectuals

have been silenced; over one million officials have been

punished for “corruption;” Marxism-Leninism and Maoist

symbolism have been revived; thousands of churches and

mosques have been demolished; Hong Kong was forcefully

crushed; millions of Uyghur Muslims and other Turkic



minorities have been detained in concentration camps; and,

in a two-sentence bulletin released one afternoon in 2018,

term limits were eliminated from China’s constitution,

effectively crowning Xi paramount leader for life.[14]

The CCP’s initial cover-up of the virus and the complicity of

the World Health Organization are widely remembered.[15]

This cover-up cost lives and engendered lurid theories about

the virus’ origins. But while intelligence agencies spent

months investigating these theories, the world employed an

unprecedented response that proved far more devastating

than the virus itself, leading to the greatest economic

collapse since the Great Depression, widespread hunger,

and the disappearance of countless lives and livelihoods.[16]

Across the world, governments implemented measures

modeled on the mass quarantines imposed in China,

commonly referred to as “lockdowns.”

What, if anything, individual citizens knew about the virus

was of little relevance; in no instance were they consulted.

No votes were held. In the span of a month, the long-

cherished rights of nearly half the world’s population were

upended. Schools were shut, “inessential” businesses were

closed, and families isolated where they could.

Unemployment in the United States reached as high as

14.7% and highways jammed with vehicles awaiting their

turn at food banks.[17] In India, millions of migrants were

tossed out of work and forced to march in exodus to far-off

villages.[18] In Africa, food lines stretched for miles.[19]

Quarantined migrants in Saudi Arabia were left to die. “The

guards just throw the bodies out back as if it was trash.”[20]

The chief of the United Nations World Food Program

forewarned of a “famine of biblical proportions” with 265

million people “literally marching to the brink of

starvation.”[21] Around the world, suicides and deaths from

treatable ailments spiked.[22]



No other country could recreate China’s “success” against

the virus. Having stampeded into lockdowns with no clear

goal in mind, governments bumbled from one justification to

another—“flattening the curve,” preventing a “second

wave,” getting the outbreak “under control,” “waiting for a

vaccine,” or even “eliminating COVID-19” entirely—

importing an ever-darker swathe of illiberal mandates along

the way, all in the supposed interest of “public health.”

It was the greatest geopolitical catastrophe since the

Second World War, and the largest man-made famine since

the Great Leap Forward. And it was all for nothing.

Lockdowns had never been about science. Rather, they’d

sprung into global policy on the order of the CCP princeling

who would become the most influential member of the Baby

Boom generation; an aberration thrust upon the world

through an unprecedented, international influence

operation.

By corrupting global institutions, promoting forged data,

publishing fraudulent science, and deploying propaganda on

an unprecedented scale, the CCP under Xi Jinping

transformed the snake oil of lockdowns into “science,” the

greatest crime of the 21st century to date. The story of how

he did it, and why, begins at turn of the last century, in the

yellow loess of Yan’an.



 

  



 

CHAPTER I



REDDER THAN RED

 

The achievement and maintenance of the

dictatorship of the proletariat is impossible without a

party that is strong by virtue of its solidarity and its

iron discipline. But iron discipline is not possible

without unity of will—without complete and absolute

unity of action on the part of all party members.

Least of all can iron discipline be ‘blind.’ On the

contrary, iron discipline demands conscious and

voluntary submission, for only conscious discipline

can be true iron discipline. – Joseph Vissarionovich

Stalin, The Foundations of Leninism, 1924

 

The Chinese Communist Party was founded in 1921.

Thousands joined in the early ‘20s as the CCP fought

alongside the nationalist Kuomintang against China’s

warlords. When the Kuomintang turned against the

communists in 1927, the CCP’s original leaders were killed.

This leadership vacuum was filled by an ambitious land-

reform advocate named Mao Zedong.[23]

Mao could never compete with the Party’s urbane founders,

but their elimination gave him an opening. Mao fought

against the Kuomintang from the Jiangxi Soviet, the largest

of the CCP’s areas of control.[24] In 1933, the Kuomintang

sieged Jiangxi, forcing Mao to retreat in the Long March.

Mao’s forces fought their way north to arrive in Yan’an in

1935. Mao freed several local leaders including Xi Jinping’s

father, Xi Zhongxun, who had been sentenced to death by a

rival faction. As Xi Jinping later recalled, “Without Mao my

father would have been no more; without Mao there would

be no Xi Jinping today.”[25]



In Yan’an, Mao neutralized his remaining rivals and molded

the Party in his own image. The invasion of the Japanese

forced an alliance between the CCP and the Kuomintang,

but by the end of World War II the Chinese Civil War had

already resumed. The CCP’s path to victory remains

shrouded in mystery. Historians still cannot reconstruct

important episodes or even who the leaders were. At the

end of World War II, the CCP controlled one town, Yan’an,

and its members accounted for less than 0.01% of China’s

population. But through their mastery of propaganda they

mobilized millions to fight for them, masking their

communist movement as the true incarnation of the

nation’s will. Four years later, China was theirs.

Even more remarkably, the CCP was horribly unpopular

wherever they ruled. They introduced communist reforms

during the Chinese Civil War and, as the great sinologist

László Ladány recalled, “All suspected enemies were treated

brutally; one could walk about in the North Chinese plains

and see hands sticking out from the ground, the hands of

people buried alive… Luckily for the communists,

government propaganda was so poorly organized that

people living in regions not occupied by the communists

knew nothing of these atrocities.”[26]

Once the country was theirs, the CCP extended these

practices to all of China. By 1952, 80% of all Chinese had

been forced to take part in mass accusation meetings or

public executions. During these proceedings, the crowd was

forced to roar their approval in unison, ensuring collective

participation in the murder of innocents. The victims were

not selected for what they had done, but for who they were

or sometimes simply to meet the Party’s quota of

executions. This was repeated every two to three years.[27]

Millions of Chinese fought against the western coalition in

the Korean War, which proved extremely costly. In 1957,



Mao invited open debate about his policies during his

Hundred Flowers Campaign, but he was shocked by the

criticism and purged thousands of intellectuals as a result.

Instead of implementing these reforms, Mao announced his

new economic plan—better known as the Great Leap

Forward.

During this period, nearly all of China’s villagers were

transported to communes with strict production quotas. The

Great Leap Forward involved massive investment but

produced little to show for it, resulting in the largest man-

made famine in human history (though at the time, experts

around the world agreed no famine was occurring). The total

number of deaths remains unknown, but official estimates

range from 15 to 50 million. As Ladány wrote:

All spoke of food shortage and hunger; swollen

bellies, lack of protein and liver diseases were

common. Many babies were stillborn because of their

mothers’ deficient nutrition… Peasants lacked the

strength to work, and some collapsed in the fields

and died. City government organizations and schools

sent people to the villages by night to buy food,

bartering clothes and furniture for it. In Shenyang the

newspaper reported cannibalism. Desperate mothers

strangled children who cried for food.[28]

For this, Mao was briefly sidelined. But fearing his decline,

Mao began a campaign to return to power, and in 1966

officially launched the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution.

It was during this period that Xi Jinping would experience his

coming of age.

 

Xi Jinping was born in Beijing in 1953. His father, Xi

Zhongxun, was notable among Party leaders for his relative

moderation. In 1952, Xi Zhongxun reversed hardline land



reform policies in Xinjiang and freed hundreds of Uyghur

herders.[29] When the Tibetans fought back against the CCP,

he tried to push for a peaceful solution. The Dalai Lama

later gifted him a watch that he kept for the rest of his life.
[30]

At home, however, it was another story. Xi Zhongxun was a

brutal disciplinarian who would scream, lash out at his wife,

and beat Xi Jinping and his siblings. In public, the model

statesman; in private, the tyrant.[31]

In 1962, Xi Zhongxun was stripped of his titles for defending

the honor of a purged comrade.[32] In 1966, Mao launched

his Cultural Revolution, setting radical youths, called Red

Guards, against the Party hierarchy. The stated goal was to

purge all vestiges of capitalism and traditional Chinese

society, imposing Mao Zedong Thought as China’s dominant

ideology. Red Guards attacked anyone they perceived as

Mao’s enemies and destroyed China’s cultural relics en

masse. Books were burned, intellectuals were persecuted,

and countless officials were purged.

Xi Jinping and his confidants rarely speak of his experience

in the early Cultural Revolution.[33] Xi’s parents were tortured

and his father was exiled to central China. A bookish boy,

Xi’s boarding school was shut and he was sent to School No.

25, where he and his friends were bullied and beaten

relentlessly as children of a “black gang.” Xi’s home was

ransacked and his elder sister was coerced into suicide.

In one incident, Xi was paraded onto a stage wearing a

heavy metal dunce cap. His mother was forced to attend

and shout “Shame on Xi Jinping!” along with the crowd. But

Xi never lost faith in the Party, later recalling how he

“recited the thoughts of Chairman Mao every day late into

the night.”[34]



Xi’s father was imprisoned in 1968 and Xi was sentenced to

juvenile detention, but he avoided this fate when Mao

launched the “down to the countryside” movement, sending

over 16 million youth to work on farms and learn about rural

life. Age 15, Xi was sent to live in a cave house in Yan’an. As

he later recalled, “It was January 1969. Everyone was

crying, there wasn’t anyone on the train who didn’t cry. But I

was the only one laughing. The only one laughing…”[35]

Xi couldn’t stand farm work and ran away to Beijing, but he

was caught and sentenced to a forced labor camp for

reeducation. Xi later returned to Yan’an and this time threw

himself into his work, impressing the locals. He joined the

Communist Youth League in 1971 after being rejected seven

times, and officially joined the CCP in 1974 after being

rejected nine times. In the words of a friend, after the

Cultural Revolution, most youth “made up for lost time by

having fun,” but Xi “chose to survive by becoming Redder

than Red.”[36]

Xi earned a spot at Tsinghua University, China’s most

prestigious school. His father regained his freedom and was

fully rehabilitated after Mao’s death. Xi’s father used his

connections to land Xi a prime job at the Central Military

Commission. Xi began a journey through China, working his

way up the ranks of the Party.

The clever young Xi was the model Party man. He

effortlessly mastered debts and derivatives and became

proficient in the trendy buzzwords of the business elite. With

soldiers he spoke in military idiom, and among Party

members shifted easily to the coded jargon of Marxism.[37] To

the common people, he exemplified the ideals of patriotic

service and family life, while he charmed wide-eyed

foreigners with relatable tales of trying to find time for his

exercise routine.[38] Unlike other members his age, he didn’t



drink much or womanize, dressing plainly and riding a

bicycle even when his rank permitted him an official car.[39]

Meanwhile, Xi Zhongxun was elected to the Politburo in

1982. In 1987, when the Politburo forced Hu Yaobang to

resign, Xi Zhongxun was the only member who stood up to

defend him.[40] He retired the following year.

Xi Jinping became an alternate member of the Party Central

Committee in 1997 and governor of Fujian three years later.

In a party notorious for corruption, Xi had a reputation for

thinking ahead and staying clean; of these traits, coupled

with his lineage, the Party elite took notice. In 2006, when

Shanghai’s Party chief was fired, Xi was picked to replace

him. Just seven months into his appointment, Xi leapt

directly onto the Politburo Standing Committee, China’s

highest governing body. Six months later, Xi was named

Vice President, unexpectedly becoming successor to the

General Secretary.

Insiders agree that Xi was chosen at least in part because of

his father, with General Secretary Jiang Zemin believing Xi

would share his father’s moderation. The Xi family had

suffered in the Cultural Revolution, fostering admiration

among the commoners. Xi was also picked in part for his

obscurity, Jiang believing the elders could control Xi as they

had his predecessors. By contrast, Xi’s rival Bo Xilai was

passed over due to his charisma, the elders believing—

ironically—that Bo might develop a personality cult like Mao.

Xi’s ascent represented a soft coup by China’s “princelings,”

direct descendants of Mao’s revolutionaries. For many

years, Beijing’s highest ranks had been occupied by

technocrats, but the princelings saw themselves as

inheritors to an empire their parents had won. In private,

some referred to the current leaders as “hired hands.” “The

feeling among us is: ‘Hu Jintao, Wen Jiabao, your fathers



were selling shoelaces while our fathers were dying for this

revolution.’”[41]

Since Deng Xiaoping’s ascent in 1978, most Chinese had

experienced a period of moderation, economic success, and

global interconnection. The most dystopian excesses of

Mao’s Cultural Revolution had been reversed. Though never

condoned, religious practice became increasingly common.

Young activists and bloggers could often flout censorship

rules, knowing punishments would be modest.

But that progress had always conflicted with the CCP’s

darker pathologies and insecurities. The Party lived in

chronic fear of China’s dissidents and minority communities,

knowing any independent organization could pose a threat

to its rule. Privately, CCP leaders worried that their

governing institutions wouldn’t be strong enough to prevent

the rise of another absolute leader like Mao.

In November 2012, Xi Jinping was elected General Secretary

of the Chinese Communist Party. In light of his steady

career, his struggles in the Cultural Revolution, and his

father’s reputation, Xi was widely expected to be a

moderate reformer who would continue leading his country

toward openness and global cooperation.

Xi Jinping had other plans.



 

CHAPTER II



CHAIRMAN OF EVERYTHING

 

Why did the Soviet Union disintegrate? Why did the

Soviet Communist Party collapse? An important

reason was that their ideals and beliefs had been

shaken. In the end, the ruler’s flag over the city

tower changed overnight. It’s a profound lesson for

us! To dismiss the history of the Soviet Union and the

Soviet Communist Party, to dismiss Lenin and Stalin,

and to dismiss everything else is to engage in

historic nihilism, and it confuses our thoughts and

undermines the Party’s organization at all levels. – Xi

Jinping, New Southern Tour Speech, 2012

 

Xi Jinping assumed his role as General Secretary

understanding his country to be in danger. Among friends,

Xi confided his disgust with the commercialization of China

—debased by the perversions of wealth, drugs, corruption,

and pornography, threatening the CCP’s foundational

values.[42]

Xi had long studied the collapse of the Soviet Union and

required his comrades do the same, including a six-part

documentary about the subversion of communism through

western values. In this telling, the downfall of the Soviet

Union began the day Khrushchev denounced Stalin, and

Gorbachev’s decision to expose his people to western ideas

was suicide. In his speeches, Xi repeatedly identified the

Soviet Union as the most prominent victim of American

subversion. He would never let this fate befall his Party.[43]

In 2013, Xi’s General Office issued a secret directive known

as Document No. 9, describing an “intense, ideological

struggle” for survival, with “the very real threat of western



anti-China forces and their attempts at carrying out

westernization.” According to Xi’s directive, the ideas that

threatened China included “independent judiciaries,”

“human rights,” “western freedom,” “civil society,”

“freedom of the press,” and the “free flow of information on

the internet.”[44] To let the Chinese people contemplate

these concepts would “dismantle our Party’s social

foundation” and jeopardize the world’s socialist future.

The CCP’s nationalists are painfully aware that China used

to be the center of the world and refer to China’s

exploitation by imperial powers as the “century of

humiliation,” which ended only when they took control. In

Xi’s words, “Only socialism can save China, and only

socialism can develop China.”[45] Circumstance forces

cooperation with the decadent capitalists, but the two

systems cannot long co-exist. In this view, democracy and

human rights are nothing but propaganda to delegitimize

communism and inspire its enemies, and America’s allies

and international institutions are mere tools for imposing its

will.[46] The Party values the liberal international order, but

abhors its liberal values.

In Xi’s words, as China became most nations’ largest trading

partner, “the world also deepened its dependence on

China.” China was now positioned to “transform the global

governance system.”[47] Xi aimed to re-center the world

economy through his international Belt and Road Initiative,

encouraging the export of the “China model.” In Xi’s vision,

this party-state model would mark a new chapter in the

history of human society. Democracy and human rights

would fall away, reduced to parochial traditions in a

smattering of barbary nations.[48]

Xi Jinping revered Xi Zhongxun, as did many Chinese. As a

child, Xi’s father had regaled him with war stories, their

band of revolutionaries overcoming insurmountable odds to



vanquish the imperialists and the Japanese invaders. Xi

fretted that this generation wasn’t prepared to make these

types of sacrifices. He believed his comrades lacked faith in

the “eventual demise of capitalism and the ultimate victory

of socialism,” and believed Party members must be

prepared to sacrifice everything for the Party’s “ideals that

reach higher than heaven.”[49]

In Xi’s words, “Since the end of the Cold War, countries

affected by western values have been torn apart by war or

afflicted with chaos. If we tailor our practices to western

values … the consequences will be devastating.”[50] To

counter this threat, Xi embedded the Party into every layer

of Chinese society. “From east, west, south, north to center,

the government, the military, the people to academics, the

Party leads all.”[51]

Xi became “Chairman of Everything.”[52] He acquired ten

titles, assuming control of the Party, state, and military

hierarchies, and the committees on foreign policy, the

internet, the courts, and the secret police. Previous

presidents led through Deng Xiaoping’s “collective

Presidency,” but Xi fired the entire Politburo Standing

Committee and stacked it with close friends. The only

members with any real authority were Xi, propaganda chief

Liu Yunshan, and Secretary of Discipline Wang Qishan, who

implemented Xi’s vast anticorruption campaign.[53]

Through his anticorruption campaign, Xi rooted out “tigers

and flies”—both high- and low-ranking officials.[54] Xi

empowered Wang’s investigators to detain and interrogate

at will, and they pursued anyone who might pose a threat.
[55] By 2020, over one million officials had been sentenced.
[56] Xi dispensed with the norm that retired leaders were safe

once they left office, prosecuting former Politburo Standing

Committee member Zhou Yongkang and taking control of

Zhou’s modern surveillance empire.[57] Xi faced countless



assassination attempts, but through his bodyguard Wang

Shaojun, Xi controlled the Central Security Bureau, closely

monitoring Party leaders and their physical space.[58]

Xi takes history seriously and considers himself personal

caretaker of China’s mythos. His speeches brim with

allusions to ancient Chinese scholars.[59] He delights in

touring laboratories and centers of scientific innovation, and

dabbles in complexity science in his spare time. Chinese

state media juxtapose Xi’s days governing Shanghai’s

glittering towers with his years in the caves of Yan’an, which

he describes as “seven years of rural life that gave me

something mysterious and sacred.”[60] Xi flouted the Party’s

post-Mao ban on personality cults; official media fawn over

“Uncle Xi.”

Xi revived Maoist symbolism and Maoist demands for

conformity, explaining that the media must serve as the

Party’s “throat and tongue” and warning academics and

officials against “irresponsible talk.”[61] Marxism-Leninism is

once again taught in every school as “Xi Jinping thought.”[62]

Thousands of churches and mosques across China have

been demolished, and images of Christ replaced by images

of Xi.[63] The government once tacitly permitted VPNs, letting

users reach websites blocked in China; but in 2015 most

VPNs were blocked. China’s internet is sterilized and flooded

with propaganda and disinformation.[64]

Xi’s war on western values includes surveillance and

coercion of dissidents, students, and media outside China.

In Xi’s view, culture and ideology spill across borders; to

fight this war, so must the hand of the communist state.[65]

The Chinese state threatens foreign companies with cyber-

attacks and holds their employees hostage. The Party cuts

celebrities, industries, and even entire countries off from

Chinese markets. The CCP bribes foreign officials, buys

foreign media companies, sponsors foreign protests, and



intimidates foreign researchers, activists, and media

personalities. Surveillance, blackmail, harassment, bribery,

and threats to family members have silenced the Party’s

critics and brought one western-based publication after

another into line. If the Party can win by silencing ideas at

their source, it does so.[66]

Beginning in July 2015, Chinese police rounded up hundreds

of human rights lawyers and activists in the “709

crackdown.”[67] More reporters have been jailed in China

than in any other country, rendering investigative

journalism all but extinct.[68] In 2017, Chinese reformer Liu

Xiaobo became the second Nobel laureate to ever die in

prison, the first being Carl von Ossietzky, who perished in a

concentration camp in 1938 after exposing Germany’s

clandestine rearmament under then-Chancellor Adolf Hitler.
[69]

 



 

  



 

CHAPTER III



FANGKONG

 

For if crime and disease are to be regarded as the

same thing, it follows that any state of mind which

our masters choose to call ‘disease’ can be treated as

crime; and compulsorily cured. It will be vain to plead

that states of mind which displease government need

not always involve moral turpitude and do not

therefore always deserve forfeiture of liberty. For our

masters will not be using the concepts of Desert and

Punishment but those of disease and cure… The new

Nero will approach us with the silky manners of a

doctor, and though all will be in fact as compulsory as

the tunica molesta or Smithfield or Tyburn, all will go

on within the unemotional therapeutic sphere where

words like “right” and “wrong” or “freedom” and

“slavery” are never heard… Even if the treatment is

painful, even if it is life-long, even if it is fatal, that

will be only a regrettable accident; the intention was

purely therapeutic… But because they are

‘treatment,’ not punishment, they can be criticized

only by fellow experts and on technical grounds,

never by men as men and on grounds of justice. – CS

Lewis, The Humanitarian Theory of Punishment, 1949

 

By the early 20th century, no living European had set eyes

on Tibet. Ruled by the monastic Lamas, approximately 80%

of Tibet’s national budget went to education, and every

family sent their youngest son to a monastery to study

mathematics, medicine, philosophy and the arts. Buddhism

was central to life, with 68 days per year marked by

religious festivals that included the entire population.[70]



Tibet had been independent for centuries, but in 1949,

Chairman Mao vowed to liberate Tibet from theocracy and

the influence of Anglo-American imperialists. This puzzled

Tibetans, as virtually none knew what an Anglo-American

imperialist was.[71] In 1950, Chinese troops overran Tibet’s

small defense force and marched on Tibet’s capital, Lhasa.

The Dalai Lama was forced to accept the Seventeen Point

Agreement for the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet.[72]

In 1954, the Dalai Lama visited Beijing to negotiate,

expressing enthusiasm for communism’s stated egalitarian

principles. Deeply uninterested, Mao turned to the Dalai

Lama and spat out his true feelings for Tibet’s future:

“Religion is poison.”[73]

By 1959, massacres had begun in Eastern Tibet, and

refugees poured into Lhasa. No famines had ever previously

been recorded, but now there were widespread food

shortages. The PLA fitted guns on rooftops and troops

patrolled the streets. A popular uprising was met with

overwhelming brutality, and the Dalai Lama was forced into

exile.[74] Following the 1959 uprising, 15% of the Tibetan

population was imprisoned, half of whom died.[75] Over the

next four years, during Mao’s Great Leap Forward, 20% of all

Tibetans starved.[76]

During Mao’s Cultural Revolution, Tibet’s culture was

systematically destroyed.[77] Monks and nuns were forced to

denounce their faith and attend struggle sessions. The

thousands of monasteries that were repositories of Tibetan

civilization were shelled and dynamited, their treasures and

scriptures looted and burned.[78]

When Hu Yaobang visited Tibet, he saw ruins that looked a

thousand years old pocking every valley—but they had only

just been destroyed.[79] Hu tried to humanize the CCP’s

policy toward Tibet, but his reforms were reversed. Today,

Tibetans undergo near-constant surveillance and



monitoring.[80] Little reliable information reaches the outside

world, but what is known is that at least half a million

Tibetans have been detained in a massive system of

concentration camps constructed across China’s western

provinces, pursuant to the CCP’s unique hybrid of public

health and security policy: Fangkong.[81]

 

The venomous embrace between western elites and China

began half a century ago when Henry Kissinger argued that

relations with the CCP could drive a wedge between China

and the USSR.[82] Glasses clinked as China opened for

business and the Soviet Union collapsed. It was a

masterstroke, even for a wunderkind like Kissinger, and

China became the cornerstone of his legacy. Surely,

Kissinger felt, such a feat entitled him to a bit of the spoils.

Just a nibble—after all, China was still a poor country, far

from a geopolitical rival.

What started as a nibble became an addiction, and Kissinger

grew rich as he greased access to Chinese officials, paving

the way for more influence peddlers to follow. Before long,

western elites were gorging themselves, gobbling up

Chinese money like bears in a honey shop, and with each

dip of their paw their greed only swelled. Big tech was the

greatest beneficiary, and CCP money powered Silicon

Valley’s startups—a romance kindled by a longtime

friendship between future California Senator Dianne

Feinstein and future General Secretary Jiang Zemin.[83]

For decades, western policymakers insisted they saw China

as a rival. But once China became their source of wealth

and prestige, they came to see the CCP as a friend and a

model. The western China class was born.[84]

Nearly every western industry had a stake in China, and

they all learned to play by CCP rules. Employees could be



fired for so much as liking one tweet about Tibet. The film

industry was the first to complain about China, but

Hollywood soon came to appease Beijing, happily passing all

their scripts through CCP censors to tap into China’s

enormous market.[85]

Think tanks and research institutions like the Atlantic

Council, the Center for American Progress, and the world-

famous Brookings Institution all gorged themselves on

Chinese money.[86] Elite universities developed an entire

business model around the CCP. Chinese money came in

through donations and full-freight tuition, and in exchange

professors signed lucrative side deals selling federally-

funded research to the CCP.[87] Whole academic careers

could be made or broken by one’s views on China.

The number of American industries and companies that

lobbied against measures to decouple Chinese technology is

a staggering measure of how closely the two systems have

been integrated. Companies including Nike and Coca-Cola

went so far as to lobby against forced labor prevention.

Stories that Beijing was stealing scientific and military

secrets, running spy networks in Silicon Valley,

compromising legislators, and paying huge retainers to

professors were downplayed. Signs that the CCP posed a

threat in any way were muted and dismissed.

For the few good guys who understood what was going on,

partisanship was beside the point. The CCP’s behavior was

downright terrifying—as was the seeming inability of core

institutions to take it seriously. “Through the 1980s, people

who advanced the interests of foreign powers whose ideas

were inimical to republican form of government were

ostracized,” said one former intelligence official in the

Obama administration, “but with the advent of globalism,

they made excuses for China, even bending the intelligence

to fit their preferences.” Ret. Brig. Gen. Robert Spalding, a



former Trump administration official, agreed: “It’s so

pervasive, it’s better to ask who’s not tied to China.”[88]

Human rights organizations have helped bring many of the

CCP’s crimes to light. But in truth, the CCP’s atrocities have

long been enabled by an international system that

downplays them, controls the conversation around them,

and actively discourages meaningful action to mitigate

them.

In China, over a million members of one religious group

have been detained in labor camps, tortured and

reeducated. Their biometric data is catalogued and their

movements tracked. An independent tribunal found their

organs being harvested on an industrial scale. The Chinese

press has described them as a “poisonous tumor” that must

be “eradicated.”[89]

This description could pertain to several of China’s minority

groups, but it most accurately applies to the practitioners of

Falun Gong, a Buddhist discipline that grew dramatically

after the end of Mao’s rule. By 1998, China had over 50

million Falun Gong adherents. Their subsequent persecution

established the CCP’s playbook for mass repression, internet

censorship and surveillance.

Yet major news outlets have gone decades without

mentioning Falun Gong. The New York Times ran 17 articles

with Chinese datelines about Falun Gong in the first half of

2001; in the 18 years since, just five—a collapse that began

just after the Times’s senior staff met with CCP officials to

negotiate unblocking their website in China.[90] In 2010, the

Washington Post killed an article about Falun Gong after a

phone call from the Chinese embassy.[91] Canada’s national

broadcaster canceled a Falun Gong documentary after the

CCP threatened its rights to the 2008 Beijing Olympics.[92]

This collective amnesia is a case study in how western



media constructs reality to treat engagement with the CCP

as palatable, while professing solidarity with its victims.

Even human rights organizations have been reluctant to

discuss Falun Gong. In 2005, Human Rights Watch issued a

report that included this brief, chilling reference:

Several petitioners reported that the longest

sentences and worst treatment were meted out to

members of the banned meditation group,

Falungong… even long-time Chinese activists are

afraid to say the group’s name aloud. One Beijing

petitioner said: ‘Petitioners are usually locked up

directly. But the worst is [she whispers] Falungong.

They have terrible treatment, not like the others…’[93]

In the years since, Human Rights Watch never discussed

Falun Gong again.

Abandoned by the western elite, Falun Gong took their fate

into their own hands, launching media networks that have

become focal points for international resistance to the CCP.

But as their resistance threatened the elite narrative, Falun

Gong, ironically, came under attack from mainstream

publications. As one sociologist described their predicament:

“Woe be to any people who dare to both reject the

hegemonic vision of the CCP and the liberal west’s

progressive alternative, for that group faces the relentless

defamation and violence of the first and the cruel apathy of

the second.”[94]

An entire generation of academics, journalists,

policymakers, and MBAs had learned to tell the story of a

modernizing China. Trade with China would lead to

democratization, they insisted, even as tech giants sold

Orwellian technology to Chinese security agencies and

forced labor gave the CCP a virtual monopoly in global

manufacturing.[95] The tendrils of the CCP’s totalitarian



system gradually extended into western institutions. By the

early 21st century, virtually everything the most educated

westerners thought they knew about China was wrong.

 

Xi Jinping had seen the west accept the atrocities at Tibet

and Tiananmen Square. He’d watched the western media

memory hole the Falun Gong. He’d seen disinformation

campaigns by rogue states tip the political scales in one free

nation after another.

And he smiled. For a collective dedication to a narrative

grounded in truth and the rule of law, the only thing Xi had

to fear, had broken down.

Over decades in power, the CCP had constructed a

multilayered system for stifling dissent in China based on

the Soviet psychological warfare technique of Zersetzung,

which translates roughly to “psychological

decomposition.”[96] The regime’s threats instill fear of open

discourse about reality, resulting in self-censorship. To avoid

the cognitive dissonance of this silence, individuals willfully

play down the evidence before their own eyes. The

collective psychological effects are deceptively enormous.

After consolidating his power at the 19th Party Congress in

2017, Xi pushed the CCP’s foreign influence into overdrive.

He unleashed the CCP’s sophisticated apparatus of

censorship and propaganda on the world in an

unprecedented campaign to shape global narratives, using

covert activities to isolate independent media, subvert

democratic norms, and nullify national sovereignty.[97] The

lightning speed with which the CCP spread its tentacles

allowed it to gain considerable ground without drawing

attention. Even as Beijing achieved unprecedented levels of

influence, international approval of both China and Xi rose

sharply.



The CCP presented its style of governance as a model for

other countries to follow. Meanwhile, Beijing’s

representatives exploited the 21st-century information

environment to gain leverage over international politics and

global media.[98] China’s state media has accounts all over

websites blocked in China—including some of the most-

followed media accounts on Facebook.[99] Media channels

built over time with fluff about Chinese culture and pandas

can be activated at key moments to deliver propaganda to

enormous audiences.

Some CCP disinformation bots have been found to have

over 10,000 followers and to have tweeted in 55 different

languages.[100] In the hours and days after Houston Rockets

manager Daryl Morey tweeted about Hong Kong in 2019,

nearly 170,000 tweets were directed at him by users in

China.[101] Social media companies have generally shirked

the problem. When the U.S. State Department provided a

sample of 250,000 accounts likely involved in COVID-19

disinformation, Twitter refused to take action.[102] A study

identified thousands of fake accounts still promoting

Serbian-Chinese cooperation even after Twitter deleted

thousands of others.[103]

The CCP’s social media army uses artificial intelligence to

generate accounts with pictures of seemingly real, but

fictitious people.[104] What Xi’s flunkies may lack for brains,

they more than make up for with their raw legal impunity;

this was demonstrated in 2021 when a brand new Twitter

account was caught having been instantly verified despite

falsely representing itself as a medical doctor. One of the

account’s followers was China Daily Chief Chen Weihua—

confirming the CCP’s ability to generate fake, verified Twitter

“doctors” without consequence.[105]

CCP officials have gone to great lengths to develop

“friendly” relations with private media and reporters,



encouraging them to create content promoting Beijing’s

favored narratives. Those whose coverage pleases the CCP

are rewarded with contracts and political appointments.

Beijing sponsors well-funded “trainings” in China to cultivate

foreign journalists, and visitors understand they’re expected

to reciprocate.[106]

The CCP cultivates foreign outlets to produce favorable

content and manipulates international search results on

platforms like Google.[107] CCP-friendly tech giants provide

censorship and surveillance assistance; as gatekeepers of

information transmission, they open the door to whole new

levels of influence.[108]

The CCP spends billions of dollars to spread its messages

across the world, and rarely are connections to China

disclosed. These economic ties give Beijing crucial leverage

to suppress critical coverage, silencing negative

commentary and independent media with ever-greater

frequency. Media owners and executives enforce censorship

by killing stories and dismissing journalists.[109] The CCP uses

intermediaries—advertisers, tech companies, governments,

and international organizations—to prevent or punish the

publication of unfavorable content.[110]

The CCP has begun taking steps to influence democratic

elections directly. In 2018, a newspaper in Iowa—a state

with unique influence in U.S. elections—included a four-page

supplement on how the U.S.-China trade war would hurt

farmers, fondly recalling Xi’s time in Iowa as a young man.
[111]

Commentators, journalists, and media outlets who criticize

the CCP face cyberattacks and assaults; denial-of-service

attacks have penetrated international sites including the

Wall Street Journal and GitHub.[112] Censorship in China can

threaten major outlets financially. Within 24 hours after



China temporarily blocked the New York Times’s website,

the company’s stock fell 20%.[113]

Within China, local officials and their plainclothes enforcers

obstruct foreign correspondents and security forces detain

journalists’ family members.[114] The 2018 annual survey of

the Foreign Correspondents’ Club of China yielded “the

darkest picture of reporting conditions inside China in recent

memory.”[115]

 

The CCP has shown itself especially adept at silencing

China’s minority populations. The way to keep unrest from

going viral, the CCP had learned, was to quarantine it.

The Muslim Uyghurs are concentrated in Xinjiang, or East

Turkestan, a region rich in resources. In 1944, Uyghur

leaders led a successful rebellion to establish the Second

East Turkestan Republic.[116] Shortly after the CCP came to

power, the Republic’s leaders began negotiations with

Beijing and the Soviet Union. The Soviets urged them to

cooperate with the CCP.[117]

President Ehmetjan Qasimi had fought a long time for

Uyghur independence, and he refused to allow the newly-

formed Republic to be absorbed by China.[118] Impressed,

Comrade Stalin invited the Republic’s leaders to Moscow to

continue negotiations in person—but they were all killed

when the plane crashed on the way there.[119] Terribly

saddened, Soviet Deputy Vyacheslav Molotov telegrammed

longtime communist Saifuddin Azizi—future Chairman of the

CCP’s Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region—with

instructions to keep the news secret so as not to upset the

bereaved population.[120] By the time Azizi released news of

the accident long after, the country was under the control of

the PLA. That was end of Second East Turkestan Republic.



Ever since the CCP’s takeover of Xinjiang, the Party has

debated how best to manage the disputed territory.

Moderate leaders included Xi Jinping’s father, who stopped

uprisings in northern Xinjiang by reversing hardline

communist policies—even Mao couldn’t take issue with the

results.[121]

Terrorist attacks in Xinjiang grew worse in the early 2000s. A

deadly attack in 2009 killed nearly 200 people in Urumqi,

Xinjiang’s capital.[122] China’s moderate leaders, including

General Secretary Hu Jintao, continued to emphasize

economic development as the answer—a longstanding

policy dating back to the ‘80s.

Xi Jinping saw things differently. Xinjiang was a critical

terminus point in his Belt and Road Initiative, and

disruptions would pose a threat to the CCP’s interests.[123] Xi

pointed to the Soviet example: “In recent years, Xinjiang

has grown quickly and the standard of living has risen, but

even so, ethnic separatism and terrorist violence have been

on the rise.”[124] Xi warned that violence spilling over from

Xinjiang could taint the Party’s image. Ultimately, as

happened in the Soviet Union, this type of separatism could

even lead to the downfall of the Party itself.

In 2014, after Uyghur militants killed 31 people, Xi traveled

to Xinjiang to oversee the situation. During his trip, two

Uyghur militants staged a suicide bombing that injured

nearly 80 people.[125]

Xi was not impressed. Later that day, he told officials in

Urumqi, “People who are captured by religious extremism—

male or female, old or young—have their consciences

destroyed, lose their humanity and murder without blinking

an eye.” “The methods that our comrades have at hand are

too primitive.”[126]



Following his trip, Xi laid the groundwork for what would

become his signature policy: The detainment, reeducation,

and “quarantine” of over one million Uyghur Muslims and

other minorities “infected with extremism” in a massive

system of concentration camps across Xinjiang and Tibet.

“There must be effective reeducation and transformation of

criminals,” he told officials.[127] Xi likened Islamic extremism

to both a virus and an addictive drug, and declared that

addressing it could be done only through “a period of painful

interventionary treatment.”[128]

Xi called for an all-out “people’s war” using the “organs of

dictatorship” to address this “crucial national security

issue.” “The weapons of the people’s democratic

dictatorship must be wielded without hesitation or

wavering.” Xi urged officials to ignore international criticism.

“Don’t be afraid if hostile forces whine or malign the image

of Xinjiang.” “We must be as harsh as them, and show

absolutely no mercy.”[129]

A directive on how to handle minority students returning to

Xinjiang in 2017 offers the most detailed discussion of the

camps—and how the Party whitewashes the public narrative

while implementing a much darker reality. The script

instructs officials to tell the students that their relatives had

been “infected” by the “virus” of Islamic radicalism and

must be “quarantined” and “cured”:

Question 4: ‘Since it’s just training, why can’t my

family come home?’

Answer: ‘It seems that you’re still misunderstanding

how concentrated education works. Usually, you

would return home for winter or summer vacation

without problem. But if you were careless and caught

a virus like SARS, you’d have to undergo enclosed,

isolated treatment, because it’s an infectious illness.



If you weren’t thoroughly cured, as soon as you

returned home you would infect your family with this

virus, and your whole family would fall ill. The Party

and government would not be so irresponsible that

they would let a family member go home before their

illness was cured and their thinking thoroughly

transformed—a situation in which they would do harm

to others…’

Question 5: ‘Did they commit a crime? Will they be

convicted?’

Answer: ‘They haven’t committed a crime and they

won’t be convicted, it’s just that their thinking has

been infected by unhealthy thoughts, and if they

don’t immediately receive education and correction,

they’ll become a major threat to society and your

family. It’s very hard to totally eradicate viruses in

thinking in a short time.’[130]

 

Having laid the groundwork for the reeducation of the

Uyghur people, Xi turned his gaze south to China’s

wealthiest and most troublesome region: Hong Kong.

In 1898, the United Kingdom had obtained a 99-year lease

for Hong Kong. Diplomatic negotiations later led to the Sino-

British Joint Declaration, pursuant to which the CCP

guaranteed Hong Kong’s liberal system for at least 50 years

following its return to China—a principle called “one country,

two systems.” On July 1, 1997, British soldiers lowered the

Union flag and Hong Kong was returned to China. The world

was optimistic that Hong Kong represented China’s future,

and the people of Hong Kong were hopeful that China would

come to emulate its most prosperous city.[131]

Xi Jinping was equally optimistic that there would soon be

little to distinguish Hong Kong from China. He’d personally



see to that.

Xi’s State Council issued a white paper claiming

“comprehensive jurisdiction” over the Hong Kong territory—

completely redefining “one country, two systems.”[132] The

white paper sparked a backlash, and in July 2014 over half a

million Hong Kongers participated in the annual march for

human rights. In response, Xi’s Congress passed the “31

August Decision,” rejecting open nominations for the city’s

chief executive.[133]

Their rights flagrantly violated, in September 2014 students

launched a series of demonstrations throughout Hong Kong.

When police used tear gas, the protesters brought umbrellas

to defend themselves; their movement would thereafter be

known as the “Umbrella Revolution.”[134]

By December 2014, the protests had dwindled. But a

powerful message had been sent. “The movement has been

an awakening process for Hong Kong. People who weren’t

interested in politics before are now and aren’t afraid to get

arrested, especially the young people,” said one leader.[135]

The 31 August Decision had its intended effect, and in 2017

Xi installed his personal stooge Carrie Lam as Hong Kong’s

Chief Executive. In March 2019, Lam’s government

introduced an Extradition Bill to deport alleged fugitives to

Mainland China.[136] On June 9, 2019, over a million Hong

Kongers marched against the extradition laws—the

beginning of Hong Kong’s broadest expression of public

anger in decades. A second march drew nearly two million—

roughly a quarter of Hong Kong’s population.[137]

Over the subsequent months, protesters stormed Hong

Kong’s legislature and staged sit-ins at the airport. They

targeted symbols of Party authority, developing secret

codes and risking arrest on a daily basis. After a teen died in

a fall from a parking garage during a police operation,



students turned university campuses into fiery

battlegrounds.[138]

In late November, the protesters earned a stunning victory.

Led by a surge from young Hong Kongers, pro-democracy

candidates won most of the local council seats.[139] It was a

vivid expression of the city’s anger with the CCP and

promised to further embolden the pro-democracy

movement. “Unless the Council is doing something concrete

to address the concerns of the Hong Kong people,” said one

pro-democracy leader, “I think this movement cannot

end.”[140]

In Hong Kong, democracy activists persist, knowing their

lives will be ruined. Teenagers have been jailed for years for

speaking up for the freedom so many discount. Young

people have sacrificed their futures, and rich men their

fortunes, because they refused to accommodate tyranny.

They keep fighting, even if they cannot “win.” Forget what

freedom is worth, and a Hong Kong democracy activist will

be happy to remind you.

On January 1, 2020, protesters returned to the streets of

Hong Kong in full force, beginning the new year the way

they’d spent much of the old.[141] But as the protests

continued in the coming weeks, something changed. The

Umbrella Revolution’s unstoppable momentum suddenly

dwindled. Increasing numbers stayed home as the world’s

attention turned to events taking place in another part of

China, as the first reports emerged of a virus that would

give people everywhere a firsthand experience of life under

the new leadership of General Secretary Xi Jinping.



 

CHAPTER IV



UNRESTRICTED WARFARE

 

What must be made clear is that the new concept of

weapons is in the process of creating weapons that

are closely linked to the lives of the common people.

Let us be clear that the first thing we say is: The

appearance of new concept weapons will elevate

future warfare to a level which is hard for the

common people—or even military men—to imagine.

Then the second thing we say is: The new concept of

weapons will cause ordinary people and military men

alike to be greatly astonished at the fact that

commonplace things that are close to them can also

become weapons with which to engage in war. We

believe that some morning people will awake to

discover with surprise that quite a few gentle and

kind things have begun to have offensive and lethal

characteristics. – Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui,

Unrestricted Warfare, 1999

 

In early 2020, anyone who logged onto social media was

greeted with a barrage of videos that alleged to depict

scenes of a novel virus plaguing the residents of Wuhan,

China.[142] These sensations captured Wuhan residents in

various pantomimes of pandemic horror, terrifying millions

of viewers around the world. Some showed their victims

foaming at the mouth and collapsing in the streets. Others

featured officials in hazmat suits hovering over lifeless

bodies, apparently struck down by the virus before they

could get to a hospital. It was a virtual buffet of terror.

Imagine logging onto Facebook and seeing your friend’s

post of a man foaming at the mouth, captioned “sure, just

the flu…” You continue scrolling and see many similar



videos shared by friends, family, and coworkers. It was a

powerful message and it impacted the global psyche for two

months straight, before the world had any other information

about this “novel” virus.

For the naturally skeptical, the videos tended to look

hysterical and fake. In one, a team of police with the word

“SWAT” on their uniforms—in English—caught a man with a

butterfly net for removing his mask.[143] Official Chinese

accounts widely shared an image of a hospital wing

supposedly constructed in one day, but which actually

showed an apartment 600 miles away.[144] In one of the

biggest viral sensations, videos showed Chinese people

spontaneously keeling over and dying from the virus in

scenes likened to Zombieland and The Walking Dead.[145] In

hindsight, many were downright comical; in one notorious

clip, the spontaneously dying man throws his arms out to

catch himself.[146]

Many dismissed the videos, claiming there’s always fake or

sensational news online. But this was different. This

campaign was organized, sophisticated, and used expert

messaging sprinkled with clever psychological suggestions.

The videos had been hand-picked, edited, and manipulated

to tell the world a specific story. They played night and day

into the darkest, most personal fears of anyone who

watched them. The comments from those sharing the clips

ranged from the sarcastic: “Just the flu”—shaming those

who downplayed the virus—to wild theories that the virus

caused brain hemorrhages and sudden death. And they

engendered a specific narrative: “A deadly virus is coming to

get you, and your government will downplay it and tell you

it’s ‘just the flu.’ But it’s not. It’s a clear and present danger

to you and your family.”

At the time these videos appeared, no one outside China

knew whether COVID-19 caused sudden death. When fear,



confusion, and distrust were rampant, cool-headed citizens

found it difficult to speak sensibly about a virus for which

there was little information. And even for those who didn’t

buy in outright, there was always that nagging voice in their

mind: “What if…” That little “what if,” embedded into the

unconscious mind, was perhaps the most powerful effect of

all.

Another viral sensation claimed to show dead COVID-19

victims lining the streets and waiting to be picked up like

trash. As one user tweeted about the video: “Wuhan China.

Dead Bodies waiting 4 pickup. Coronavirus NO ordinary

Virus. Is it intentionally released BIO WEAPON?”[147]

Imagine watching this video and picturing your hometown’s

streets lined with bodies, struck down by some “BIO

WEAPON.” That’s terrifying. And it was also a lie. The video

actually showed people sleeping on the streets in Shenzhen,

over 600 miles from Wuhan.[148] But this imagery and the

idea that a “BIO WEAPON” was on the way were extremely

powerful. Would you stay locked in your home to save

yourself from a bioweapon? After that, you just might.

Photos of officials in hazmat suits were everywhere, playing

into a narrative about people trying in vain to “escape”

Wuhan. The stories were dramatized tales of victims who

tried desperately to flee, but were either killed by hazmat-

clad officials or collapsed and died before making it out.

Vivid, relatable tales invoking the human spirit and the will

to live. “These people are just like you!” Except that these

stories weren’t real. The man in the photo did not have

COVID-19; in reality, he was a passed-out drunk.[149]

Another theme in the videos was authorities apprehending,

detaining, or killing COVID-19 victims to help save the world.

Imagine seeing doctors so frightened of a virus that they’re

forced to use weapons against innocent victims. Suddenly,

COVID-19 felt like the apocalypse, with “good” and “evil”



trading places. A virus so terrible that doctors had to do evil

things; heroes had to act like villains!

Some of the most influential footage showed authorities

welding residents into their homes, both for their own good

and—even more—for the good of the world. Another video

featured a woman lying dead in the street and the story was

that she had been shot at the border by doctors as she

attempted to flee. Powerful, emotional, themes. And that

unconscious “what if…” Could it be true? A virus so awful

that doctors were forced to become jailers and killers to

save mankind? “Was I not taking this seriously enough? Am

I ignoring the truth? What if…”

But like all the others, this video was a lie. A screenshot

revealed that the actual video had nothing to do with

COVID-19—it was a well-documented motor-scooter

accident. But the video was artfully edited to tell a

completely different story.[150] Videos that purportedly

showed actual encounters were just training videos, often

with actors. Yet whoever posted these videos went to great

lengths to make them look like real-life takedowns.

There were hundreds of these videos floating around social

media—nearly all of them went viral, and many news

outlets covered them as well. They shaped the initial

narrative about COVID-19. But they were all fake, and most

were quietly wiped from the internet in the months to come.

The videos had painted the Chinese government’s response

in a terrible light. “These poor Wuhan residents were

dropping dead in the streets!” But Chinese state media

never mentioned them or indicated they were fake—a point

one would expect they’d want to make loud and clear. And

despite all that terror, no journalists or public officials ever

asked who made them, who posted them, and why. The first

building blocks of the mass hysteria over COVID-19 that led

to the shutdown of the world had been fabricated. Surely a



bombshell of that magnitude would concern everyone, or at

least pique the interest of journalists and politicians? But it

didn’t.

Thanks to those videos, millions of people were primed to

distrust coolheaded leaders and scientists. A year prior, if

westerners had been told they would voluntarily shut down

their cities and lock themselves in their homes, they’d have

laughed. But many were bamboozled into believing a virus

causing brain hemorrhages, seizures, and sudden death was

coming, and if they didn’t shut down, lock up, and surrender

their liberties, millions would die. That message was made

loud and clear for two months.

While an embattled minority of experts tried to calm the

fray, a frantic public was thinking about all those Wuhan

residents dying in the streets. The Wuhan fear videos were

the first of several perfectly-timed events that would

provide the rationale for a fearful public to trade away their

rights and livelihoods for lockdowns and restrictions—they

crafted a powerful narrative and pre-programmed countless

minds.

 

While the Wuhan videos consumed social media, most

mainstream viewers had their first encounter with COVID-19

fear propaganda through a story picked up by global media

outlets in early February 2020 about a doctor named Li

Wenliang. Li had supposedly noticed an unusual incidence of

pneumonia and warned his friends that hospital staff were

being quarantined. Li’s message went viral on social media,

so the story went, causing panic and anger among the

people of Wuhan, for which Li was admonished by local

authorities on January 3, 2020. Days later, in a private

meeting with the Politburo Standing Committee, Xi Jinping

had gravely determined that the situation in Wuhan would



require their personal supervision. Li was later named a

national hero.

Li Wenliang’s story does not withstand scrutiny.[151]

Wuhan is the largest city in central China. It remains a

mystery why 27 patients experiencing symptoms of

pneumonia in a city of 19 million people might be notable.

But on December 31, 2019, the Wuhan municipal

government—the same government that supposedly

admonished Li Wenliang for sharing this information days

later—was so not intent on covering up those cases that it

made an alarmist public announcement about them on its

website: “On December 31, 2019, the Wuhan Municipal

Health Commission notified the epidemic situation of

pneumonia in Wuhan.”[152]

The very next day, on January 1, 2020, two days before Li’s

supposed admonishment, People’s Daily, China’s largest

newspaper, picked up the story and reported it in the most

alarmist fashion: “27 Quarantined in Wuhan Due to Viral

Pneumonia.”[153] Even more telling was the article’s target

audience: It appeared only on People’s Daily’s English

website. It was meant for westerners.

Even more puzzling is that People’s Daily wanted English

readers to know this: “White-clad medical workers were

busy spraying sanitizer in the market with their faces

masked.” The article included a terrifying graphic of a

coronavirus in a human lung—eight days before Chinese

authorities officially disclosed that the virus was “a new

type of coronavirus.”[154] People’s Daily even alerted the

English-speaking world to some “internet rumors” about

what these few dozen cases might portend: “Without

responding directly to online rumors that these cases may

be related to severe acute respiratory syndrome, widely

known as SARS…” Ironic, given that the earliest online



rumors about an outbreak of a SARS-like virus had come

from People’s Daily itself.[155]

Over the course of the next week, more and more global

media reports of a SARS-like outbreak in Wuhan began

appearing, all citing the same source: The Wuhan Municipal

Health Commission’s website. BBC ran what appears to be

the first story citing the Wuhan Municipal Health

Commission’s website on January 3, headlined: “China

Pneumonia Outbreak: Mystery Virus Probed in Wuhan.”[156]

On January 3, 2020, the same day Li Wenliang was

“admonished,” the CCP was so not intent on covering up

COVID-19 that they directly reported 44 cases of viral

pneumonia to the World Health Organization (WHO).[157]

Even the WHO couldn’t help but note that “the symptoms

reported among the patients are common to several

respiratory diseases, and pneumonia is common in the

winter season.” A few dozen cases of viral pneumonia

simply weren’t worth agitating about. But agitating is

exactly what the CCP did, first denying “clear evidence” of

human-to-human transmission on January 11, then

confirming human-to-human transmission a week later,

before shutting down Wuhan days after that.[158]

In fact, the first time the world ever heard the name “Li

Wenliang” was on January 27, 2020—a month after he had

allegedly sent his viral messages—when a purported exposé

of party malfeasance featuring an interview with Li was

published in one of the CCP’s most venerated state

propaganda outlets: Beijing Youth Daily.[159]

Image searches for screenshots of Li Wenliang’s famous

messages “blowing the whistle” on COVID-19 turn up

nothing prior to January 27, a month after they’d supposedly

gone viral—but, coincidentally, the same day Beijing Youth

Daily first told of Li’s purported existence. Beijing Youth

Daily’s supposed exposé featured an interview with Li in



which the story of his social media posts and subsequent

reprimand was told for the first time.[160]

The New York Times first reported on Li Wenliang on

February 1, 2020, five days after his debut in Beijing Youth

Daily.[161] If the New York Times had done even cursory fact-

checking, they’d have realized Li and his “viral” warnings

had been invented just days prior by Chinese state media.

In fact, the only international media outlet that had reported

Li’s story up to that point was Caixin Global, a Chinese state

media organization.[162] Rubber-stamping state media from a

totalitarian dictatorship would seem to be a serious violation

of the Times’s publication guidelines—though the New York

Times had at least one Pulitzer-winning bureau chief who did

exactly that for decades: Walter Duranty, who’d spent years

in Moscow whitewashing Stalin’s atrocities for a global

audience.[163]

Each article about Li Wenliang contains a unique interview;

Li’s portion of the original interview in Beijing Youth Daily

and the second interview in Caixin Global both total over

1,200 words.[164] It’s unclear how Li provided these

responses, given Beijing Youth Daily reported he had been

hooked up to a ventilator and receiving “high-flow oxygen

therapy” on January 27.[165] Though perhaps the ubiquitous

images of Li first released by China’s largest international

propaganda outlet, Global Times, give a clue. Though they

claim to show Li near death’s door, upon closer inspection

what they really show is a man in perfectly good health

wearing a non-intrusive breathing mask that can be taken

off in seconds—sometimes holding his identification card.[166]

Like the rest of the Li Wenliang story, these images were

shared with top news outlets and splashed onto front pages

across the world, searing them into the consciousness of

everyone who saw them. Just days later, media outlets

everywhere were carrying sensational front-page articles



about the death of Li Wenliang—a name Beijing Youth Daily

had unveiled less than two weeks prior.[167]

Media outlets around the world published hagiographic

obituaries of Li Wenliang, but it’s highly unlikely that any of

these events ever took place. Rather, from the very

beginning, the CCP had done everything in its power to

stoke panic around COVID-19, and the sensational tale of Li

blowing the whistle on a cover-up of this “SARS-like” virus

added a veneer of legitimacy to the Party’s own alarmism. Li

Wenliang’s story is, quite simply, propaganda—an

intentional distraction from the fact that a “cover-up” of a

deadly virus contradicted the CCP’s own well-documented

communications.

 

The story of COVID-19 had begun with a panoply of absurd

events and outright lies. This is the story of how lockdowns,

having sprung into human consciousness on the order of Xi

Jinping, were propagated into global policy with a total

absence of precedent, analysis, or logic—one of the most

audacious psychological operations in all recorded history.

Lockdown proponents frequently justified their policies by

comparing them to actions taken during the Spanish flu a

century prior.[168] But a cursory examination of those

measures reveals that nothing remotely approximating

lockdowns was ever imposed. In the words of federal Judge

William Stickman in Cnty. of Butler v. Wolf, citing the work of

preeminent historians:

Although this nation has faced many epidemics and

pandemics and state and local governments have

employed a variety of interventions in response, there

have never previously been lockdowns of entire

populations—much less for lengthy and indefinite

periods of time…[169] While, unquestionably, states



and local governments restricted certain activities for

a limited period of time to mitigate the Spanish Flu,

there is no record of any imposition of a population

lockdown in response to that disease or any other in

our history.[170]

Not only are lockdowns historically unprecedented in

response to any previous epidemic or pandemic in American

history, but they were not even mentioned in recent

guidance offered by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention (CDC). Judge Stickman continues:

Indeed, even for a ‘Very High Severity’ pandemic

(defined as one comparable to the Spanish Flu), the

guidelines provide only that ‘CDC recommends

voluntary home isolation of ill persons,’ and ‘CDC

might recommend voluntary home quarantine of

exposed household members in areas where novel

influenza circulates.’ This is a far, far cry from a

statewide lockdown…[171]

The fact is that the lockdowns imposed across the

United States in early 2020 in response to the COVID-

19 pandemic are unprecedented in the history of our

Commonwealth and our Country. They have never

been used in response to any other disease in our

history. They were not recommendations made by the

CDC. They were unheard of by the people of this

nation until just this year. It appears as though the

imposition of lockdowns in Wuhan and other areas of

China—a nation unconstrained by concern for civil

liberties and constitutional norms—started a domino

effect where one country, and state, after another

imposed draconian and hitherto untried measures on

their citizens.

Judge Stickman’s intuition regarding the history of

lockdowns was in line with the opinion of the foremost



infectious disease scholars. As Dr. D.A. Henderson, the man

widely credited with eradicating smallpox, wrote in 2006,

“Experience has shown that communities faced with

epidemics or other adverse events respond best and with

the least anxiety when the normal social functioning of the

community is least disrupted.”[172] In fact, no western

scientist had ever publicly supported lockdowns until Xi

Jinping personally authorized the “unprecedented lockdown

of Wuhan and other cities beginning on January 23.”[173]

Xi’s lockdown of Wuhan had been inspired by the CCP’s pet

hybrid of public health and security policy: Fangkong, the

same policy that inspired the reeducation and “quarantine”

of over one million Uyghur Muslims and other minorities

“infected with extremism” throughout Xinjiang and Tibet.[174]

Xi later affirmed that he had issued these instructions to the

Politburo Standing Committee on January 7, 2020—but his

instructions have never been revealed.[175] Chinese business

leader Ren Zhiqiang penned an open letter in which he

requested Xi’s instructions be made public:

So, what happened in December? Why wasn’t

information made available promptly? Why did CCTV

on January 1 investigate news about eight

rumormongers? And how could we have the January 3

admonishment? Why was the United States notified

of the outbreak on January 3? Why not mention the

various crises that happened before January 7? Why

haven’t the January 7 instruction been made public,

not yet even today?! How were various national-level

meetings able to gather after January 7? Why are you

still traveling abroad? Why did you celebrate Spring

Festival in Yunnan?[176]

For this letter, Ren Zhiqiang was sentenced to 18 years in

prison.[177]



When the Wuhan lockdown began, the WHO’s

representative in China noted that “trying to contain a city

of 11 million people is new to science… The lockdown of 11

million people is unprecedented in public health

history…”[178] Human rights observers expressed concerns.
[179] As one told the New York Times, “The shutdown would

almost certainly lead to human rights violations and would

be patently unconstitutional in the United States.”[180]

But those concerns didn’t stop the WHO from effusively

praising the CCP’s “unprecedented” response just days after

the lockdown began: “The measures China has taken are

good not only for that country but also for the rest of the

world.”[181] Having met with Xi in Beijing days prior, WHO

Director Tedros Adhanom added that he was personally

“very impressed and encouraged by the president [Xi]’s

detailed knowledge of the outbreak” and the next day

praised China for “setting a new standard for outbreak

response.”[182] Tedros continued:

The level of commitment (of the leadership) in China

is incredible; I will praise China again and again,

because its actions actually helped in reducing the

spread of the novel coronavirus to other countries…
[183]

But six days in, the lockdown—being “unprecedented in

public health history”—had produced no results, so Tedros

was actually praising human rights abuses with nothing to

show for them.

On January 23, 2020, the Chinese government forced 57

million residents of Hubei province into their homes—

horrifying western observers—and the Wuhan fear videos

began flooding international social media that same day.[184]

Two days later, on January 25, Eric Feigl-Ding, a nutritional

epidemiologist with little background in infectious disease,

tweeted, “HOLY MOTHER OF GOD, the new coronavirus is a



3.8!!! How bad is that reproductive R0 value? It is

thermonuclear pandemic level bad.”[185] This was the first of

a years-long series of false, hysterical, and wildly-popular

tweets by the previously unknown Ding, by virtue of which

he gained hundreds of thousands of followers and became

one of the leading proponents for strict COVID-19 mandates,

despite his evident lack of qualifications. [186]

But then, amid all that terror, suddenly there was hope!

Beginning in February 2020, the Chinese government began

reporting an exponential decline in COVID-19 cases. In its

February report, the WHO waxed rhapsodic about China’s

triumph:

General Secretary Xi Jinping personally directed and

deployed the prevention and control work … China’s

uncompromising and rigorous use of non-

pharmaceutical measures to contain transmission of

the COVID-19 virus in multiple settings provides vital

lessons for the global response.[187]

Shortly after, the WHO held a press conference during which

Assistant Director-General Bruce Aylward—who later

disconnected a live interview when asked to acknowledge

Taiwan—told the press:

What China has demonstrated is, you have to do this.

If you do it, you can save lives and prevent thousands

of cases of what is a very difficult disease.[188]

Two days later, in an interview for China Central Television,

Aylward put it bluntly: “Copy China’s response to COVID-

19.”[189] Months later, Canada’s parliament summoned

Aylward for questioning, but the WHO forbade him from

testifying.[190]

There are several glaring issues with the WHO’s

recommendations.[191] First, the WHO’s conclusion that this

“rather unique and unprecedented public health response in



China reversed the escalating cases” is a logical fallacy.[192]

While it was possible that a more “flat” curve in Wuhan

could be attributed to the CCP’s lockdown, it was at least as

likely that Wuhan had simply witnessed the natural course

of this “novel” pathogen. With no possible comparison or

control group, the mere issuance of a policy “unprecedented

in public health history” should not have automatically

meant it was effective—especially given the WHO’s own

2019 guidance for pandemic influenza did not advise border

closures, mass contact tracing, or quarantine even of

“exposed individuals” under any circumstance.[193]

Further, the WHO did not consider other countries’

economic circumstances, demographics, or even their

number of COVID-19 cases—which were very few in most of

the world—before telling the entire world: “You have to do

this.” This conclusion by the world’s foremost public health

body was, at best, criminally negligent.

Rather than considering these absurdities, scientists quickly

began drafting plans in nearly every language to imitate

China’s lockdowns.[194] The New York Times immediately

cited the WHO’s report, snapping into a pro-lockdown

stance it clung to for years with shockingly little

introspection: “China ‘took one of the most ancient

strategies and rolled out one of the most ambitious, agile

and aggressive disease-containment efforts in history.’”[195]

The idea of locking down an entire state or country and

forcibly shutting its businesses had never been entertained,

discussed, or implemented in any pandemic literature until

it was done by Xi Jinping in January 2020. Lockdowns had

never been tried before 2020 or tested before 2020, even

on a theoretical basis. Xi had brought the concept of

“lockdown” into human history; it otherwise never would

have entered the collective imagination. Anytime anyone



endorsed a lockdown, they were endorsing a Xi Jinping

policy.

 

No one was more outraged by the CCP’s COVID-19 coverup

than Xi Jinping. Xi personally saw to it that the local officials

in Wuhan were punished for how they’d treated poor Li

Wenliang during his tragically short existence.[196] January 27

to February 7, 2020. Less than two weeks old. May he rest in

peace.

But now it was time to move forward. Regardless of one’s

opinion about the CCP, the world had to set all that aside,

because they were faced with a novel pandemic unlike

anything they’d seen before—and in the span of a few

weeks, Xi’s “public health” policy had become the world’s

go-to pandemic response. All the nations of the free world

were exposed, lined up and vulnerable like so many

dominoes. What a shame it would be if someone happened

to come along and give them that one, little tip.



 

CHAPTER V



JUST STAY HOME

 

There are no historical observations or scientific

studies that support the confinement by quarantine

of groups of possibly infected people for extended

periods in order to slow the spread of influenza. A

WHO Writing Group, after reviewing the literature

and considering contemporary international

experience, concluded that ‘forced isolation and

quarantine are ineffective and impractical.’ Despite

this recommendation by experts, mandatory large-

scale quarantine continues to be considered as an

option by some authorities and government officials.

The interest in quarantine reflects the views and

conditions prevalent more than 50 years ago, when

much less was known about the epidemiology of

infectious diseases and when there was far less

international and domestic travel in a less densely

populated world… The negative consequences of

large-scale quarantine are so extreme (forced

confinement of sick people with the well; complete

restriction of movement of large populations;

difficulty in getting critical supplies, medicines, and

food to people inside the quarantine zone) that this

mitigation measure should be eliminated from

serious consideration. – Dr. D.A. Henderson, Disease

Mitigation Measures in the Control of Pandemic

Influenza, 2006

In October 2015, Xi Jinping made his only visit to the United

Kingdom as General Secretary of the CCP.[197] A busy man,

Xi’s trip lasted just four days, and he visited just one

university: Imperial College London. At Imperial, Xi

announced “a series of new UK-China education and



research collaborations” including “nanotechnology,

bioengineering… and public health.”[198] In a speech

welcoming Xi and his wife, a goodwill ambassador to the

WHO, Imperial College President Alice Gast described

Imperial as “China’s best academic partner in the west”:

Imperial College London strives to be just that, China’s best

academic partner in the west… As China’s top research

partner in the U.K., Imperial’s academics and students

benefit from collaboration on a daily basis.[199]

In February 2020, Imperial proved just how valuable

“China’s best academic partner in the west” could be. Just

as the hysteria surrounding Li Wenliang and the Wuhan fear

videos began to die down, the second act of the COVID-19

terror campaign began with a bombshell report from

Imperial College London, its predictions seeming to validate

the visceral horror that social media users had been

experiencing all month.

An Imperial team led by physicist Neil Ferguson had run a

computer model predicting that, by October 2020, more

than 500,000 people in the U.K. and 2.2 million in the U.S.

would die of COVID-19.[200] Ferguson’s team recommended

months of strict social distancing to prevent this, and his

work was instrumental in convincing many world leaders to

adopt lockdown policies. The Imperial model predicted that

the U.S. could incur up to one million deaths even with

“enhanced social distancing.”[201] In reality, by the end of

October, according to the CDC and the U.K. National Health

Service (NHS), approximately 230,000 deaths in the U.S.

and 37,000 deaths in the U.K. were attributed to COVID-19.
[202]

Shortly after, Ferguson’s team produced another report

titled Evidence of initial success for China exiting COVID-19

social distancing policy after achieving containment,

concluding: For the first time since the outbreak began



there have been no new confirmed cases caused by local

transmission in China reported for five consecutive days up

to 23 March 2020. This is an indication that the social

distancing measures enacted in China have led to control of

COVID-19 in China.[203]

Ferguson, of course, had no way of knowing if this was in

fact true, and his conclusion directly contradicted that of the

western intelligence community around the same time.[204]

In a December interview, Ferguson recalled how China had

inspired his lockdown recommendations: I think people’s

sense of what is possible in terms of control changed quite

dramatically between January and March… It’s a communist

one party state, we said. We couldn’t get away with it in

Europe, we thought… And then Italy did it. And we realised

we could… If China had not done it, the year would have

been very different.[205]

A study by researchers at UCLA compared the accuracy of

various institutions’ COVID-19 models. Across all time

periods, the models produced by Imperial College had far

higher rates of error—always too high: The Imperial model

had larger errors, about 5-fold higher than other models by

six weeks. This appears to be largely driven by the

aforementioned tendency to overestimate mortality. At

twelve weeks, MAPE (mean absolute percentage error)

values were lowest for the IHME-MS-SEIR (23.7%) model,

while the Imperial model had the most elevated MAPE

(98.8%).[206]

Imperial’s inaccuracy continued unabated. Prior to the U.K.

ending its COVID-19 restrictions on July 19, 2021, dubbed

“Freedom Day,” Ferguson predicted that after ending

restrictions, “100,000 cases a day is almost inevitable.”[207]

Instead, cases per day fell dramatically after the U.K. ended

its restrictions, falling from over 35,000 on July 18 to around

27,000 on July 23.[208]



 

Just as Neil Ferguson’s infamous models were giving COVID-

19 hysteria a veneer of legitimacy, another piece of

sophistry by thinkfluencer Tomas Pueyo began making the

rounds among policymakers. Pueyo came to sudden fame

for his March 10 article Coronavirus: Why You Must Act Now,

in which he implored world leaders to implement lockdowns

on China’s model: “The total number of cases grew

exponentially until China contained it. But then, it leaked

outside, and now it’s a pandemic that nobody can stop.”[209]

Pueyo was an MBA with no relevant credentials or prior

interest in epidemiology, and there was little to indicate

where he’d gotten his ideas. When asked, Pueyo wrote: “You

might have also noticed my two MSc and the several viral

applications I built that gathered millions of users—with very

similar dynamics”—invoking his experience with viral media

applications as a qualification to discuss the spread of

viruses in the biological sense.[210] As one lecturer at

Sheffield University summarized: The experts are back in

fashion. So the story went during the early stages of the

Covid-19 crisis… This turned out to be an unsustainable

position… Pueyo made no claims to special expertise or

relevant credentials, and a glance at his Medium profile

showed no previous interest in epidemiology, but rather a

range of posts with titles such as What the Rise of Skywalker

Can Teach About Storytelling and What I Learned Building a

Horoscope That Blew Up on Facebook. This all seemed like a

poor fit for the new age of expert deference that we were

supposed to be experiencing, but… [Coronavirus: Why You

Must Act Now] received a stunning 40 million views in the

first nine days since publication and has been translated

into over 40 languages.[211]

Pueyo’s article went viral at an astonishing pace.[212]

Reactions were mixed. Many top commenters expressed



shock at Pueyo’s lack of qualifications, and accused him of

being a “liar and a fraud.”[213] As one top comment on

Pueyo’s Medium article stated: It is irresponsible of medium

to publish this article by someone with no background in

medicine, public health, epidemiology or statistics without a

peer review by people in those fields.[214]

Others questioned how someone with no experience or

previous interest in epidemiology was suddenly one of the

most influential voices in a public health emergency: Are

you kidding me? This techbro previously best known for

marketing his fellow techbros, and for a book about the

hidden meaning of Star Wars … has gone viral as a

pandemic expert, despite not knowing the difference

between linear and exponential, or anything about the

context for South Korean epidemiological successes?

There’s a special ring of hell for people who self-promote in

times like these.[215]

Undeterred, Pueyo went on tour advising state legislators on

implementing lockdowns and, within days, had posted links

to high-quality translations in dozens of languages.[216] His

6,000-word article had been so popular, so the story went,

that readers had produced immaculate translations in nearly

every language.

Pueyo’s article contained many oddities. It several times

referred to the coronavirus as a “pandemic,” but as of March

10, the WHO had not yet declared a pandemic, and per the

article, cases accounted for less than 0.0015% of the

world’s population.[217] In the article, Pueyo implored leaders:

But in 2–4 weeks, when the entire world is in lockdown,

when the few precious days of social distancing you will

have enabled will have saved lives, people won’t criticize

you anymore: They will thank you for making the right

decision.



Not only was the coronavirus not yet a pandemic, but as of

March 10 there were fewer than 200 cases in the entire

developing world outside China—fewer than one case per

20 million people. There was no good reason to believe the

entire world would be in lockdown in two to four weeks.

On March 19, Pueyo posted another Medium article titled

The Hammer and Dance, explaining the strategy Pueyo

described as “the Hammer”—quick, aggressive lockdowns

when outbreaks occur—followed by “the Dance”—tracing,

surveillance, and quarantine measures.[218] In the months to

come, all the epidemiological predictions in Pueyo’s articles

were quickly falsified. But, like Neil Ferguson’s models,

Pueyo’s articles had played a disproportionate role in the

normalization of lockdown measures.

 

Around the same time Pueyo’s articles began circulating,

the German Ministry of the Interior (BMI) specifically

commissioned models that would justify “measures of a

preventive and repressive nature.”[219] Scientists delivered.

On March 20, 2020, the German Society of Epidemiology

published a six-page paper forecasting horrifying outcomes

if extraordinary actions weren’t taken.[220] The model

justified the BMI’s subsequent publication, on March 22, of a

notorious strategy paper—later dubbed “the Panic Paper.”

The Panic Paper was secretly distributed to Germany’s

parliament and media leaders, playing an outsized role in

Germany’s March 2020 lockdown.[221]

The Panic Paper was leaked after BMI refused to release it

under the Freedom of Information Act.[222] Despite being

published just three days after Pueyo’s article, the Panic

Paper relied heavily on Pueyo’s work, referring to

intermittent lockdowns and surveillance as the “Hammer

and Dance.” The term “Hammer and Dance” had no history



in epidemiology—Pueyo had invented it just three days

prior.[223]

The Panic Paper was characterized by illiberal sentiments

unparalleled in the history of postwar Germany—but this

mystery quickly subsided when more was revealed about its

authors. One author was Otto Kölbl.[224] Kölbl had been

“researching socio-economic development in China” since

2007.[225] From 2005 to 2006 he was a language teacher at

Northwestern Polytechnical University in Xi’an, China. He

ran his own blog called “rainbowbuilders.org” in which he’d

described Hong Kong as “parasitic” and praised the CCP’s

exemplary governance of Tibet.[226] Like Pueyo, Kölbl was

very unqualified to be advising world leaders on

epidemiology or public health, fields in which he had no

background.

Maximilian Mayer was another author of the Panic Paper.[227]

Mayer taught at the University of Nottingham in Ningbo

China and Tongji University in Shanghai, and was a research

fellow at Renmin University Beijing.[228] Mayer’s research

interests included China’s foreign and energy policy, climate

politics, and international relations, and he edited

Rethinking the Silk-Road: China’s Belt and Road Initiative

and Emerging Eurasian Relations.[229] Like Pueyo and Kölbl,

Mayer lacked any qualifications in epidemiology or public

health, the fields on which he’d advised the German

government via the Panic Paper.

Later, hundreds of pages of emails containing

communications leading up to the Panic Paper were

provided to Germany’s independent Corona Committee.[230]

In one email, Mayer wrote that he was delivering “secret”

information about the Chinese response, and in another

specifically recommended: “We suggest the motto

‘collectively distanced.’”[231]



Toward the end of the emails, the BMI minister who’d

arranged the study asked the participants to provide their

personal emails and phone numbers because “we don’t

know how long the networks will be reliably functioning”—as

if the coronavirus might somehow take down professional

email networks but leave personal ones intact. Of the 210

pages of emails that led to the publication of the German

strategy paper, 118 pages were blacked out entirely. The

emails contained frequent discussion of China, but nearly all

of these references were redacted. The stated reason: “May

have adverse effects on international relations.”[232]

 

Ferguson’s models, Pueyo’s articles, and national

abominations like the German Panic Paper all predicted

millions of deaths in countries that eschewed lockdowns,

giving a veneer of academic legitimacy to the visceral terror

gripping the world. These papers are well-known to have

played outsized roles in world leaders’ decisions to shut

down their countries. But at the same time leaders were

digesting these predictions, the CCP was engaging in a

broad, systematic, and largely clandestine propaganda

campaign to normalize and promote lockdown measures.

Within China, the CCP has long paid hundreds of thousands

of full-time social media propagandists, and also pays for

social media posts on an a la carte basis, totaling hundreds

of millions of comments each year.[233] Xi had unleashed

these activities globally, and they escalated dramatically

along with COVID-19.[234] In general, social media companies

have only been able to detect obvious automated activity,

while fake, personally-managed accounts can be created

with ease.[235] This worked out nicely for the CCP, who’d

always preferred the human touch.[236]

On March 9, 2020, Italy became the first country outside

China to implement a national lockdown. Chinese experts



arrived in Italy on March 12 and two days later advised

stricter measures: “There are still too many people and

behaviors on the street to improve.”[237] On March 19, they

repeated that Italy’s lockdown was “not strict enough.”

“Here in Milan, the hardest hit area by COVID-19, there isn’t

a very strict lockdown… We need every citizen to be

involved in the fight of COVID-19 and follow this policy.”[238]

Italy was simultaneously bombarded with Chinese

propaganda and disinformation. From March 11 to 23,

roughly 46% of tweets with the hashtag #forzaCinaeItalia

(Go China, go Italy) and 37% of those with the hashtag

#grazieCina (thank you China) came from bots.[239]

Shortly after, the entire world was bombarded with

propaganda extolling the virtues of China’s heavy-handed

approach.[240] On March 12, Twitter user @manisha_kataki

posted a video showing Chinese workers disinfecting

streets, admiring China’s strategy: “At this rate, China will

be back in action very soon, may be much faster than the

world expects.” As the New York Times noted, this tweet

was not shocking, funny, or newsworthy, yet it was shared

hundreds of thousands of times; Israeli company Next Dim

flagged the activity as state-sponsored.[241]

Hundreds of thousands of clandestine quote-tweets of

@manisha_kataki’s post expressed admiration for China’s

lockdowns and pleaded for governments to emulate them,

while denigrating those who failed to follow suit. These

governments included, but were not limited to: Nigeria,

Ghana, South Africa, Namibia, Kenya, France, Spain,

Colombia, Brazil, Canada, Australia, India, Germany, the

United Kingdom, and the United States.[242]

The quote-tweets used many languages to complain in

nearly-identical terms about being told to “wash their

hands,” denigrating other governments’ comparatively lax

responses in contrast to China’s full lockdown of Wuhan.



Other suspicious quote-tweets explicitly implored leaders to

copy China and lock down cities and countries. Twitter

responded to the Times’s article by deleting 170,000

accounts the next day—but most of the accounts involved in

this ring remained active many months later.[243]

On March 15, social media bots began wildly sharing a

YouTube video of Italian residents imploring the world to

follow them into lockdown, which the bots dubbed a

“message from the future.”[244] According to the video’s

caption, “It is believed nations like the U.S., England,

France, Spain and Germany are about 9-10 days behind Italy

in the COVID19 progression. We asked people from all

around Italy to record a message to the themselves of 10

days prior.”[245] The video quickly went viral and gained over

8.3 million views.

As more countries shut down, some suspicious activity took

a darker turn. South Dakota Governor Kristi Noem famously

refused to issue a statewide lockdown.[246] Suspicious

accounts began filling her Twitter feed with abuse to

pressure her to do so. Upon closer examination, some of

these accounts would hurl similar abuse at governors

thousands of miles apart.[247] The online abuse of anti-

lockdown leaders continued for some time. When Brian

Kemp, the first U.S. governor to end his state’s lockdown,

paid homage to the late Representative John Lewis, his

Twitter feed was stormed in conspicuous, vulgar language

that attacked his anti-lockdown stance.[248]

Some CCP propagandists were identifiable by their advocacy

for China’s policies and abuses. In one example, a model

CCP propaganda account, @AmerLiberal, showed both

strong support for China’s abuses—including in Xinjiang and

Hong Kong—and antipathy for China’s key rivals, India and

the United States. The account strongly and consistently

supported lockdowns all over the world.[249]



Chinese state media bought numerous Facebook ads

advertising China’s pandemic response—all of which ran

without Facebook’s required political disclaimer.[250]

Simultaneously, Chinese state media began describing

“herd immunity” as a strategy violating “human rights”:

Sweden will not test people with mild symptoms. UK and

Germany tried to build a ‘herd immunity’, which will expose

many people to the risk of death. These countries are

unwilling to invest more resources in epidemic control. What

about human rights? What about humanitarianism?”[251]

Initially, U.K. Prime Minister Boris Johnson also opted for a

strategy centered on herd immunity. But on March 13,

suspicious accounts began storming his Twitter feed and

likening his plan to genocide. This language almost never

appeared in Johnson’s feed before March 12, and several of

the accounts were hardly active before then. The U.K.

locked down days later.[252]

Sweden, whose leaders were unique in forgoing lockdowns,

became a primary target of the CCP’s propaganda

campaign.[253] Sweden’s rift with the CCP predates COVID-

19. In January 2020, Beijing had threatened Swedish trade

ties over an award given to Gui Minhai, a Swedish publisher

detained in China.[254] In the words of China’s state-run

Global Times: Chinese analysts and netizens doubt herd

immunity and called it a violation of human rights, citing

high mortality in the country compared to other Northern

European countries. ‘So-called human rights, democracy,

freedom are heading in the wrong direction in Sweden, and

countries that are extremely irresponsible do not deserve to

be China’s friend…’[255]

That was, of course, before the WHO adopted the bold,

contradictory strategy of rewriting the definition of herd

immunity wholesale. Throughout most of 2020, the WHO’s

definition of herd immunity had properly included “immunity



developed through previous infection”—but on October 15,

2020, the WHO effectively erased the eons-long history of

natural immunity from its website: ‘Herd immunity’, also

known as ‘population immunity’, is a concept used for

vaccination, in which a population can be protected from a

certain virus if a threshold of vaccination is reached. Herd

immunity is achieved by protecting people from a virus, not

by exposing them to it.[256]

 

While the world digested the terrible prophecies of those

like Ferguson, Pueyo, and the German BMI amidst an

unprecedented propaganda onslaught, the scientific

foundations for lockdown policies were simultaneously being

laid.

Underpinning the policy of “lockdown” was the concept of

“asymptomatic spread.” According to this concept, healthy

individuals or “silent spreaders” might be responsible for a

significant number of SARS-CoV-2 transmissions.[257] The

idea of preventing asymptomatic spread was the sole basis

for subjecting healthy people to lockdown restrictions—and

a significant departure from prevailing public health

guidance. According to the WHO, “Early data from China

suggested that people without symptoms could infect

others.”[258] This idea of asymptomatic spread was reflected

in the WHO’s February report from Wuhan.[259]

Significant asymptomatic spread was believed to be a novel

and unique feature of SARS-CoV-2 based on several studies

performed in China.[260] Multiple studies from other countries

could not find any transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from

asymptomatic individuals.[261] A German study co-authored

by Christian Drosten claimed to find “Transmission of 2019-

nCoV Infection from an Asymptomatic Contact in Germany,”

but the researchers didn’t actually speak to the woman

before they published the paper, and officials later



confirmed that she did, in fact, have symptoms while in

Germany.[262] A paper from McGill University concluded that

“transmission in the asymptomatic period was documented

in numerous studies,” but every one of those studies was

conducted in China; where studies outside China tried to

replicate these findings, they failed.[263]

Further fanning the hysteria, the early lockdowns of several

large cities were followed by large spikes in deaths of

hospitalized patients. In the early stages of the crisis, the

overuse of mechanical oxygen ventilators killed thousands

of innocent patients before a grassroots campaign put a

stop to the practice. These deadly recommendations for

mechanical ventilators also came from China.[264]

In early March 2020, the WHO released COVID-19 provider

guidance to healthcare workers.[265] The guidance

recommended escalating quickly to mechanical ventilation

to treat COVID-19 patients, a departure from past

experience.[266] In doing so, they cited guidance from

Chinese journal articles claiming that “Chinese expert

consensus” called for “invasive mechanical ventilation” as

the “first choice” for people with moderate to severe

respiratory distress—in part to protect medical staff.[267] As

the Wall Street Journal later reported: Last spring, doctors

put patients on ventilators partly to limit contagion at a time

when it was less clear how the virus spread, when

protective masks and gowns were in short supply. Doctors

could have employed other kinds of breathing support

devices that don’t require risky sedation, but early reports

suggested patients using them could spray dangerous

amounts of virus into the air, said Theodore Iwashyna, a

critical-care physician … At the time, he said, doctors and

nurses feared the virus would spread through hospitals. ‘We

were intubating sick patients very early. Not for the patients’

benefit, but in order to control the epidemic and to save

other patients,’ Dr. Iwashyna said, ‘That felt awful.’[268]



Early and frequent use of mechanical ventilators became a

common theme, and it had devastating consequences.[269]

On March 31, 2020, Dr. Cameron Kyle-Sidell, who’d been

working at one of the hardest-hit hospitals in New York City,

acted as an early whistleblower, sounding the alarm in a

widely-shared video: We are operating under a medical

paradigm that is untrue… I fear that this misguided

treatment will lead to a tremendous amount of harm to a

great number of people in a very short time… This method

being widely adopted at this very moment at every hospital

in the country … is actually doing more harm than good.[270]

By May 2020, it was common knowledge in the medical

community that early ventilator use was hurting, rather

than helping, COVID-19 patients, and that less invasive

measures were in fact very effective in assisting recoveries.
[271] A New York City study found a 97.2% mortality rate

among those over age 65 who received mechanical

ventilation.[272] The WHO’s “early action” ventilator

guidance, citing Chinese journal articles, had killed

countless thousands of patients across the world.

 

In a matter of weeks, the world had dismissed a century of

epidemiological research and adopted the model of the

Chinese Communist Party. The WHO’s pandemic response

plan, updated as recently as October 2019, and its national

counterparts in every developed nation, were tossed aside.
[273]

South Australia’s Chief Health Officer later recalled how the

WHO’s Bruce Aylward—who’d instructed the world to “Copy

China’s response to COVID-19”—urged her into this course

of action: While we were somewhat prepared and we

thought about pandemics and we had a pandemic

preparedness plan and such, nobody in the world really

envisaged how huge it was going to be. But we had a very



insightful video lecture from Dr Bruce Aylward leading the

World Health Organization’s investigation into China. And he

said to us, ‘Do not underestimate this virus. It is terrible.

And if you can do something about stopping it getting in, do

everything you possibly can.’[274]

In the U.K. Government’s official Coronavirus Action Plan

from March 3, 2020, discussing social distancing, school

closures, and rapid COVID test and vaccine development,

nearly every source the Government cited was from China.
[275] All the measures outlined in New Zealand’s official

COVID-19 Elimination Strategy document—“physical

distancing” “widespread testing” “surveillance”—were

adopted from China based on the reported success of the

CCP’s Wuhan lockdown.[276] The New Zealand Department of

Health deleted this document from its website one day after

it received widespread attention on Twitter, after having

been posted there for over a year.[277]

On March 24, two days after the notorious “Panic Paper”

was circulated, the German government published a second

strategy paper containing a “catalog of measures” to be

implemented by Germany’s CDC, “based on the scientific

findings of expert teams from the University of Bonn /

University of Nottingham Ningbo China,” and other

foundations. This strategy paper outlined, in detail, the

steps to implement lockdowns, mass testing, home

quarantine, and quarantine facilities, among other

draconian measures. The catalog even included

“coordination” measures including the takeover of all

“central coordination of the COVID-19 crisis” by a “minister

for special tasks,” and public “education” measures

including “appeals to the public spirit.” The document

specifically suggested the use of two words that would soon

become a worldwide propaganda slogan during the COVID-

19 crisis: “Together apart.”[278]



One after another, world leaders and their national

bureaucracies fell in line, halting all social and economic

activity for the first time in history. In March 2020, the Dutch

government commissioned a cost-benefit analysis

concluding that the health damage from lockdown would be

six times greater than the benefit.[279] They ignored it,

claiming “society would not accept” the optics of an elderly

person unable to get an ICU bed. The Dutch government

knowingly took a course of action that would cause health

damage—let alone economic damage—six times worse for

the Dutch people, out of a concern for optics.

The decision had been made to adopt measures from a

totalitarian country including lockdowns, terror campaigns,

and flagrant violations of the Nuremberg Code, all without

informing the public. The entire healthy population was

locked up, elderly people were tossed out of hospital beds,

and legislation was passed, without debate, removing

fundamental rights to movement, association, work,

education, religious worship, and access to medical care.

Authoritarian regimes often engaged in campaigns of

anarchic trolling, but the real power of disinformation is that

a regime with the CCP’s manpower can make any message

go viral at just the right time. A hodgepodge of viral

communications can be released through proxies and

intermediaries to give political decisions an organic feel. In

this case, the decision to “copy” China’s lockdown had been

driven disproportionately by a few early viral

communications including the Wuhan fear videos, Neil

Ferguson’s models, Tomas Pueyo’s articles, and social media

astroturf campaigns like the videos of Italian residents and

the legions of posts demanding leaders shut down their

countries.

The result was an abrupt philosophical shift. In less than two

weeks in March, the ethical burden of COVID-19’s toll shifted



in such a way as to inevitably thrust the world into moral

panic and a manic feedback loop.

In February 2020, COVID-19 containment was still being

discussed in sensible terms of social and economic cost. As

one physician wrote in The Atlantic: “Certain containment

measures will be appropriate, but widely banning travel,

closing down cities, and hoarding resources are not realistic

solutions for an outbreak that lasts years.”[280] On February

27, the New York Times considered the cost to society too

great to justify even temporary school closures, noting the

tendency for officials to just “do something” to give voters

the impression the government is in charge, “even if it’s not

relevant.”[281] Sensible questions were still being asked, and

discussion of them could still be found in the media. Could

the world really control this? What would be the cost of

mitigation?

Two weeks later, everything, everywhere, was closed. In two

weeks, the world had gone from “stay home if you’re sick”

to “stay home at all costs, all the time, sick or not.”

In those two crucial weeks, the moral burden of COVID-19’s

outcome suddenly shifted as a global consensus emerged

that China’s declining case numbers had been a result of its

“draconian” lockdown measures. China’s success was a

beacon—one to which the world should aspire! The political

and public health establishment seized upon the idea that

the people’s fate was in their hands—just as China’s had

been—a feedback loop into which a terrified and

propagandized public bought with little resistance.

With the sense of control firmly established, failure to stop

COVID-19 was now a moral failing. If leaders could stop the

virus, but chose not to, this could only be due to a lack of

resolve. And no one had shown more resolve in stopping

COVID-19 than Xi Jinping.



 

CHAPTER VI



EVERYTHING IS FAKE

 

It is as though mankind had divided itself between

those who believe in human omnipotence (who think

that everything is possible if one knows how to

organize the masses for it) and those for whom

powerlessness has become the major experience of

their lives. – Hannah Arendt, The Origins of

Totalitarianism, 1951

 

On January 13, 2020, six days after Xi Jinping convened the

Politburo Standing Committee to discuss the supervision of

Wuhan, the WHO accepted the world’s first COVID-19 PCR

testing protocol, created in record time by a team including

Victor Corman, Christian Drosten, and Olfert Landt. They’d

been provided with the gene sequences for the protocol by

Chinese scientists at the Wuhan Institute of Virology.[282]

The WHO released the Corman-Drosten Protocol on January

21, the same day it was submitted to the journal

Eurosurveillance for peer review.[283] Eurosurveillance

finished its peer review the very next day—an

extraordinarily quick turnaround.[284] Of the thousands of

publications at Eurosurveillance since 2015, not one other

paper was reviewed and accepted in one day; on average,

the process took over 100 days.[285] But perhaps this was

unsurprising, given Drosten sat on the board of

Eurosurveillance, a flagrant conflict of interest.[286] Amid

popular outrage, Eurosurveillance issued a statement

refusing to disclose its peer review records.[287]

A team led by molecular biologist Pieter Borger submitted a

retraction request for the Corman-Drosten protocol, citing

multiple, fatal errors.[288] The most glaring issue was that, at



the time the protocol was submitted, there was no reason to

even believe widespread PCR testing would be necessary:

The authors introduce the background for their scientific

work as: ‘The ongoing outbreak of the recently emerged

novel coronavirus poses a challenge for public health

laboratories as virus isolates are unavailable while there is

growing evidence that the outbreak is more widespread

than initially thought.’ … there were 6 deaths world-wide on

January 21st 2020 – the day when the manuscript was

submitted. Why did the authors assume a challenge for

public health laboratories…?

Borger’s report went on to specify ten major flaws with the

Corman-Drosten protocol, the most glaring being the fact

that it was based on in silico (theoretical) gene sequences

provided by China: The first and major issue is that the

novel Coronavirus … is based on in silico sequences,

supplied by a laboratory in China.

Corman and Drosten’s PCR protocol, the world’s original

gold standard and most commonly used test for COVID-19

infection, had every indication of being fraudulent. What’s

more, as early as January 10, before either China or the

WHO had given any indication of human-to-human

transmission, Olfert Landt's company, TIB-Molbiol, had a

fully functional test kit ready to ship.[289]

In just 30 days, a health crisis had been discovered,

exceptional attributes had been attributed to a “novel”

virus, a PCR test had been peer reviewed and released by

the WHO, and test kits had been shipped all over the world.

By contrast, R. E. Hope-Simpson had studied influenza for

nearly 50 years, his work culminating in his magnum opus

The Transmission of Epidemic Influenza in 1992 without

being able to make specific conclusions.[290] What poor

Hope-Simpson couldn’t do in 50 years—hindered as he were



by such inconveniences as ethics and truth—Xi Jinping, the

WHO, Corman, Drosten, and Landt had done in days.

 

By March 2020, following WHO guidance, labs across the

world had begun mass PCR testing for COVID-19—yet

another departure from all previous pandemic guidance.[291]

Otto Kölbl and Maximilian Mayer, the China lobbyists who

authored Germany’s Panic Paper, had likewise deemed PCR

testing necessary in their original March 4 document,

Learning from Wuhan—there is no Alternative to the

Containment of COVID-19.[292]

Fundamental to PCR testing is the concept of “cycle

thresholds.” The higher the cycle threshold, the lower the

viral load needed to trigger a positive test. If the PCR cycle

threshold were set too high, a “positive” result would not

indicate any meaningful amount of virus. As NIH Director

Anthony Fauci mentioned in July 2020, a cycle threshold of

35 or more should not be considered a positive: If you get a

cycle threshold of 35 or more ... the chances of it being

replication-confident are minuscule… So, I think if somebody

does come in with 37, 38, even 36, you got to say, you

know, it’s just dead nucleotides, period.[293]

The WHO published its testing guidance for COVID-19 on

March 19, 2020.[294] The WHO’s guidance contained only

three studies discussing PCR cycle thresholds. All three were

from China, and all used cycle thresholds from 37 to 40.[295]

As described by the New York Times, most laboratories in

the U.S. set their cutoff for PCR cycle thresholds from 37 to

40: “Most tests set the limit at 40, a few at 37.”[296]

Doctors interviewed by the New York Times agreed that

anything above 35 cycle thresholds was too sensitive. Dr.

Michael Mina, epidemiologist at the Harvard T.H. Chan

School of Public Health, said he would have set the figure at



30, or even less. Using current testing standards with 37 to

40 cycle thresholds: In three sets of testing data that

include cycle thresholds, compiled by officials in

Massachusetts, New York and Nevada, up to 90 percent of

people testing positive carried barely any virus… In

Massachusetts, from 85 to 90 percent of people who tested

positive in July with a cycle threshold of 40 would have been

deemed negative if the threshold were 30 cycles, Dr. Mina

said. ‘I would say that none of those people should be

contact-traced, not one,’ he said.[297]

In a ruling on November 11, 2020, the Court of Appeal of

Lisbon cited a study by “some of the leading European and

world specialists,” showing that if someone tested positive

for COVID-19 at a cycle threshold of 35 or higher, “the

probability of… receiving a false positive is 97% or

higher.”[298]

Based on guidance issued by the WHO, citing three studies

from China, laboratories and manufacturers across the U.S.

and many other countries were using cycle thresholds of 37

to 40 for COVID-19 PCR tests, pursuant to which positive

COVID-19 case counts had been inflated as much as ten- to

thirty-fold.

PCR technology had been invented in 1983 by American

biochemist Kary Mullis to allow scientists to study tiny

samples of DNA in detail. For this, he won the Nobel prize in

chemistry. At a panel discussing PCR in 1993, Mullis stated

very plainly that PCR should not be used for diagnosing

illness: With PCR, if you do it well you can find almost

anything in anybody… PCR is just a process that you use to

make a whole lot of something out of something. It doesn’t

tell you that you’re sick, and it doesn’t tell you that the

thing you ended up with was really gonna hurt you or

anything like that.[299]



In 2020, “fact checkers” came out in force, arguing that

Mullis did not say PCR couldn’t be used to detect viruses.[300]

In typical “fact-checker” fashion, this was a straw-man

argument. What Mullis had said is that the PCR method can

manufacture anything if just one molecule is present. PCR

technology “searches” for a specific gene sequence, and

then doubles the gene material when it’s found. This

doubling can be done any number of times. Each doubling is

called a “cycle.” Again, in Mullis’ words: If you can amplify

one single molecule to something that you can really

measure, which is what PCR can do, then... there’s very few

molecules that you don’t have one single one in your body...

that could be thought of as a misuse of it, to claim that [test

result] is meaningful.[301]

Whether or not one could measure the genetic material, and

thereby conclude one “had” a virus, was purely a function of

the number of doublings. At 60 cycles, 100% of people

would test positive. The more tests are done, the more

people would test “positive,” with the majority having zero

live virus.[302]

In a 1996 interview, Mullis had choice words for Anthony

Fauci, then head of the U.S. response to AIDS. Mullis was

especially critical of Fauci’s use of PCR: These guys like

Fauci get up and start talking and he doesn’t know anything

about anything and I would say that to his face. Nothing.

The man thinks you can take a blood sample and stick it in

an electron microscope and if it’s got a virus in there, you’ll

know it. He doesn’t understand electron microscopy and he

doesn’t understand medicine and he should not be in a

position like he’s in. Most of those guys up there on the top

are just total administrative people and they don’t know

anything about what’s going on with the body… They make

up their own rules as they go; they change them when they

want to. And they’re smug—like Tony Fauci does not mind



going on television in front of the people who pay his salary

and lying directly into the camera.[303]

Mullis passed away in August 2019. Albert Einstein, a

lifelong pacifist, had been horrified to learn that his work

was used to create nuclear weapons. Imagine how fellow

Nobel laureate Kary Mullis would feel knowing his work had

been used to defraud the world, despite his specific

instructions that it never be used for diagnostic purposes.

The PCR test could pick up any amount of viral matter any

time and yield endless “cases”—a permanent pandemic. Of

this feature, Xi Jinping, a longtime fan of both Mullis and

Fauci’s work, was well aware.

 

The WHO’s PCR guidance was paired with new international

ICD-10 codes for COVID deaths to make COVID-19 quite

possibly the deadliest accounting fraud of all time.[304]

According to this coding guidance, a “confirmed case,”

indicated by a positive PCR test, was coded U07.1.[305]

Symptoms were not necessary for U07.1 to be recorded on

a death certificate. A decedent known to have had contact

with a SARS-CoV-2 positive person who, while neither

testing positive nor having any symptoms, was to be

deemed a suspected COVID-19 case and given the code

U07.2.

Neither the U07.1 nor the U07.2 codes required any

evidence that the decedent actually had COVID-19—the

disease sometimes caused by SARS-CoV-2. The WHO clearly

described this in their International Guidelines for coding of

COVID-19 deaths, defining a death “due to” COVID-19 as

follows: A death due to COVID-19 is defined for surveillance

purposes as a death resulting from a clinically compatible

illness, in a probable or confirmed COVID-19 case, unless

there is a clear alternative cause of death that cannot be

related to COVID disease (e.g. trauma).[306]



A clinically compatible illness could be any influenza-like

illness. The WHO’s Guidelines went on: COVID-19 should be

recorded on the medical certificate of cause of death for all

decedents where the disease caused, or is assumed to have

caused, or contributed to death.[307]

Per this guidance, even if the individual had died of cancer,

as long as they had tested positive for SARS-CoV-2, or were

even suspected of having been exposed, the death would

be registered as “due to” COVID-19. If a decedent had

tested positive, or been in contact with anyone who had, a

COVID-19 death was essentially fait accompli. For good

measure, the WHO Guidelines made that quite clear: There

is no provision in the classification to link COVID-19 to other

causes or modify its coding in any way… Therefore, always

apply these instructions, whether they can be considered

medically correct or not… A manual plausibility check is

recommended … for certificates where COVID-19 was

reported but not selected as the underlying cause of death

for statistical tabulation.[308]

In the U.K., any death within 28 days of a positive PCR test

was to be included in the COVID-19 fatality total, regardless

of context.[309] In the U.S., the cutoff was generally 60 days.
[310] When there was no positive test, but a patient had

symptoms like fever or shortness of breath, attribution to

COVID-19 was encouraged. The result was a terrifying

number of supposed “COVID-19 deaths” that bore little

relation to the number of “excess deaths” in a given year,

even in states and countries that employed few lockdown

measures.[311]

By August 2020, the CDC was reporting the presence of

comorbidities in 94% of COVID-19 deaths.[312] For 385,067

COVID-19 deaths reported for 2020, “cardiac arrest”;

“ischemic heart disease”; “vascular and unspecified

dementia”; “renal failure”; “heart failure”; “cardiac



arrhythmia”; “other diseases of the circulatory system”;

“cerebrovascular diseases”; “malignant neoplasms”;

“Alzheimer disease”; and “intentional and unintentional

injury, poisoning, and other adverse events” are listed as

comorbidities 303,710 times in total. Each of these is an

extraordinarily deadly condition with no relation to

respiratory infection.[313]

The CDC was apparently well aware this was happening.

Once vaccines became widely available, the CDC disclosed

that they would not count fully-vaccinated deceased

persons who asymptomatically or incidentally tested

positive as COVID-19 deaths, in sharp contrast to their

counting of unvaccinated patients.[314] The U.K. NHS followed

suit. After 16 months counting all who tested positive as

COVID-19 patients, the NHS instructed hospitals “to identify

patients actually sick from COVID-19 separately to those

testing positive” allegedly “to help analyse the effect of the

vaccine programme.”[315] When former FDA Commissioner

Scott Gottlieb was asked about this, he explained that the

CDC was not testing post-vaccination breakthrough cases

“for cost reasons.” Apparently, after conducting over 500

million COVID-19 tests, the CDC couldn’t count post-

vaccination cases “for cost reasons.”[316]

In May, CDC Director Rochelle Walensky stated that with

regard to COVID-19 deaths among fully-vaccinated

individuals: I also want to convey that now many, many

hospitals are screening people for COVID when they come

in, so not all of those 223 cases who had COVID actually

died of COVID. They may have had mild disease, but died,

for example, of a heart attack.[317]

The CDC had never made such a clarification for

unvaccinated individuals—even when the enormous number

of “COVID-19 deaths” was being cited everywhere by

policymakers, courts, and the press. On the contrary, in



2021 the U.S. government began paying an unprecedented

$9,000 for the funeral expenses of anyone whose death

certificate showed the death “may have been caused by”

“COVID-19-like symptoms”; if the death certificate did not

show that, it could be amended.[318]

It remains a mystery what exactly someone who died with

COVID-19 did to be more deserving of funeral funding than

a person who died of any other cause. But the absurd

number of “COVID-19 deaths” generated by this coding

regime created a terrifying number that could be used to

rationalize any manner of devastation caused by

governments’ totalitarian response to COVID-19—from

bankruptcies and mental health crises to deaths from

lockdowns themselves, relabeled “COVID-19 deaths.”

 

Mass PCR testing and manipulative death coding guidance

were the basic numerical foundations of the lockdown fraud,

creating an absurd number of “COVID-19 deaths” that could

be deployed relentlessly for political purposes, both to

increase alarm and to shame those opposed to lockdown

measures. But the CCP was aided and abetted at virtually

every stage of this fraud by a global media apparatus that

reliably toed its lines. They did so with regard to the origin

and spread of SARS-CoV-2 and the efficacy of lockdown

measures.

While much of the CCP’s pro-lockdown influence was

surreptitious, its overall stance in support of global

lockdowns was explicit. In a video posted by China’s official

foreign spokesperson, a 7-year-old girl recited a script—in

English—on the importance of strict social distancing and

masking among children: I can’t go to school. I can’t see my

friends… But I know all these sacrifices will be worth it. I

have stayed at home for two months already. I wear mask. I

wash my hands. I don’t go to crowded areas in order to stop



the virus spreading. Because I know, if I don’t do so, I might

be infected, and infect my dad, my mum, and my brother. If

they are sick, they might die… Coronavirus is a global

health emergency… It should not be a political matter to be

used against other nations. I am only seven years old. I

understand it, but why do some adults don’t get it? To those

national leaders, stop blaming each other … The virus won’t

go away by winning a political argument… I have this

common sense, why don’t you?[319]

On July 7, FBI Director Christopher Wray disclosed that the

CCP had specifically approached local politicians to endorse

its pandemic response: We have heard from federal, state,

and even local officials that Chinese diplomats are

aggressively urging support for China’s handling of the

COVID-19 crisis. Yes, this is happening at both the federal

and state levels. Not that long ago, we had a state senator

who was recently even asked to introduce a resolution

supporting China’s response to the pandemic.[320]

Through its institutional influence, the CCP could veil the

medieval pseudoscience of lockdowns with a cloak of

academic legitimacy. Speaking through official channels, the

CCP would shame governments that did not adopt strict

lockdowns and relentlessly advertised its pandemic

response.[321] As Global Times, China’s largest international

propaganda outlet, wrote in March 2020: “US political elites

attempt to save economy before people’s lives.”[322] The

core message was always the same: China was the only

country to have managed COVID-19 perfectly. Those who

did otherwise were inhumane.

The overarching lie hammered by the CCP into elite

discourse was that “China controlled the virus.” Of course,

“China controlled the virus” was a boldfaced lie. China never

controlled SARS-CoV-2; its infection data was manifestly



forged, as was confirmed early on by the intelligence

community.[323]

In truth, for as much as the CCP attacked Sweden and

others for pursuing herd immunity, China had simply forged

its data and quietly adopted a herd immunity strategy in

February 2020. The CCP thus exploited the fact that most

westerners didn’t realize the full implication of China’s

backslide into totalitarianism. The CCP could convince

westerners that it did, indeed, “control the virus” despite all

the evidence staring them in the face—because how could

an entire country lie?

A 2020 New Yorker article titled How China Controlled the

Coronavirus was a perfect example.[324] The title was, of

course, a lie. But being mostly benign, the article was

shared widely among both China watchers and Chinese

state media—for different reasons. For western elites, the

article was a detailed look inside China. But for the CCP, all

that mattered was the title: How China Controlled the

Coronavirus. Reinforcing that lie, and giving high society a

reason to share it, ensured that China’s fake data remained

paramount in scientific discourse.[325] This fact did not

escape China expert Geremie Barmé—inventor of the term

“Great Firewall”—who wrote that Hessler’s work reminded

him of “another American journalist, a man who reported

from another authoritarian country nearly a century ago…

Walter Duranty.”[326]

Through this method, the CCP could pull its lie, “China

controlled the virus,” from the mouths of elites around the

world. A widely-cited poll of economists by the University of

Chicago in March 2020 demonstrated this phenomenon at

work. Nearly all the economists agreed with the prompt:

“Abandoning severe lockdowns at a time when the likelihood

of a resurgence in infections remains high will lead to

greater total economic damage than sustaining the



lockdowns to eliminate the resurgence risk.”[327] The prompt

implicitly ratified the idea that a “severe lockdown” really

could “eliminate the resurgence risk”—a feat that had been

“accomplished” by just one country in history: China, two

weeks prior. By agreeing to this statement, the economists

threw their credentials behind the lie.

In true Orwellian fashion, within China, the CCP pretended to

believe its lie only on the basis of its own convenience,

reserving the right to use COVID-19 as a pretext for

unrelated authoritarian whims—demolishing retirement

homes, detaining dissidents, expanding mass surveillance,

canceling Hong Kong’s Tiananmen Square vigil and

postponing its elections for one year.[328] In Xinjiang, COVID

lockdowns went on perpetually and involved widespread

hunger, forced medication, acidic disinfectant sprays,

shackled residents, screams of protest from balconies,

crowded “quarantine” cells, and outright disappearances.
[329]

For ordinary CCP members, when Wuhan locked down it

likely went without saying that the lockdown would

“eliminate” the coronavirus; if Xi willed it, then it must be

so. Conveniently, it mattered little whether 99.9% of CCP

members actually believed lockdowns worked. Promoting

lockdowns was the Party line, and ordinary CCP members

need not know whether their leaders actually believed it,

only pretended to believe it, or had deliberately intended

lockdowns as a kind of fraud. This was the totalitarian

pathology George Orwell called “doublethink.”

“China controlled the virus” was an ingenious Orwellian

euphemism. By ensuring this line, “China controlled the

virus,” was slipped into establishment discourse the world

over, the CCP bombarded elites with that lie, day in, day

out, so they would know what was expected of them. In a

world where nations were committed to doing everything to



control COVID-19, the real meaning of “China controlled the

virus,” was “China controlled the virus, and no one else has.

Therefore, do whatever China says.”

The CCP understood the origins of totalitarianism. The fatal

flaw of communism was the pathological pursuit of an

unobtainable goal—the end of class. Under COVIDism, the

CCP had turned elites against their own people through the

pathological pursuit of another unobtainable goal—the end

of COVID.

Lockdown propaganda relied on two key principles inherent

to virtually all official communications on COVID-19. The

first was that China’s measures were the only ones ever

proven “effective.” The second was that fear was necessary

to ensure compliance with lockdown measures. The risk of

COVID-19 had to be emphasized—even exaggerated—to

ensure the compliance necessary for lockdowns to succeed.

In the U.K., state scientists later admitted they’d used fear

to change minds in a series of interviews: “Using fear as a

means of control is not ethical. Using fear smacks of

totalitarianism.”[330] “The use of fear has definitely been

ethically questionable. It’s been like a weird experiment.”

“Psychologists didn’t seem to notice when it stopped being

altruistic.” In the words of one Member of Parliament: If it is

true that the state took the decision to terrify the public to

get compliance with rules, that raises extremely serious

questions about the type of society we want to become. If

we’re being really honest, do I fear that Government policy

today is playing into the roots of totalitarianism? Yes, of

course it is.[331]

Through messaging that targeted humans’ innate fear of

contagion, the perception of a large portion of the

population would detach from any real data about the virus.

According to the most widely-cited study on COVID-19’s

infection fatality rate (IFR) by age, the average IFR for those



under 40 years old was around 0.01%.[332] But in surveys

conducted regularly by the University of Southern California,

on average, Americans under 40 consistently estimated

their chance of dying if they contracted the virus to be

around 10%, a 1,000-fold overestimation.[333]

Likewise, in October 2020, the WHO’s peer-reviewed bulletin

showed COVID-19’s overall IFR across all age groups to be

about 0.23%.[334] John Ioannidis, the world’s most-cited

physician, believed the IFR to be lower and published his

own peer-reviewed study showing the overall IFR to be

about 0.15%.[335] In 2021, Public Health England revised its

official estimate for COVID-19’s IFR to below 0.1%.[336] But in

a poll conducted by the Menzies Research Centre, by June

2021 Australians on average estimated their chance of

dying if they contracted the virus to be 38%, an

overestimation of more than 200-fold.[337]

Such an egregiously misinformed populace rendered

democratic accountability for lockdown measures

impossible. More so because, as a study by Cardiff

University demonstrated, the primary factor by which

citizens judged the threat of COVID-19 was their own

government’s decision to employ lockdown measures.[338]

“We found that people judge the severity of the COVID-19

threat based on the fact the government imposed a

lockdown—in other words, they thought ‘it must be bad if

government’s taking such drastic measures.’ We also found

that the more they judged the risk in this way, the more

they supported lockdown.” The policies thus created a

feedback loop in which the measures themselves sowed the

fear that caused citizens to believe their risk of dying of

COVID-19 was hundreds of times greater than it really was,

in turn causing them to support more lockdown measures.

While fear rendered rational discourse about the virus

impossible, the inherent flaws in PCR testing ensured that



no state or country would ever “eliminate” COVID-19 as

China claimed. China’s lockdown measures would always be

the only “effective” measures. Whether COVID-19 cases

went up, down, or sideways, the solution would always be

the same: “Be more like China.”

Regardless of any actual danger posed by COVID-19, even if

the risk was virtually zero—as it was in the case of young

children—constant fear would ensure the population

perceived the risk to be high and thus support more

lockdown measures. To “succeed,” those measures had to

be more like China’s. These were the two key principles of

lockdown propaganda; when they were combined, the real

message emerged: “Fear is necessary to ensure compliance

with China’s measures.”

 

In a 2015 speech to the PLA, Xi Jinping outlined his vision for

the CCP’s international propaganda: Wherever the readers

are, wherever the viewers are, that is where propaganda

reports must extend their tentacles, and that is where we

find the focal point and end point of propaganda and

ideology work.[339]

The Chinese government has financial stakes in virtually

every top global media outlet, and friends in corporations,

universities, and governments.[340] It was the same pattern

every time. Pre-existing financial relationships with China

led to trusting information from China, endorsing the CCP’s

narrative, and ultimately advocating the global adoption of

CCP policies. Owing to this combination of naivety,

groupthink, and outright corruption, scientists and

journalists generally incorporated information from China

into their work as true, when in fact nearly every bit of

information that had come from China with regard to COVID-

19 was a lie.



Media narratives aligned almost perfectly with the political

goals of the CCP at any given time. Global media outlets

legitimized a ludicrous narrative in which the CCP’s two-

month lockdown of Wuhan had swiftly eliminated domestic

cases from all of China, but not before the virus spread

everywhere outside China, where governments now had no

choice but to implement the CCP’s lockdown measures.

Articles from March 10, 2020, illustrate how media outlets

adopted China’s narrative in unison. “How China Slowed

Coronavirus: Lockdowns, Surveillance, Enforcers,” reported

the Wall Street Journal.[341] “Those containment efforts do

appear to have been successful, with the number of new

cases slowing to a trickle in recent weeks,” CNN admired.[342]

“Xi asserts victory on first trip to Wuhan since outbreak…

China’s epidemic statistics suggest that its efforts have

been effective,” trumpeted the Washington Post.[343] “The

World Health Organization has praised Beijing’s response…

‘This epidemic can be pushed back,’ Dr. Tedros said, ‘but

only with a collective, coordinated and comprehensive

approach that engages the entire machinery of

government,’” the New York Times repeated.[344]

For journalists, indulging the fiction that China controlled the

virus appears to have begun as a little white lie—a little

something in exchange for all those goodwill seminars and

ad placements. It was silly, of course, but what harm could

that do?

The snowball effect of this little white lie, that China

controlled the virus, was soon apparent in journalists’ own

writing. One after another, they fell victim to their own

collective propaganda. Within months, they’d been

transformed into foaming-at-the-mouth communists, their

every word dripping with illiberalism as they implored the

world to emulate China: “The U.S. has absolutely no control

over the coronavirus. China is on top of the tiniest risks,”



the Washington Post gushed.[345] “The verdict is in,” Politico

ruled, “China has outperformed, while the once-respected

American system has disastrously faltered.”[346] “U.S. Says

Virus Can’t Be Controlled. China Aims to Prove It Wrong,”

the New York Times admired.[347] “China beat the

coronavirus with science and strong public health measures,

not just with authoritarianism,” the Conversation lectured.
[348] “In a Topsy-Turvy Pandemic World, China Offers Its

Version of Freedom,” the New York Times suggested.[349]

“China eradicated Covid-19 within months. Why won’t

America learn from them?” Salon whined.[350]

Western media outlets came about as close as possible to

an outright merger with Chinese state media while

projecting the superficial criticism necessary to maintain the

illusion of independence. Inconvenient facts were

suppressed, inconvenient questions silenced, and all of it

was built on the collective fantasy of controlling a common

respiratory pathogen—a feat the epidemiology profession

had agreed was impossible and self-destructive just months

prior.

The truth is that the origin of lockdown “science” could not

be factually discussed without the Chinese government

looking very bad—something media investors were

reluctant to allow. It was even harder to explain phenomena

like the fake videos of residents dropping dead during

Wuhan’s lockdown, which went viral all over global websites

blocked in China, without implying some degree of foul play

by the CCP. So instead, overcompensating for Beijing, media

outlets portrayed China as not only a responsible

international stakeholder, but an admirable one—one that

should be followed!

The public was led to believe that lockdown measures were

grounded in rigorous “science,” and that by following them,

they were “following science,” when in fact the only analysis



had been, “China claimed they eliminated the virus this

way, so we can too.” The world was fighting a virus from

China with a public health policy from China that effectively

turned the world into China, and the narrative of the day

was that all this was perfectly normal.

From the outset, Chinese state media had made it explicit

that the CCP’s measures were a referendum on human

rights. As China Daily explained: “When it comes to human

rights, China prioritizes the right to live.”[351] “The

unprecedented outbreak has tested different national

systems, capabilities and different human rights

dimensions,” Global Times observed, “The Chinese

government upholds the principle that ‘life is supreme.’”[352]

“Life comes first, nothing is more important than life,”

opined China’s Foreign Spokesperson.[353] “Judging from the

desperate situation in Sydney and the military

reinforcement, Australia is aware that the right to life is the

most important of human rights,” Global Times concluded.
[354]

In and of itself, the lie that China had eliminated COVID-19

through its two-month lockdown of Wuhan was unbelievably

daft. But what made the lie so powerful was that it was

repeated—frequently, consistently, and earnestly—by many

of the most prestigious and influential institutions across the

western world. Furthermore, because the CCP fully intended

its COVID-19 measures as a referendum on human rights,

moderates could be tempted into carrying the CCP’s water

by endorsing the lie that China’s measures had succeeded,

even when debating their cost: “China’s Official Covid Rates

Are Down. But Has That Come at the Cost of Human

Rights?” Human Rights Watch puzzled.[355] “The CCP has and

needs no better narrative instrument than a highly visible

demonstration of its model’s success, particularly when

compared to the foundering responses of many Western

democracies,” CSIS conceded.[356] “The Chinese Communist



Party reached deep into private business and the broader

population to drive a recovery, an authoritarian approach

that has emboldened its top leader, Xi Jinping,” the New

York Times proffered.[357] “I could see the negative effects on

my daughters, who were desperate for interaction with

other children. But it was also true that the strict Chinese

shutdown, in combination with border closings and contact

tracing, had eliminated the spread of the virus,” the New

Yorker weighed.[358]

Surely, many such moderates were trying to be diplomatic;

but owing to the nature of the debate, such timidity was, in

this instance, complicity. By endorsing the lie that China

had, in fact, “controlled the virus,” these moderates were

reinforcing the referendum that a terrified population had to

choose between liberty and safety—the same referendum

that the CCP had intended from the beginning. Having been

inundated with fear messaging, much of the population

would emphatically choose safety.

When China’s data was left out of the mix, it was clear that

no country was ever able to “crush” the coronavirus.

Instead, the SARS-CoV-2 virus appeared to mysteriously

resurge in “waves” despite the use of these draconian,

economically-suicidal measures. As Harvard epidemiologist

Martin Kulldorff wrote: “Among infectious-disease

epidemiology colleagues that I know, most favor focused

protection of high-risk groups instead of lockdowns, but the

media made it sound like there was a scientific consensus

for general lockdowns.”[359]

The metrics preferred by media outlets shifted constantly to

best suit the narrative of a supervirus that could be crushed

only through utmost submission to the collective will. A

focus on mortality rates would shift suddenly to

hospitalizations and then to the ephemeral metric of

“cases”—whatever best rationalized the public anxiety.



With few exceptions, this failure to “crush” the virus was

attributed, absurdly, to lockdowns’ leniency, rather than to

their evidently fraudulent scientific origins. Journalists

floundered to construct reality in a way that would please

both their investors and the CCP while being at least

remotely plausible to their middle class readers. Journalists’

downplaying and suppressing any information that

contradicted this science-fiction narrative left those that

trusted them confused and scared, faced with a seemingly

unbeatable virus with inexplicable characteristics and a

crisis that made no logical sense.

The resultant reporting was not only harmful and

misleading, but inherently contradictory and just plain bad.

“The science” would change constantly, sometimes

overnight, each time presented by the media as a major

breakthrough—though in virtually all cases the supposed

“breakthrough” was a fact that had been known about

coronaviruses for decades. “Immunity to the coronavirus

may persist for years… possibly a lifetime,” the New York

Times finally reported in May 2021—that readers believed

otherwise, for over a year, tells you all you need to know

about the quality of scientific discourse surrounding COVID-

19.[360]

In early 2021, as the vaccines upon which lockdowns were

originally premised became widely available, scientists and

media outlets introduced the concept of “variants” to justify

ever more lockdowns. The word “variants” was hardly ever

used before 2021.[361] Headlines from major media outlets

can then be seen methodically walking back the purported

efficacy of COVID-19 vaccines between March and October

of 2021 from 100% to 50%—one percentage point at a time.
[362]

After months of shaming anti-lockdown protesters, western

media outlets joined Chinese state media—along with many



of the previously-identified Twitter bots that had advertised

China’s lockdowns—in waxing rhapsodic about racial justice

protests of unprecedented scale following the death of

George Floyd in May 2020.[363] Once those protests died

down, the media returned to shaming anti-lockdown

protesters. In hindsight, the idea that those opposed to

governments claiming indefinite emergency powers were

“neo-Nazis,” as the New York Times reported, might seem

laughably Orwellian.[364] But that absurd line was

astonishingly effective in chilling resistance to lockdowns,

primarily because readers simply couldn’t believe their own

media would publish propaganda. As CNN reported in an

“open letter” from health professionals about the George

Floyd protests: As public health advocates, we do not

condemn these gatherings as risky for COVID-19

transmission. We support them as vital to the national

public health and to the threatened health specifically of

Black people in the United States… This should not be

confused with a permissive stance on all gatherings,

particularly protests against stay-home orders. Those

actions not only oppose public health interventions, but are

also rooted in white nationalism.[365]

Throughout the summer of 2020, media outlets including

the New York Times, the Washington Post, Wired, and Vanity

Fair all claimed that the secret to Japan’s success was

widespread masking.[366] Mask use and social distancing only

increased, yet the number of COVID-19 cases in Japan rose

exponentially. By summer 2021, Japan was in a state of

emergency and had to cancel spectators for the summer

Olympics.[367] Iceland was declared by media outlets to have

“beat” COVID-19 several times, but despite a 70%

vaccination rate, by August 2021 COVID cases in Iceland

were at an all-time high.[368] Cases were likewise at or near

all-time highs in Australia, South Korea, Vietnam, Thailand,



and several other Southeast Asian countries that the media

had declared a “success” on numerous occasions.[369]

What might have begun as a superficially reasonable desire

not to interfere with governments’ emergency decisions

soon evolved into its own set of twisted journalistic norms.

Channeling Walter Duranty’s infamous defense of Stalin’s

Holodomor, “You can’t make an omelet without breaking a

few eggs,” all the unimaginable harms of lockdowns were

attributed to “pandemic disruptions.”[370] Even those, like

global famine, which were an obvious consequence of

stopping the economy, were attributed to the “pandemic”—

as if a respiratory virus with an IFR under 0.2% had caused

a global famine all on its own.[371]

If the attribution of lockdown harms to the “pandemic” was

intended as some kind of diplomatic nicety, it’s entirely

unclear who was meant to benefit. If anything,

misattributing the cause of people’s deaths to exculpate the

policies that led to them was not only insulting to the

deceased but only served to perpetuate the policies that

killed them. Of course, these innumerable, egregious errors

were never admitted or discussed, the norms of journalistic

accountability and open debate having long since been

jettisoned. Lockdown harms were not discussed simply

because they were not discussed, and that was that.

The media was prohibiting debate about lockdowns,

implying that dissent was immoral, when the policy itself

was killing people. With all discussion of collateral damage

effectively suppressed to support the narrative most

charitable to the CCP, the world was stampeded away from

the light-touch methods that were previously acknowledged

to be the only practicable means to fight a respiratory virus

—hygiene, shielding the vulnerable, expanding hospital

capacity, and generally letting healthy people go about their



lives. Instead, the world was driven mad with the fantasy of

emulating the “success” of a totalitarian dictatorship.

Scientists and journalists had used their credentials to

stamp CCP propaganda as “science.” For those bold enough

to do so, debating this “science” was like debating how

many angels could dance on the head of a pin. It quickly

became clear that no number of self-explanatory charts

would ever persuade these “scientists” that SARS-CoV-2

was not a supervirus and “lockdown” was not real science.

But they had to cling to that lie, because once the truth was

known, everyone would know they’d caused all this ruin for

nothing.

Not that the journalists and scientists were alone in this

regard. Far from it. The narrative that lockdowns were

perfectly good “science” had been embedded into the

identity of much of the public, and many of them, as much

as journalists and scientists, did everything in their power to

prevent the revelation that they’d supported a destructive

lie. In retrospect, the components of the fraud are so

glaringly obvious, and its mechanics and methods so overtly

Orwellian, it’s hard not to conclude that illiberalism became

something of a global fad in 2020.

Every step of the way, the international synchronization of

lockdown mandates gave a cosmopolitan veneer to policies

that were inherently unscientific, unprecedented,

ineffective, totalitarian, brutal, and dumb. Elites saw other

countries doing them and thought they must be sound. For

over a year, the world watched educated professionals

pretend not to know the basics of how respiratory viruses

and vaccines worked. But most frightening of all was not so

much the rampant groupthink, gullibility, scientism, and

directed reasoning; it was that despite all the horror stories

and studies of the catastrophic harms caused by lockdowns,



most professionals simply couldn’t be bothered to consider

them a very big deal.

In their defense, no regime had ever used propaganda in

quite this way—at least on a global scale. Nazi and Soviet

propaganda had been extremely effective in warping the

world’s perception for decades, but that was largely limited

to hiding crimes within their own regions. Here, the CCP was

using propaganda to transform the world into itself, turning

elites against their own people.

Millions surely suspected the lockdown fraud but felt some

subtle aversion to saying so. They didn’t want to seem

radical or un-woke, or they thought it was someone else’s

job. Many refused to speak up for fear of the backlash

against science, the professional class, and China. And,

among those who really did believe China’s COVID-19

narrative, or merely pretended to, all the authoritarian

methods that supposedly contributed to China’s “success”—

including censoring, canceling, and firing those who

disagreed—were on the table.[372] Even esteemed journalists

chose to stay anonymous in their interviews with anti-

lockdown scientists.[373] The vast majority of professionals

simply lacked the courage to speak up publicly against the

fanatical minority armed with these illiberal powers in their

crusade for “Zero Covid.”

The sum of these small acts of cowardice was the vacuum

of accountability on which the fraud depended. By mid-

2020, when one searched for journalists, officials,

celebrities, or anyone else researching the CCP’s influence

on the lockdown policies turning the world into China, there

were none.

 

Xi Jinping always believed that true leadership meant

leading by example. One evil deed, on its own, may not



amount to much. But to be one of history’s great dictators,

one had to bring out the evil in others. These leaders had

performed several evil miracles over long careers of

tyranny. Xi had his work cut out for him if he was going to

make the cut.

But he was up to the challenge, and he was well on his way.

The Soviet Union had tried to beat the west; Xi Jinping had

simply bought it. Politicians, scientists, journalists, and

common professionals of all stripes became comfortable

repeating big, deadly lies about the world’s response to

COVID-19. Few really believed the virus was all that

dangerous. They pretended to, but it was just a pretext to

kiss up to those who could benefit them and be cruel and

aloof to those who couldn’t. The real virus Xi had unleashed

was the abyss of the human soul.



 

CHAPTER VII



THE WORLD ACCORDING TO XI

 

是故百戰百勝，非善之善者也；不戰而屈人之兵，善之善者
也。 – 孫子 , 孫子兵法 , 春秋時代
For to win one hundred victories in one hundred

battles is not the acme of skill; to subdue the enemy

without fighting is the acme of skill. – General Sun

Tzu, The Art of War, Spring and Autumn Period

 

Across professions, citizens refused to acknowledge the

abundant evidence of CCP influence on lockdown policies,

assuming that if the CCP had played a role in them,

intelligence agencies would say so. Their faith was

misplaced for several reasons, but they all stem from one

overarching failure. From the very beginning, western

intelligence officials had been operating on the assumption

that SARS-CoV-2 might be a supervirus from the Wuhan

Institute of Virology.

This assumption was confirmed by the prominent New York

Times reporter Donald McNeil: “My colleagues who cover

national security were being assured by their Trump

administration sources—albeit anonymously and with no

hard evidence—that it was a lab leak and the Chinese were

covering it up.”[374] McNeil’s article verified what had long

been hinted at. National security officials had gone along

with lockdowns based on bad intelligence that SARS-CoV-2

was a potential supervirus from the Wuhan lab. German

insiders likewise confirmed that western biosecurity

networks had played a crucial role in bringing “lockdown” to

Germany in late February 2020:



It is February 24th … an urgent appointment at the

Federal Ministry of the Interior… Heiko Rottmann-

Großner accompanies him, Head of Subdivision 61:

‘Health Security’ … When the officials from the

Ministry of the Interior want to know what exactly

‘mitigation’ means, Rottmann-Großner takes over.

Precautions must be taken to ensure that there are

curfews of indefinite duration. One must also, as it

will later be said in a note on the conversation,

‘paralyze the economy and ask the population to

stock up on food and medicines.’ Something like this

would soon be called ‘lockdown.’[375]

Signs of this intelligence failure were everywhere. In spring

2020, the intelligence community grew suddenly hawkish on

China, issuing dire warnings about the CCP and

investigating hundreds of scientists in chemistry and biology

for ties to China—apparently out of a concern about

bioweapons.[376] Prominent security officials wrote endlessly

about the Wuhan lab.[377] A report later released by the

Canadian Armed Forces revealed that military leaders had

seen COVID-19 as a unique opportunity to test propaganda

techniques on the public, “shaping” and “exploiting”

information to bolster government messages about the

virus.[378]

The Wuhan lab had indeed played a key role in lockdowns.

But not necessarily as a source of the coronavirus, which

proved to be fairly ordinary. Rather, the CCP had used the

Wuhan lab as a decoy to misdirect their opposition.

The story was perfect. The Wuhan lab had been engaged in

“gain-of-function” research on coronaviruses in bats, which

meant altering viruses in ways that could make them more

dangerous. Worse yet, the Wuhan lab had lax security for

one engaged in this kind of research. During gain-of-function

research, so the story went, one of these coronaviruses had



leaked out, causing mass death in Wuhan about which

brave whistleblowers like Li Wenliang had to warn the world.

But the CCP had covered it up, allowing the supervirus to

spread. World leaders had to implement lockdowns and

other cutting-edge measures on the advice of their best

scientists and health officials. This was the narrative that

preoccupied the intelligence community throughout 2020

and 2021. They knew researchers at the lab had gotten sick.

They knew about the virus’ unique furin cleavage site. All

they had to do was prove SARS-CoV-2 came from that lab,

and China could be held responsible. QED.

It was, indeed, the perfect setup. Exactly as Xi Jinping

intended.

 

In the early 13th century, a nomadic chieftain led a band of

6,000 warriors to China’s northern border. Baffled, the Jin

Emperor sent a dispatch to the chieftain:

Our Empire is as vast as the sea. Yours is but a

handful of sand. What have we to fear of you?[379]

Even if they survived the impassable Gobi Desert, the

warriors faced legions of mercenaries in Heilongjiang. Even

if they defeated Heilongjiang’s mercenaries, they’d be

stopped by the forests of Jilin, where the trees stood as tall

as mountains. Even if they passed Jilin’s forests, they’d be

stuck in the muddy silk fields of Liaoning.

But Temüjin was no ordinary chieftain, and in 1213 AD he

laid siege to Beijing. Though he’d begun vastly

outnumbered, the scores of mercenaries he’d co-opted in

Heilongjiang evened the odds. Though Beijing was fortified

by stone walls, the wood from Jilin made for excellent

ladders and rams. Though Jin archers filled the sky with

arrows, the warriors’ armor was fortified with silk from

Liaoning, trapping the arrows before they met flesh.



This was the end of the Jin empire, and the first of many

such conquests by Genghis Khan. It was one of the great

military catastrophes of all time, and a lesson China’s

strategists would never forget. To underestimate one

opponent—a single intelligence failure—can be the downfall

of even the greatest empires.

Strategy is deeply ingrained in Chinese culture. Whereas the

west traditionally played chess, a tactical game, the Chinese

played Go, a game of abstract strategy. In Go, even

advanced players may initially take many of their

opponents’ pieces, only to find that they’ve played into the

hands of a more worthy opponent. As Sun Tzu wrote in the

5th century BC:

All warfare is based on deception. Hence, when we

are able to attack, we must seem unable; when using

our forces, we must appear inactive; when we are

near, we must make the enemy believe we are far

away; when far away, we must make him believe we

are near… Appear weak when you are strong, and

strong when you are weak.

The overtaking of liberal democracies by advanced

autocracies in the realm of information warfare is one of the

most important stories of the early 21st century. By 2020,

the CCP had nearly a century of experience using

propaganda to convince intelligent people of absurdities.

This was the CCP’s biggest strength. By contrast, few living

westerners had experienced this level of propaganda

firsthand.

The CCP’s lockdown operation appears to have had its

philosophical origins in the book Unrestricted Warfare,

magnum opus of China’s most influential modern strategist,

Qiao Liang, and his comrade Wang Xiangsui.[380] In

Unrestricted Warfare, Qiao and Wang reimagined warfare for

the 21st century. Accepting the reality of mutually-assured



destruction in a post-nuclear world, the authors theorized

that the rules of warfare were set to fundamentally change.

Forces seeking to dominate a superpower would need to do

so in an innovative way. Future wars would be waged on “a

level that is hard for the common people—or even military

men—to imagine.” Understanding that even the most

sophisticated military force “does not have the ability to

control public clamor, and cannot deal with an opponent

who does things in an unconventional manner”:

We can point out a number of other means and

methods used to fight non-military war, some of

which already exist and some of which may exist in

the future. Such means and methods include

psychological warfare (spreading rumors to intimidate

the enemy and break down his will); media warfare

(manipulating what people see and hear in order to

lead public opinion along) … economic aid warfare

(bestowing favor in the open and contriving to control

matters in secret); cultural warfare (leading cultural

trends along in order to assimilate those with

different views); and international law warfare…

Qiao and Wang foretell of a “weapons revolution,” pivoting

away from heavy machinery and mass casualties to attacks

on the mind. Weapons would be “symbolized by

information” and would be powered by psychology:

Some morning people will awake to discover with

surprise that quite a few gentle and kind things have

begun to have offensive and lethal characteristics.

In October 2019, just two months before the SARS-CoV-2

virus was revealed in Wuhan, the Gates Foundation, the

World Economic Forum (WEF), Bloomberg, and the Johns

Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health hosted Event

201, a pandemic simulation.[381] Each sponsor was an



organization with close ties to China, and each played an

outsized role in the world’s response to COVID-19.

It’s unlikely that many participants at Event 201 realized a

coronavirus was sweeping across Asia at the time. But the

CCP may have manipulated its fatality data to trigger the

emergency responses planned by the China-friendly

organizations at Event 201, triggering their apocalyptic

response to COVID-19. Event 201 bore an uncanny similarity

to the COVID-19 crisis—with one notable exception: The

fictional coronavirus at Event 201 had a case fatality rate

(CFR) of about 7%, dozens of times higher than the infection

fatality rate (IFR) for SARS-CoV-2 of less than 0.2%.[382]

Event 201 does not appear to have theorized any significant

difference between the hypothetical coronavirus’ CFR and

IFR, apparently presuming that nearly all infections would

be found through testing. Although we now know COVID-19

had an IFR of less than 0.2%, estimates for the case fatality

rate coming from China in March 2020, when the world shut

down, showed a CFR of over 4%.[383]

Event 201 delegates included George Fu Gao, director of the

Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention, who

oversaw the original article in the New England Journal of

Medicine on COVID-19 symptoms.[384] Participants discussed

the control of “misinformation” during a coronavirus

pandemic, and Gao even raised the point of countering

rumors that the virus was man-made.[385] Each participant

was gifted a one-of-a-kind Event 201 coronavirus plush

(made in China).[386]

From the first reports about a new virus, the Wuhan

narrative had overtly suggested a bioweapon.

Whistleblowers, residents collapsing, emergency lockdowns,

a novel virus, all previous science tossed out. Many of the

fake Wuhan fear videos were even captioned as much:

“Wuhan China. Dead Bodies waiting 4 pickup. Coronavirus



NO ordinary Virus. Is it intentionally released BIO

WEAPON?”[387]

By February 2020, independent news sites were filled with

tales of a lab-made supervirus causing an emergency

lockdown in Wuhan.[388] These stories could be read

alongside the fake videos of Wuhan residents falling dead

for added flavor. That mainstream websites insisted the

virus was natural only made the “lab leak theory” all the

more enticing.[389] Add to that the sensational tale of young

Li Wenliang, struck down by the virus, and the strange

stories of thousands of funeral urns shipped to Wuhan and

tens of millions of Chinese cell phone users vanishing.[390]

But it was all a lie. Reverse psychology. This was how the

CCP, aware of their poor reputation for transparency, made

the world believe an ordinary virus was a supervirus.

The fake Wuhan fear videos had set the stage for the

psychological blitz that the world would soon see from

global institutions. In the fake videos, doctors had to “kill”

fake actors to save the world from a “supervirus.” Just one

month later, elite institutions like the WHO, supposedly

dedicated to saving lives, would cite that “supervirus” as

necessitating lockdowns that killed millions of real innocent

people. In a world with a supervirus—perhaps even an

“intentionally released BIO WEAPON”—that was suddenly

deemed ethically acceptable. All the elites were doing it.

And the actors in the Wuhan fear videos had primed the

public with the idea that these murderous decisions were

the only way.

There was abundant evidence that SARS-CoV-2 had begun

spreading much earlier than December 2019. Wastewater

samples found traces of SARS-CoV-2 as far back as March

2019.[391] Later, a widely-published report revealed that

orders for PCR tests had soared in China beginning in May

2019, a full seven months before China had reported its first



coronavirus case: “Orders doubled from universities, jumped

fivefold from the Chinese Center for Disease Control and

Prevention and surged tenfold from animal testing

bureaus.”[392]

These findings were in line with examinations of excess

mortality. In late 2018 and 2019, Asian countries

experienced higher excess deaths in age groups vulnerable

to COVID-19.[393] Then, in 2020, excess deaths in Asian

countries dropped a bit, apparently due to prior immunity,

while excess deaths in western countries in those age

groups increased. These facts are highly indicative that

SARS-CoV-2 actually began somewhere in Asia in 2018 or

early 2019 at the latest.

From early on, leading scientists including John Ioannidis

had estimated COVID-19’s true IFR to be less than 0.2%.[394]

Given its statistical normality, SARS-CoV-2 really could have

originated anywhere. Certainly, the virus could have leaked

from the Wuhan lab in 2018 or early 2019. But that would

fly in the face of the original imprimatur of the supervirus

theory: The collapsing Wuhan residents and whistleblowers,

and the CCP’s emergency lockdown and “cover-up.” What

was the relevance of the source of a virus that was not

much deadlier than the flu?

That was, of course, the point of the CCP’s seeding the lab

investigation: There was no point. By seeding the supervirus

narrative, the CCP could convince their political opposition

to focus on a theory that, even if true, had no especial

relevance to their real crime. Worse yet, given that SARS-

CoV-2 had begun spreading across Asia in 2018 or early

2019, the CCP could have picked literally any city to shut

down for purposes of its lockdown fraud. Xi Jinping had

chosen Wuhan because there was a lab there.

 



In one of the CIA’s worst-ever failures, from 2010 to 2012

the CCP dismantled the CIA’s entire network in China,

executing dozens of agents.[395] A subsequent investigation

concluded that at least one double agent had been

involved; three CIA officers were later convicted as double

agents for the CCP. By 2012, the entire U.S. intelligence

network in China, cultivated over decades, had been

eviscerated. CCP agents could operate with newfound

impunity.

In 2020, a Chinese real estate billionaire named Guo Wengui

funded “War Room: Pandemic,” a series dedicated to the

bioweapon narrative hosted by media executive Steve

Bannon.[396] A well-known figure in the Chinese dissident

community, Guo marketed himself as an anti-Beijing

crusader. There was just one problem: After years of

investigations, intelligence officials had concluded that Guo

was not actually an anti-Beijing crusader, but a “dissident-

hunter, propagandist, and agent in the service of the

People’s Republic of China.”[397] During courtroom testimony

in 2021, Guo refused to answer whether he was still a CCP

spy. That is to say, Guo, who had funded an entire series

dedicated to the COVID bioweapon narrative, was controlled

opposition of the worst kind.

Guo sponsored another “whistleblower” named Li-Meng Yan,

who was given significant primetime coverage with her

reports that SARS-CoV-2 was a bioweapon. Her reports used

misleading credentials, fake co-authors, and provided no

new evidence for her claim.[398] Fake whistleblowers like the

two Lis—Li Wenliang and Li-Meng Yan—served an additional

purpose: They obscured the fact that Wuhan had real

whistleblowers like Zhang Zhan, who’d been sentenced to

four years in prison for her impassioned criticism of Wuhan’s

lockdown.[399]



Used throughout history, controlled opposition can disinform

and discredit a regime’s opponents by convincing them of

false information. Second, it can lull opponents into

complacency with leaders who give them false hope. Finally,

it can misdirect opponents to focus on activities that do not

threaten the regime.

By using controlled opposition figures to sponsor the COVID-

19 lab leak and bioweapon theories, the CCP advanced each

of these goals. First, CCP opponents were wrongfully

convinced that SARS-CoV-2 was exceptionally dangerous—

its origins worth investigating. Second, CCP opponents were

lulled into complacency, following leaders who promised to

find the virus’ origin, but who had no real intention of

holding the CCP accountable. Finally, opponents of the CCP

could be misdirected to pour their energies into a wild goose

chase to find SARS-CoV-2’s origin, while opposition to

lockdowns was silenced.

The CCP used the Wuhan lab as a decoy to distract hawkish

officials while laundering totalitarian lockdown policies into

“science.” But western leaders refused to acknowledge or

investigate this disinformation operation, fixating on the

origin of the virus.

It may seem strange that world leaders and intelligence

officials failed to see the clear signs that the CCP had been

promoting lockdowns and fear of COVID-19. The fake videos,

the fake whistleblowers, the first WHO official to tell the

world to “copy China” being unwilling to say “Taiwan” weeks

later—it all looks obvious in hindsight. But intelligence

officials were far from the only ones fooled; when the world

first shut down in March 2020, there was astonishingly little

resistance.

Owing to their secrecy, the public tends to perceive

intelligence agencies as omnipotent. But the western

intelligence community has experienced several failures in



living memory: The Vietnam quagmire, the failure to stop

the September 11 attacks, the misidentification of weapons

of mass destruction (WMDs) in Iraq, the Afghanistan

debacle; echoes of all these failures can be found in the

failure to stop the CCP’s lockdown fraud. By contrast, for all

their inefficiencies, totalitarian regimes are always able to

harness their top analytical minds for military strategy.

What’s more, intelligence officials tend to be proud. As

Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan made clear, intelligence

officials can take years to admit an embarrassing mistake.

Politicians could also block whatever information the

intelligence community produced on the CCP’s influence on

lockdowns—just as prior administrations had long blocked

intelligence about the futility of the Vietnam War or the

nonexistence of Iraqi WMDs.

And, simply enough, though the public widely believed it

was intelligence officials’ job to stop CCP influence on

lockdown policies, fraud in scientific policies wasn’t

technically in their job description. Suffice to say that few

people ever considered the use of public health for

geopolitical domination. Of course, this oversight is exactly

why public health so appealed to the CCP. Public health is

the most collaborative field in international relations. Health

professionals have a reputation for being a bit gullible,

owing to their work in a high-trust environment. At the same

time, they enjoy unparalleled public trust. What better

conduit to popularize totalitarianism as “science”?

The hard truth is that an enormous portion of the China-

watching, human rights, journalism, and think tank

community is controlled opposition to the CCP—financially

restrained from reporting anything that might be too

damaging to China. The result is a mass abdication of

responsibility for monitoring the CCP’s worst activities,



dumping responsibility for such information on independent

investigators.[400]

Many who work in the intelligence community, newsrooms,

think tanks, and other elite institutions would be shocked to

learn they’d been used as controlled opposition. But when

their prestigious employers insist they believe something,

however absurd—even something obscenely charitable to

the CCP, like the idea that the CCP eliminated COVID-19

from China by shutting down Wuhan for two months—they

generally believe them. Thus, the CCP was able to extend its

Party line to these organizations, and they either supported

or stayed silent about the global adoption of lockdown

policies.

The CCP knows western intelligence capabilities better than

anyone in the world—including the intelligence agencies

themselves. Whether by corruption or incompetence, the

CCP knew intelligence officials wouldn’t stop lockdowns,

lulling the public into complacency.

That politicians and media outlets were, by 2021, talking

about a lab leak while ignoring the thousands of citizens

slaughtered by China’s bad guidance on mechanical

ventilators was a demonstration of controlled opposition at

work. Regardless of one’s views on lockdowns, everyone

should have been outraged by the bad ventilator guidance

that killed thousands of innocent patients. Leaders’ silence

on this subject spoke volumes as to their credibility on

holding Beijing accountable for anything, especially complex

virological theories.

For the political right, the lab leak theory was a bit like

“follow the science” was to the political left. Many of those

loyal to the political right saw leaders endorsing the lab leak

theory and fell in line. Just as the Soviets had learned

through their domination of Eastern Europe, democracy

could be subverted more easily by corrupting officials on



both the left and the right. Corrupt one side and you can

mislead 40 or 50% of the population; corrupt both sides and

you can mislead 80 or 90% of the population.

Furthermore, the lab investigation was only necessary

because Beijing refused to reveal what they knew about the

virus—which refusal was, in itself, an unforgivable crime.

The interminable lab investigation presupposed evil on the

part of the CCP, as if that evil were a phenomenon the world

simply had to accept and work around. That, itself, was a

psychological game. Any decent regime would have

revealed everything it knew about SARS-CoV-2 voluntarily.

This could be added to the CCP’s already-long list of crimes,

all of which were happening in broad daylight. The CCP’s

tentacles in the western world reached far deeper than most

citizens realized. Their real crime, using collaborators,

fraudulent science, and propaganda to transform lockdowns

into science, was hiding in plain sight. Anyone honestly

concerned with holding the CCP accountable should have

been talking about it.

 

No one was more concerned about what transpired at the

Wuhan lab than Xi Jinping. These scientists, playing around

with superviruses, putting everyone in danger! Xi was glad

his work could shed light on this alarming practice. Now, out

of an abundance of caution, the west would have to stay

shut down. For years, if possible. Forever? Just as good.

After all, there was so much about this virus we didn’t know.

Xi was deeply hurt that no one believed him capable of

shutting down the world. How many evil deeds must one do

to earn these leaders’ respect? Would he ever be good

enough for them?

But he expected as much. Xi had always admired those

westerners who’d won the Second World War, defeating the



Nazis and the Japanese invaders. But with that generation

gone, now the west was fat and plump, like a small calf

waiting to be sliced into a nice veal chop.

Intellectuals had long foreseen the usefulness of disease to

tyrants. As CS Lewis wrote in 1949: “If crime and disease

are to be regarded as the same thing, it follows that any

state of mind which our masters choose to call ‘disease’ can

be treated as crime; and compulsorily cured.”[401] Lockdowns

further built on the work of Stanley Milgram, whose

experiments proved that people can be convinced to

commit atrocities when ordered to do so by scientific

authorities. Xi’s lockdowns were essentially a giant Milgram

experiment, with leaders instructed by “experts” in lab

coats to immiserate their own people. That only a small

handful stood against lockdowns vindicated Milgram’s

findings.

The CCP’s initial “medical guidance” from Wuhan was

designed to inflict death in three ways: 1. Excessive use of

mechanical ventilators, killing patients outright; 2. Moving

still-sick patients to nursing homes, ostensibly to clear up

hospital space; and 3. The deprivation of lockdowns

themselves, increasing deaths from all other causes.[402]

That initial spike in deaths from China’s “medical guidance”

would be used as proof of COVID-19’s danger, sowing the

fear that would justify further lockdowns.

PCR tests were calibrated to produce an endless supply of

“cases,” even if they were picking up nothing more than the

residue of ordinary cold viruses, while an endless supply of

absurd models could always justify more lockdowns. There

was dark humor in Xi’s use of a common coronavirus for the

lockdown fraud. If the “west” was so spineless as to destroy

itself over a cold, was it really worth saving?

Forcing workers into their homes isolated them from their

neighbors, initiating the loss of empathy necessary for them



to support tyrannical measures. This simultaneously forced

them into the CCP’s information environment, allowing the

CCP to control public opinion through disinformation. Mask

mandates ensured individuals bore a constant symbol of

submission to the lie of a supervirus necessitating

previously-unconstitutional mandates.

Xi was especially proud of his contributions to the field of

social distancing. For this purpose, “social distancing rules”

were simply any rules to which constitutional principles did

not apply. As COVID-19 “cases” increased, more and more

“social distancing” rules would be needed. First, protests

would be denounced as “inessential.”[403] Then snitching—

among the most tried-and-true methods of totalitarian

regimes—would be introduced, isolating individuals in a

world where they could be ratted out anytime.[404]

It’s no coincidence that lockdowns were specifically

designed to ruin small businesses. They’re the one asset the

CCP can’t easily buy. The shakedown of small businesses

increased both the value of CCP’s assets and its control of

the world’s resources. Western oligarchs would quickly intuit

that their own self-interest now aligned with the CCP and

support lockdowns regardless of any actual data.

In truth, of course, Xi loathed no one more than decadent

western oligarchs. In due time they too would discover their

services were no longer required, they had no country left to

defend them, and now their corporations belonged to Xi.

The CCP’s financial ties with social media companies

policing “misinformation” would facilitate the censorship

necessary to prevent leaders from easing the public’s

hysteria.[405] Xi was very concerned with issues of racial

justice, and especially worried about the spread of racially

charged rumors online. The clever Chinaman using “public

health” to subvert the liberal order… where did people get

these ideas?



As COVID-19 and its endless “variants” flourished unabated,

one human right after another would be stripped in the vain

hope that it would eliminate the pesky virus as the CCP’s

“real lockdown” had done in Wuhan. Vaccines would be

dangled like cat toys in front of fearful populations, each

one proving futile, but ratifying all the human rights abuses

on which they’d been premised. Draconian health passports

would qualify long-cherished rights on compliance with

arbitrary government mandates, laying the groundwork for

a social credit system and producing an endless supply of

scapegoats in those who refused to consent to the lies and

diktats of the new regime.

Lockdowns were, of course, never really meant to end. First

it was “flatten the curve,” then the “second wave,” then

“control the virus,” then “wait for a vaccine,” then

“variants.” All a bait-and-switch to gradually strip the world

of human rights. In time, all such rights would be stripped,

information would be censored, and the world would

effectively be China. But the “exceptional” virus and its

variants would remain, calling for indefinite, previously-

unconstitutional measures—the “new normal.”

The suspension of all economic activity would mandate

unprecedented unemployment subsidies and transfer

payments. Under the pretext that COVID-19 called for the

indefinite suspension of rights, puppet politicians would

keep populations in check as natural resources and public

works were stripped from one country after another.

Tracing and government “quarantine centers,” first used to

arbitrarily quarantine COVID-positive patients, could easily

be transitioned to the preemptive monitoring and

“quarantine” of those opposed to “public health” mandates.

Under the same philosophy of fangkong that had inspired

lockdowns, entire resistant populations could even be

“quarantined” wholesale, just as the Uyghurs had been.



Given minority populations tended to be more resistant to

public health diktats, were governments quarantining germs

or quarantining minorities? Such was the versatility of

fangkong.

If anyone ever asked how all this could be necessary, the

answer would be simple: “The science.” And who, one might

ask, determined “the science?” That was easy: your leader,

Xi Jinping, Chairman of the World.



 

CHAPTER VIII



TOGETHER APART

 

Each act, each occasion, is worse than the last, but

only a little worse. You wait for the next and the

next… But the one great shocking occasion, when

tens or hundreds or thousands will join with you,

never comes. That’s the difficulty. If the last and

worst act of the whole regime had come immediately

after the first and smallest, thousands, yes, millions

would have been sufficiently shocked… In between

come all the hundreds of little steps, some of them

imperceptible, each of them preparing you not to be

shocked by the next…

And one day, too late, your principles, if you were

ever sensible of them, all rush in upon you. The

burden of self-deception has grown too heavy … and

you see that everything, everything, has changed

and changed completely under your nose. The world

you live in—your nation, your people—is not the

world you were born in at all. The forms are all there,

all untouched, all reassuring, the houses, the shops,

the jobs, the mealtimes, the visits, the concerts, the

cinema, the holidays. But the spirit, which you never

noticed because you made the lifelong mistake of

identifying it with the forms, is changed. Now you

live in a world of hate and fear, and the people who

hate and fear do not even know it themselves; when

everyone is transformed, no one is transformed. –

Milton Mayer, They Thought They Were Free, 1955

 

Xi Jinping would never forget the day he met Bill Gates. It

was May 2012, during Gates’s visit to Beijing.[406] Gates was

a longtime Sinophile, and he and Xi met twice more in 2013



and 2015, each time seeking deeper scientific collaboration.
[407]

Xi felt a connection to Bill unlike anything he’d felt before.

The feeling was mutual. “I’m impressed with how hard

President Xi works,” Gates admired, fascinated by the

peculiar interest Xi seemed to show in public health. “He’s

quite amazing in that he’s able to contribute in a number of

ways.”[408] Xi and Gates met a fourth time during Xi’s 2015

trip to Seattle, where Xi announced new collaborations with

the University of Washington, home to the Institute for

Health Metrics, second-most influential COVID-19 modeler

after Imperial College.[409] Bill invited Xi over for dinner, but

had to cancel the catering when Xi didn’t show up.[410] They

were married men, after all.

Gates was a vocal advocate for the global adoption of

China’s lockdown policies throughout 2020 and 2021, and

his broad influence pushed many institutions in a pro-

lockdown direction. When COVID-19 broke out, Gates sent

tens of millions of dollars to the CCP to assist with China’s

response, for which Xi wrote him a personal thank you note.
[411] Xi would make sure that money went to good use.

Gates expressed exasperation with the west in contrast to

China’s apparent success, telling CNN: “You know, China did

a lot of things right at the beginning.”[412] Gates complained

that “freedom” was hindering the western response; China,

by contrast, “did a very good job of suppressing the virus,”

thanks, in part, to the “typical, fairly authoritarian” approach

and the “individual rights that were violated.”[413]

In an August 2021 interview, Gates called for “all countries”

to be “more like Australia”; parts of Australia were then

exceeding 200 days in strict lockdown, protests had been

banned, and the military had been deployed as COVID cases

reached all-time highs.[414] Gates went on, suggesting,

“People don’t like flu and common cold, and we can build



tools that, over time, can get rid of those as well,” implying

that, after eliminating COVID-19, governments could go on

to eliminate the flu and common cold through strict

lockdown measures.[415]

By mid-2021, Gates’s reputation began to spiral following

the revelation of his divorce from Melinda, his wife of 27

years. Media reports revealed that Gates had had a close

relationship with sex trafficker Jeffrey Epstein and had

“pursued women who worked for him at Microsoft and the

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.”[416] Amid these

revelations, Chinese interpreter Zhe “Shelly” Wang publicly

denied having an affair with Gates, posting an article

defending her as “an innocent Chinese girl.”[417]

 

We may never know just how many westerners supported

the CCP’s COVID-19 narrative because of their relationships

with China. But the fact that the pandemic guidelines of the

WHO and nearly every developed nation were discarded to

make way for lockdowns—and the vast majority of the

public was neither consulted nor informed of this decision—

suggests that the corruption ran very deep. The CCP’s

lockdowns were laundered into science with shockingly little

debate, and many scientists, health officials, and other

professionals showed an unusual sycophancy toward China

in advocating their continuation.

In a May 2020 interview for China Central Television, Richard

Horton, editor-in-chief of the once-esteemed medical journal

The Lancet, emphatically praised China’s lockdowns: It was

not only the right thing to do, but it also showed other

countries how they should respond in the face of such an

acute threat. So, I think we have a great deal to thank China

for…[418]



In August, Horton doubled down in a full-throated piece that

had surprisingly little to do with public health:

The “century of humiliation,” when China was

dominated by a colonially-minded west and Japan,

only came to an end with the Communist victory in

the civil war in 1949… Every contemporary Chinese

leader, including Xi Jinping, has seen their task as

protecting the territorial security won by Mao and the

economic security achieved by Deng.[419]

In March 2020, The Lancet published a “Statement in

support of the scientists, public health professionals, and

medical professionals of China combatting COVID-19.”[420]

On October 8, 2020, The Lancet published a ringing

endorsement of China’s pandemic response: China’s

successful control of COVID-19.[421] This was met with high

praise by Chen Weihua, China Daily EU Bureau Chief:

Despite ignorance by many in the West, this article by The

Lancet is a powerful endorsement of China’s successful

pandemic response. Hate to read stories by those paparazzi

journalists who are experts at spinning but have little

knowledge of science.[422]

Many top health officials were not only very unqualified but

also demonstrated conspicuous pro-China bias. Matt

Hancock was an economist with no background in health or

science before becoming health secretary of the U.K. Prior

to COVID-19, Hancock showed little interest in his role: “For

him, it’s all about promoting himself and using it as a

stepping stone to his next job,” said one NHS chief. “His

belief that tech can solve many of the NHS’s difficulties had

led to him being derided by people he needs to respect

him.”[423] Hancock was especially keen on adopting tech

from China, leading a 2018 delegation to China “to look at

collaborating with our Chinese counterparts to harness the

power of tech & innovation in healthcare.”[424]



In April 2020, Hancock and his Chinese counterpart Ma

Xioawei discussed collaboration during COVID-19: “Hancock

spoke highly of China’s commitment to fighting COVID-19

and China-UK cooperation during the pandemic, and said

that the UK is willing to enhance exchanges and

collaboration with China…”[425] Three weeks later, Hancock

and Ma held a digital meeting of high-level officials from

China and the U.K. in a bid to increase cooperation—

including “lockdown-lifting strategies:”

Hancock said he appreciated the cooperation so far …

and expressed that the UK is willing to strengthen

anti-epidemic cooperation with China and to use the

epidemic prevention and control agreements as an

opportunity to deepen bilateral health and global

health cooperation… They held in-depth discussions

on topics including lockdown-lifting strategies and

reiterated their willingness to strengthen experience

sharing and technical cooperation to jointly safeguard

the people of the two countries.[426]

In 2021, Hancock resigned after salacious footage leaked of

him breaking his own lockdown rules to commiserate with

his married mistress.[427]

Canada’s top health minister, Patty Hajdu, who had no

apparent background in epidemiology or infectiology, first

earned the praise of Chinese foreign spokesperson Hua

Chunying in early 2020 for refusing to ban travel from

China.[428] In April, Hajdu defended China’s COVID-19 data:

“There is no indication the data that came out of China in

terms of their death rate and infection rate was falsified in

any way.”[429] When a reporter pointed out a U.S. intelligence

report to the contrary, Hajdu scolded, “I would say your

question is feeding into conspiracy theories that many

people have been perpetuating on the internet.”[430] Hajdu

was excoriated in Canada’s press for “effectively trying to



gaslight her own citizens about the conduct of a habitually

oppressive and untruthful regime.”[431] But Hajdu doubled

down, praising China’s “historic containment efforts.”[432] As

one commentator noted, “Propaganda Patty … appears to

be one of the only people on Earth who actually believes

China’s official virus numbers.”[433]

Hajdu continued into September, earning aplomb from Chen

Weihua for defending China: “Canadian Health Minister

Hajdu is a role model. She is a disappointment to those

paparazzi journalists and fearmongers.”[434] Hajdu even

earned a special nod from China’s Ministry of Foreign

Affairs: “We noticed relevant reports and applaud the

Canadian health minister’s objective and fair remarks.”[435]

Daniel Andrews, Premier of Victoria, Australia, home to the

city of Melbourne, had several advisors with ties to the CCP

involved in his uniquely draconian lockdowns—among the

strictest in the world.[436] Andrews had previously signed

onto Xi Jinping’s Belt and Road initiative without informing

Australia’s Prime Minister, for which he was roundly

rebuked.[437] FOIA’d documents show Andrews pitching for

money in China in October 2019, with a promise to

“facilitate” access to Victoria as “China’s gateway to

Australia.”[438]

Danny Pearson, the MP who led Andrews’ Belt and Road

negotiations, lauded China’s handling of COVID-19.[439]

Andrews’ long-time staffer, Nancy Yang, attended a course

in propaganda at a high-level CCP academy and helped

spread disinformation early in the COVID-19 crisis.[440] Both

Yang and Andrews’ senior advisor on China, Marty Mei, were

members of the CCP’s foremost United Front organization in

Victoria.[441] Arthur Wu and Su Junxi, senior figures linked to

the CCP’s foreign influence operations, served as COVID-19

“community ambassadors” in Andrews’ government.[442]



Former CDC director Tom Frieden was another prominent

lockdown advocate with long-time ties to China. In 2015,

“Frieden praised the public health partnership between

China and the United States,” according to Global Times.[443]

In 2017, Frieden joined China in backing Tedros Adhanom as

director of the WHO: “Tedros is an excellent choice to lead

WHO. He succeeded in Ethiopia, making remarkable health

progress…”[444] On the contrary, as was widely known at the

time, Tedros had helped Ethiopia’s regime cover up three

cholera epidemics during his time as Minister of Public

Health.[445] As a senior member of the Tigray People’s

Liberation Front, Tedros “was a crucial decision maker in

relation to security service actions that included killing,

arbitrarily detaining and torturing Ethiopians” and was

“personally responsible for brutal repression of the Amhara

people, using aid money selectively to starve them out and

deny them access to basic services”—war crimes for which

charges of genocide were submitted against him at The

Hague.[446]

Susan Michie, a leading member of the U.K.’s Scientific

Advisory Group for Emergencies and a 40-year member of

the British Communist Party, was very impressed with the

CCP’s Wuhan lockdown: “Exemplary response to home

confinement of children due to #COVID19 in China. Could

UK Government do this?”[447] By June 2021, Michie was

advocating for the U.K.’s lockdown policies to last forever:

“Test, trace and isolate system, border controls are really

essential … social distancing … wearing face masks … we’ll

need to keep these going in the long term … I think

forever.”[448]

When asked on Good Morning Britain whether her

membership in the Communist Party might inform her

draconian policy preferences, Michie expressed outrage:

“I’ve come on your program as a scientist… You don’t ask

other scientists about politics, so I’m very happy to speak



about science, which is what my job is, and to limit it to

that.”[449] Michie was a behavioral psychologist with no

background in epidemiology or infectious disease.

Jorge Cuyubamba popularized lockdowns in Peru.

Cuyubamba was widely believed to be one of Peru’s leading

experts based on 10 years he spent as a “doctor” in China,

but it was later revealed that he actually had no science or

health background; he’d spent 10 years in China studying

filmmaking.[450]

Dr. Leana Wen, a frequent CNN medical contributor and one

of the most influential voices in the U.S. response to COVID-

19, became famous for her frequent, vocal advocacy of

coercive vaccination measures. In July 2021, Wen

suggested: “It needs to be hard for people to remain

unvaccinated… Mandates by workplaces, by schools, I think

it will be important to say … you have to sign these forms,

have to get twice weekly testing … make getting vaccinated

the easy choice.”[451] Wen was a WEF Young Global Leader

and a fellow at the heavily China-centric Brookings

Institution. Her family had been granted political asylum

from the CCP to come to the U.S.—but that didn’t appear to

stop her from returning to work in China; Wen “served as a

consultant to the WHO, Brookings Institution, and the China

Medical Board, and … conducted international health

systems research in … China.”[452]

Eric Feigl-Ding, a WEF Global Shaper, became a major pro-

lockdown celebrity with his long series of wildly-inaccurate

COVID tweets. This led to several interview spots with CNN

and the New York Times, despite his evident lack of

qualifications and his being denounced as a “charlatan” by

prominent scientists on all sides.[453] In one example, Ding

admired a CCP publicity stunt in which China sent its hockey

team to Sweden in hazmat suits to emphasize Sweden’s

lack of COVID restrictions—though Sweden had among the



fewest COVID-19 cases of any country at the time: Behold—

Chinese hockey players upon arrival in the dangerous land

of mask-resistant, no-kids-under-16-vaccination, pro-natural-

mass-infection, let folks-get-infected, record excess death

country… also known as Sweden (where its COVID chief

Tegnell is anti-mainstream-science).[454]

From the earliest possible date, physicist Yaneer Bar-Yam

urged the global adoption of China’s lockdowns. Bar-Yam

launched the website www.endcoronavirus.org in February

2020, quickly translated into 17 languages.[455] In March

2020, Bar-Yam defended China’s data in contrast to the U.S.:

“Actually, the numbers in the US are underreported because

of limited testing. This is known. Many said the numbers in

China are underreported, nobody has shown evidence. If

you have it show it or take a seat.”[456] “Speculations about

the problems in China with data are projections.”[457] Bar-

Yam spent over a year advocating China’s lockdowns—

including the CCP’s murderous “wartime” lockdown in

Xinjiang: “17 new cases, shut the city down. Don’t give it a

chance. China coronavirus: ‘Wartime state’ declared for

Urumqi in Xinjiang.”[458]

In 2021, a clique of woefully-unqualified scientists and

influencers—led in part by Eric Feigl-Ding, Tomas Pueyo, and

Yaneer Bar-Yam—joined in the cause of advocating

lockdowns as long and strict as necessary to supposedly

eliminate COVID-19 under the banner of “#ZeroCovid.”[459]

The stated goal of ZeroCovid was, of course, impossible. The

group’s imprimatur was thus continuing public dedication to

the lie that China had, in fact, eliminated COVID-19 through

its strict lockdown of Wuhan. In meetings, at no point would

ZeroCovid supporters concern themselves with

epidemiology or whether lockdowns were moral, legal,

necessary, or even effective. Rather, the sole concern of

ZeroCovid “science” was psychological: How to get the

public to comply.[460] Without fail, ZeroCovid supporters—



whether “scientists,” influencers, or otherwise—would insist

that China’s manifestly-fraudulent data was real. When

asked to define a “real” lockdown—one which had

succeeded in a mainland country—they could point to only

one example: China.

 

These scientists and health officials were far from alone in

their admiration for the CCP. The co-founders of CanSino

Biologics, a Chinese vaccine company working with Canada,

were found to be members of the CCP’s Thousand Talents

Plan for co-opting scientists.[461] According to the Harvard

Crimson, the largest gift in the history of Harvard’s Chan

School of Public Health came in part from a “pawn of the

CCP,” a “cheerleader for a government responsible for

significant humanitarian crises” through a series of shell

companies.[462]

In June 2020, the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH)

disclosed that 189 of its grantees, including Charles Lieber,

chair of Harvard’s chemistry department, had received

undisclosed funding from foreign governments.[463] By April

2021, the number of NIH grantees under investigation by

the FBI had grown to over 500; 90% of the foreign ties were

with China.[464]

No one toed the CCP’s lines on COVID-19 more reliably than

NIH Director Anthony Fauci. In 2021, a series of leaked

emails shed light on Fauci’s endorsement of a national

shutdown of the United States. Fauci was generally

dismissive of scientists who reached his inbox. In one

example, on March 18, 2020, a physicist and CEO named

Erik Nilsen sent Fauci a prophetic email accurately

describing key aspects of China’s lockdown fraud and

predicting how it would transpire: I’m a physicist and have

been modeling this outbreak since January… I’m confident

that China stop counting dead COVID-19 infected bodies

since January 7, 2020. They’ve been adding fabricated data



daily to show … an impressive flattening of China outbreak

curve. It’s easy to prove this via data analysis because, for

example, improbable coincidences occurred in much of the

data. My suspicions were eventually confirmed by at least

two of my sources in China… The data posted by China is

not only garbage, it has misled the world…

I also have lots of information about USA. Here is

some: I believe that many COVID-19 deaths were

incorrectly labelled at 2019-2020 flu deaths. The

spreading in the USA is almost certainly already

homogeneous, because it’s been going on since last

year without any containment whatsoever. Once

massive testing finally starts, this truth/reality will,

unfortunately, become obvious. It will manifest itself

as hyper exponential (hyperbolic) growth starting a

day or two after the millions of testing kits arrive and

start being used… I’m 99% sure that SARS-CoV-2

been spreading in the USA since late November /

early December last year.

Fauci wrote of Nilsen’s email: “Too long for me to read”; the

email was 1,700 words.[465]

In sharp contrast, Fauci showed particular affinity for

prominent New York Times reporter Donald McNeil—an early

advocate of China’s lockdown policies.[466] In a February

2020 New York Times podcast, McNeil compared COVID-19

to the Spanish flu and expressed his preferred method to

fight it: “You can’t leave. You can’t see your families. All the

flights are canceled. All the trains are canceled. All the

highways are closed. You’re going to stay inside there. And

you’re locked in with a deadly disease. We can do it.”[467]

The next day, the New York Times published McNeil’s article,

To Take on the Coronavirus, Go Medieval on It, in which he

urged the world to follow WHO leader Bruce Aylward’s

advice and copy China’s response to COVID-19: The Chinese



leader, Xi Jinping, was able to seal off the city of Wuhan,

where the Covid-19 outbreak began, because China is a

place where a leader can ask himself, ‘What would Mao do?’

and just do it… The head of the W.H.O. team that visited

China said this week that China ‘took one of the most

ancient strategies and rolled out one of the most ambitious,

agile and aggressive disease-containment efforts in

history.’[468]

“What would Mao do” indeed. The leaked emails reveal

McNeil’s target audience: Fauci himself. Fauci had been in

constant contact with McNeil throughout the early weeks of

the COVID-19 crisis. On February 25, McNeil wrote to Fauci

on how impressed he was with the Wuhan lockdown: In

China, we in the media tend to report the horrors and the

lockdown and the government’s early lies... But the truth is

that a lot of average Chinese behaved incredibly heroically

in the face of the virus… Meanwhile, in America, people

tend to act like selfish pigs interested only in saving

themselves.

“You make some very good points Donald,” Fauci replied.[469]

McNeil expressed great admiration for Bruce Aylward. On

March 4, 2020, McNeil published Aylward’s Q&A on the

Wuhan lockdown: “I know there’s suspicion, but … I didn’t

see anything that suggested manipulation of numbers. A

rapidly escalating outbreak has plateaued, and come down

faster than would have been expected.” Fauci congratulated

McNeil on the article: “Your interview with Bruce Aylward

was the best discussion of COVID-19 that I have seen thus

far. Great job!”[470]

But even more telling than what is in Fauci’s emails is what

isn’t. At no point does Fauci explain his March 15 decision to

endorse a national shutdown. Instead, through February and

early March, Fauci wrote that he was well aware SARS-CoV-2

was flu-like, the healthy weren’t at risk, store-bought masks



weren’t effective, asymptomatic spread was rare, the virus

“may diminish as weather gets warmer,” and “social

distancing is not really geared to wait for a vaccine.”[471] On

February 28, 2020, Fauci even published an article in the

New England Journal of Medicine stating that “the overall

clinical consequences of Covid-19 may ultimately be more

akin to those of a severe seasonal influenza (which has a

case fatality rate of approximately 0.1%) or a pandemic

influenza (similar to those in 1957 and 1968) rather than a

disease similar to SARS or MERS.”[472] On March 9, Fauci said

it was okay for healthy people to board cruise ships, and as

late as March 13, Fauci questioned draconian measures.[473]

Then, two days later, he nonchalantly shut America down.
[474]

Both the New York Times and celebrity author Michael Lewis

endorsed a narrative in which U.S. lockdowns were based on

the work of Richard Hatchett, Carter Mecher, and Robert

Glass, inspired by a science fair project by Glass’s 14-year-

old daughter.[475] Their work had culminated in the document

Community Mitigation Guidelines to Prevent Pandemic

Influenza – United States, 2017.[476] But this narrative is

false. Fauci’s emails show no indication that the work of

Hatchett, Mecher, and Glass played any role in his call for a

national shutdown. Nor are the Community Mitigation

Guidelines ever mentioned. Indeed, as Judge Stickman

noted in Cnty. of Butler v. Wolf, nothing even remotely

approximating lockdowns is mentioned in the Community

Mitigation Guidelines, which recommend only “voluntary

home isolation of ill persons,” and “voluntary home

quarantine of exposed household members,” even for a

“Very High Severity pandemic.”[477]

Contrary to the narrative promoted by the New York Times,

Fauci’s decision to shut down America appears to have been

influenced almost entirely by the endorsement of the CCP’s

Wuhan lockdown by Bruce Aylward and Donald McNeil—both



of whom expressed admiration for China’s leaders and one

of whom disconnected a live interview when asked to

acknowledge Taiwan.[478]

Fauci continued to endorse one COVID-19 mandate after

another. First it was a two-week national shutdown, then

indefinite school closures, then mask mandates, then

lockdowns until vaccines were available, then two masks,

then masking years into the future due to the sudden onset

of “variants.” In a March 2021 hearing, Senator Rand Paul

finally took Fauci to task: Fauci: ‘You’re not hearing what I’m

saying about variants. We’re talking about wild type versus

variants…’

Paul: ‘You’re making policy based on conjecture. You

have the conjecture that we’re going to get variants,

so you want people to wear a mask for another

couple years … you’re defying everything we know

about immunity … People don’t want to hear it and

there’s no science behind it.’[479]

Just two months later, Fauci made an abrupt U-turn on post-

immunity masking, indicating he’d actually agreed with Paul

the whole time: Before the CDC made the recommendation

change, I didn’t want to look like I was giving mixed signals,

but being a fully vaccinated person, the chances of my

getting infected in an indoor setting is extremely low, and

that’s the reason why in indoor settings now I feel

comfortable about not wearing a mask because I’m fully

vaccinated.[480]

The idiosyncrasy of Fauci’s policies could perhaps be

explained by a University of Edinburgh panel in which he

participated alongside Chinese CDC Director Zhong

Nanshan. Chinese state media had often described Zhong

as “China’s Fauci.” As Chinese foreign spokesperson Hua

Chunying wrote: China’s #Fauci Dr. Zhong Nanshan was

awarded Medal of the Republic for his outstanding



contributions to China’s fight against #COVID19. He was the

first to warn of human-to-human transmission. We are so

sad to learn Dr. Fauci got harassment, even death threats.
[481]

In the University of Edinburgh panel, Zhong shared a wealth

of false information about China’s COVID-19 response.[482]

Zhong’s slides presented China as having had the world’s

best COVID-19 response and the U.S. as having had the

world’s worst response, which he attributed to the Wuhan

lockdown, repeating the lie that it had eliminated the virus

from China. Zhong concluded by urging other countries not

to reopen and to instead wait until the entire world was

vaccinated, describing natural immunity as “less scientific.”

Fauci endorsed Zhong’s comments, saying he “would

underscore everything that Professor Zhong said.”[483] “To

emphasize something that both of us said; if we do not

completely suppress this, we will continue to be challenged

by variants which have a way of coming back to bite us.”

As late as May 2021, Fauci was advising the government of

India to “learn from China’s experience fighting Covid-19”

and to implement a complete national lockdown for “a few

weeks.”[484] By that time, lockdowns had already killed more

than 228,000 children in South Asia.[485]

When life for many Americans ground to a halt by virtue of

the strange diktats coming from the likes of Fauci and his

admirers, many flocked to Florida.[486] Governor Ron

DeSantis had initially shut Florida down on the advice of

health authorities, but was one of the few politicians who

quickly and publicly recognized his error. By August 2020,

DeSantis had vowed Florida “will never do one of these

lockdowns again.”[487]

DeSantis became a vocal opponent of COVID-19 mandates,

urging local governments to repeal them.[488] As Florida’s

health outcomes proved no worse than states that had long



enforced draconian measures, DeSantis became an early

front-runner for the 2024 Republican presidential

nomination.[489] In 2021, DeSantis became the first major

political leader to publicly share his belief that the CCP had

influenced the world’s lockdown policies, stating as much in

a series of interviews: The west did a lot of damage to itself

by adopting some of these policies, which have proven to

not work to stop the spread, but to be very economically

destructive. I do think there was an information operation

angle to this, where they really believed that if they could

get these other countries to lock down, and they were

willing to do some propaganda along the way, particularly in

Europe, that ultimately would help China. And I think it has

helped China.[490]

DeSantis told Newsweek that “the CCP was one of the

largest proponents for lockdowns during the pandemic and

that those ideas were supported through interference from

Big Tech.”[491] As he explained to Fox News’s Maria Bartiromo

in June: You look at how big tech has handled the CCP, they

are very deferential to the Communist Party of China. And I

think that China was very much invested in promoting

lockdowns as we started getting into 2020, February, March.

Obviously, Italy, those Italy lockdowns were very much

patterned off what we saw in Wuhan. And Facebook and

some of these big companies, they were really serving to

elevate the lockdown hysteria and to absolutely suppress

people who were raising questions and concerns about

lockdowns. And the reason why that’s so galling is because,

up until COVID, public health guidance was never, in a

pandemic, to just lock down indefinitely. This was kind of a

new invention that was really fueled by the Chinese

experience.[492]

Throughout the COVID-19 crisis, western nations

experienced the greatest backslide in civil liberties since the

Second World War. No one described this madness more



articulately than former U.K. Supreme Court Justice Jonathan

Sumption. In February 2021, Lord Sumption wrote: Ministers

discarded a decade of planning in a few hours and

embarked on a sinister and untried experiment with the

lives of millions. They ordered a national lockdown which

was both coercive and indiscriminate. That decision, I

believe, was nothing to do with the science. They were

panicked to act by seeing recently ordered lockdowns in

Italy, France and Spain, following the lead of totalitarian

China.[493]

Lord Sumption went on:

The problem is perfectly encapsulated in a recent

interview with Professor Neil Ferguson, whose

projections were used to justify the first lockdown last

March. Before that, as Prof Ferguson related in that

interview, Sage had concluded that the Chinese

lockdown had worked but was out of the question in

Europe. ‘It’s a communist, one-party state, we said.

We couldn’t get away with it in Europe, we thought.

And then Italy did it. And we realised we could … If

China had not done it, the year would have been very

different.’

China is not a liberal democracy. It is a totalitarian

state. It treats human beings as so many tools of

state policy. There is no personal space which the

state cannot invade at will. Liberal democracies have

good reasons of political morality for not wishing to

be like China… Many people believe that it is OK to

be like China for a time, because when the crisis ends

we can go back to being like Britain again. These

people are making a serious mistake. We cannot

switch in and out of totalitarianism at will. Because a

free society is a question of attitude, it is dead once

the attitude changes.[494]



Later, Lord Sumption continued:

Now, actually the reasons why we did not behave like

China before March 2020 were not just pragmatic

reasons. It wasn’t that we thought it wouldn’t work.

The reasons were essentially moral… Well, now there

are disputes about whether it does work… The result

has been that what began as a public health crisis is

still a public health crisis, but it’s an economic crisis,

an educational crisis, a moral crisis, and a social crisis

on top of that. The last four aspects of this crisis,

which are much the worst aspects, are entirely

manmade.[495]

Of course, every COVID-19 restriction was per se

unconstitutional. The lockdown operation was never meant

to be legal. The initial lockdowns had been intended as a

psychological blitz that overwhelmed normal legal and

ethical processes through shock, coercion, and groupthink.

And the world’s high courts had largely stepped aside and

let it all happen.

Opinions by the United States Supreme Court shed light on

the predominant thinking of judges at the time. To justify all

the draconian measures to which Americans had been

subject, the Supreme Court and its followers used Jacobson

v. Massachusetts, a 1905 case in which a man was fined $5

(about $150 today) for refusing a smallpox vaccine.[496] A

man of principle, Mr. Jacobson had taken his case all the way

to Washington, where the fine was upheld; he paid the five

bucks and went on his way. A single paragraph written by

Chief Justice John Roberts in South Bay United Pentecostal

Church v. Gavin Newsom is essentially all the Supreme

Court ever wrote about COVID-19 mandates: The precise

question of when restrictions on particular social activities

should be lifted during the pandemic is a dynamic and fact-

intensive matter subject to reasonable disagreement. Our



Constitution principally entrusts ‘[t]he safety and the health

of the people’ to the politically accountable officials of the

States ‘to guard and protect.’ Citing Jacobson v.

Massachusetts.[497]

Roberts’ opinion is problematic in several respects. First,

Jacobson had been overruled many times, not least because

it was subsequently used to justify eugenics in Buck v. Bell,

a decision that was then cited by several Nazi leaders at the

Nuremberg trials.[498] The resurrection of Jacobson has been

compared to “resurrecting Dred Scott, Plessy v. Ferguson, or

Korematsu”—historical Supreme Court cases referred to as

“anticanon” owing to not only their lack of intellectual rigor

but to the awful human tragedies they precipitated.[499]

U.S. federal courts apply certain standards to determine the

constitutionality of actions affecting individual rights. “Strict

scrutiny” is used where fundamental rights are concerned—

not least of which is the right to bodily autonomy: “No right

is held more sacred, or is more carefully guarded by the

common law, than the right of every individual to the

possession and control of his own person, free from all

restraint or interference of others.”[500] Even where the

affected rights are not considered fundamental, the policies

are subject to “rational basis scrutiny.” Instead of applying

strict or rational basis scrutiny, the Supreme Court appears

to have applied “zero scrutiny”—exerting precisely zero

effort to determine if any of these COVID mandates actually

advanced their purported goal of reducing viral

transmission. Roberts waves off this question as a “dynamic

and fact-intensive matter,” as if expert testimony is out of

the question.

Roberts asserts that “medical and scientific” actions of

“politically accountable officials” should not be second-

guessed by an “unelected federal judiciary”—apparently

forgetting that not only are health officials unelected, but



“second guessing” the actions of officials is the sole purpose

of judicial review. Courts are meant to uphold rights in spite

of the whims of officials, precisely because political

accountability is such a lengthy and imperfect process.

Further, Roberts’ opinion depends on a specific word:

“Pandemic.” “Pandemic” had no legal definition; it was

determined by the same officials issuing lockdown

mandates, and lobbyists were actively lobbying for a

“permanent pandemic.”[501]

Finally, whereas the fine at issue in Jacobson was $5,

lockdown policies cost the United States upwards of $16

trillion.[502] But with that one paragraph in South Bay,

Roberts set a superprecedent, signaling that U.S. courts

should essentially never interfere in deciding what orders

were constitutional during a “pandemic.”[503] The Supreme

Court simply declined to review virtually any challenges to

COVID mandates, effectively suspending all legal

accountability as lockdowns unfolded.

Roberts’ decision in South Bay differs from Dred Scott,

Plessy v. Ferguson, or Korematsu in that whereas they

contained lengthy, obtuse analyses, South Bay is an

inadequate analysis in which the Court failed to recognize

the gravity of the issue altogether. One of the greatest

suspensions of civil liberties in American history was

occurring, and the Supreme Court simply abdicated its duty

out of deference to wolves cloaked in the sheepskin of

“science.” Insofar as human tragedies are concerned, no

Supreme Court case comes close to Dred Scott, one of many

avoidable decisions that rended a nation in two, taking a toll

that would recoup every drop of blood drawn with the lash

and consign vast swathes of the Antebellum South to ashes

in the wind. But in light of lockdowns’ unimaginable toll and

the ease with which the Supreme Court could have stopped

them, it’s no exaggeration to compare the Court’s one-



paragraph dismissal of the Bill of Rights in South Bay to the

ranks of “anticanon.”

The Court’s overarching error is the implicit assumption that

“restrictions on particular social activities” are legitimately

grounded in science. Whether out of diffidence, indifference,

complacency, laziness, or simply the same spell of

groupthink that had bewitched much of the population, the

Supreme Court apparently believed it was not their job to

determine whether the pretense of COVID-19 restrictions as

“science” was fraudulent.

Roberts could have simply asked his fellow judges on lower

courts, some of whom were not so easily fooled. Early in the

crisis, the Wisconsin Supreme Court struck down the state’s

stay-at-home order. Justice Rebecca Bradley described in

blistering detail the legal atrocities taking place: We

mention cases like Korematsu in order to test the limits of

government authority, to remind the state that urging

courts to approve the exercise of extraordinary power

during times of emergency may lead to extraordinary

abuses of its citizens… These cases, among other similarly

despicable examples, illustrate rather painfully why the

judiciary cannot dispense with constitutional principles,

even in response to a dire emergency… These repugnant

cases must be cited to explain the fundamental importance

of judicial resistance to popular pressures, which in times of

crisis implore judges to cast aside the law in the name of

emergency… The DHS secretary-designee bases her

authority to enter the Safer at Home Order … which she

characterizes as a law that ‘simply empowers DHS to act’—

unilaterally, and with no input from the legislature or the

people… In a particularly chilling exchange with this court

during oral arguments, the attorney for the state

representing the DHS secretary-designee claimed the

authoritarian power to authorize the arrest and

imprisonment of the people of Wisconsin for engaging in



lawful activities proscribed by the DHS secretary-designee in

her sole discretion…[504]

Judge William Stickman issued the first U.S. federal court

decision striking down a stay-at-home order, having

discovered that lockdown measures vastly exceeded

anything in the CDC’s pandemic guidelines and intuiting

that “lockdowns in Wuhan and other areas of China—a

nation unconstrained by concern for civil liberties and

constitutional norms—started a domino effect where one

country, and state, after another imposed draconian and

hitherto untried measures on their citizens”: The orders are

such an inversion of the usual American experience that the

Court believes that no less than the highest scrutiny should

be used. However, the Court holds that the stay-at-home

orders would even fail scrutiny under the lesser

intermediate scrutiny… Defendants’ orders subjected every

Pennsylvanian to a lockdown where he or she was

involuntarily committed to stay-at-home unless he or she

was going about an activity approved as an exception …

This broad restructuring of the default concept of liberty of

movement in a free society eschews any claim to narrow

tailoring… Broad population-wide lockdowns are such a

dramatic inversion of the concept of liberty in a free society

as to be nearly presumptively unconstitutional…[505]

Kentucky Judge Richard Brueggemann ruled all his state’s

COVID-19 orders unconstitutional following expert testimony

to the effect that non-pharmaceutical interventions had

netted zero results in stopping the virus: Mr. Petty explained

that the field of his expertise is ‘to anticipate and recognize

and control things that could hurt people, everything from

making them sick to killing them.’ … He testified that both

the six-foot-distancing rule, and mask mandates, are wholly

ineffective at reducing the spread of this virus… According

to Dr. Stack, federal regulation prohibits labs from reporting

to the public the number of cycles it took to yield a positive



result during the test… This invites many questions, such as

why … a federal government agency has ordered labs to

‘not include Ct values on laboratory reports.’[506]

In Germany, the district court in Weimar issued a

devastating ruling that Germany’s ban on contact for

healthy persons had exceeded what was advised by German

public health authorities even in nightmare scenarios. In his

conclusion, the Weimar district judge noted the

unimaginable damage lockdowns were doing all over the

world: Having said that, there can be no doubt that the

number of deaths caused by the lockdown policy alone is

many times the number of deaths prevented by the

lockdown… Added to this are the direct and indirect

restrictions on freedom, the gigantic financial damage, the

immense damage to health and ideal. The word

‘disproportionate’ is too colorless to even suggest the

dimensions of what is happening.[507]

Soon after, the Weimar family court rejected the entire

foundation of Germany’s COVID-19 measures. The court

held that PCR testing was an insufficient basis for

determining infection, and found it inappropriate for schools

to impose masks or distancing as it conferred no benefit on

children, harmed their well-being, hindered their

development, and infringed on their rights: ‘100,000

primary school pupils would be forced to suffer all the side

effects of wearing masks for a week to prevent just one

infection per week.’ To call this result merely

disproportionate would be a completely inadequate

description. Rather, it shows the State legislature regulating

this area has become removed from the facts to an extent

that seems historic.[508]

The Court of Appeal of Lisbon concluded, “In view of current

scientific evidence, this [PCR] test shows itself to be unable

to determine beyond reasonable doubt that such positivity



corresponds, in fact, to the infection of a person by the

SARS-CoV-2 virus,” and that “the probability of … receiving

a false positive is 97% or higher.”[509] A group of scientists

sought to have the judges disciplined by the Superior

Council for their decision; they were cautioned, but not

punished.[510]

These judges’ efforts were met with mixed success, and

executives complied with their rulings to varying degrees. In

El Salvador, President Nayib Bukele enforced a strict

lockdown in defiance of both El Salvador’s Congress and

Supreme Court.[511] But by and large, like the U.S. Supreme

Court, the high courts of most countries failed in spectacular

fashion. Businessman Simon Dolan led a challenge to the

U.K. Government’s lockdown measures in May 2020,

arguing that the measures were contrary to the Human

Rights Act of 1998.[512] Echoing the U.S. Supreme Court, the

U.K. Court of Appeal held that the Government should not

face a judicial review because “the margin of judgement to

be afforded to the executive is particularly wide in this

context.”[513]

The result was a collective shirking of responsibility for

considering whether the pretense of these draconian

restrictions as “science”—and the information from China on

which they had been based—were fraudulent. When judges

actually examined the policies, none withstood even the

slightest scrutiny. But the superficial, cosmopolitan

cutesiness of public health ensured that by and large, no

scrutiny took place.

Perhaps these judges believed that investigating lockdowns

from a forensic perspective was someone else’s job—either

scientists or intelligence agencies, who were largely

distracted by the Wuhan lab. Or perhaps lockdowns were

such a shameless inversion of enlightenment principles that

judges were cowed, thinking they had to be missing



something. Whatever the reason, western governments

proved unprepared to cope with or even comprehend wide-

scale scientific fraud. The judges deferred to the politicians.

The politicians deferred to the health officials. The health

officials deferred the WHO. The WHO deferred to China. And

China deferred to Xi.

 

In George Orwell’s 1984, the four Ministries of Oceania—

Ministries of Truth, Love, Peace, and Plenty—are each

satirically responsible for perpetuating the exact opposite of

that which their names purport. Likewise, virtually every

aspect of the “science” the world employed in response to

COVID-19 effected the opposite of its stated purpose.

Ventilators, supposedly meant to save patients, actually

killed them. Masks, allegedly meant to relieve public

anxiety, actually sowed it.[514] Lockdowns, supposedly

intended to prevent deaths, actually caused them. Mass

PCR testing, declared as necessary to “reopen” the

economy, created the endless cases necessary to keep it

shut down.[515]

Delaying medical operations, allegedly to protect patients,

simply killed them. Stopping the economy was supposed to

save it, but actually destroyed it. Anti-lockdown activists

fighting for human rights were compared to “neo-Nazis.”

The “novel” nature of the virus supposedly meant that it

could spread asymptomatically and rendered immunity and

seasonality irrelevant, but it was actually an ordinary

coronavirus.

“The science” flew in the face of all pre-existing science,

and forcibly resisted testing and debate—the literal

antithesis of real science. And censorship, supposedly to

prevent “misinformation,” actually prevented the public



from learning that none of these policies were based on any

real science at all.

Xi Jinping frequently stressed global cooperation in the fight

against COVID-19.[516] In turn, the world began to look a lot

like China. Autocracies grew more oppressive, and

democracies took on autocratic characteristics.[517] Countries

unveiled new fleets of surveillance drones; Chinese

company DJI, the world’s largest drone manufacturer,

donated drones to 22 U.S. states to help enforce lockdown

rules.[518] DJI was later blacklisted by the U.S. for having

“enabled wide-scale human rights abuses within China

through abusive genetic collection and analysis or high-

technology surveillance, and/or facilitated the export of

items by China that aid repressive regimes.”[519]

Big tech companies established policies for censoring

medical information that ran contrary to the WHO.[520] It was

an overtly Orwellian policy; from the earliest days of the

crisis, it was widely known that the WHO was in the pocket

of the CCP.[521] The renowned Harvard professor and

epidemiologist Martin Kulldorff, one of the world’s most

qualified individuals to opine on public health policies, had

his account locked by Twitter for weeks for opining about the

unintended consequences of masks.[522] YouTube censored a

panel of leading health experts opposed to the masking of

children, banning a video that bore directly on democratic

accountability.[523]

Health officials grew accustomed to voicing draconian

opinions on virtually all aspects of social policy, while

silencing those who disagreed. In April 2021, British health

officials demanded that the Prime Minister punish Helena

Morrissey, a member of the House of Lords, for mentioning

the viral fake videos of Wuhan residents falling dead in the

streets and for stating—very truthfully—that COVID-19 no

longer qualified as a pandemic.[524] In its official



denouncement of Dr. Kulvinder Kaur for her vocal criticism

of lockdowns in 2021, Ontario’s regulator admitted that

“information coming from public health” was still relying on

“China”: The lockdowns in China and South Korea provide

evidence that lockdowns can and did work in reducing the

spread of COVID-19. For the Respondent to state otherwise

is misinformed and misleading and furthermore an

irresponsible statement to make on social medial during a

pandemic.[525]

South Korea never had a lockdown. Paired with Ontario

Premier Doug Ford’s statement that “there’s no politician in

this country that’s gonna disagree with their chief medical

officer,” it was no wonder Ontario had some of the world’s

longest, strictest lockdowns.[526]

In March 2020, Italy had gone into lockdown, followed

shortly after by France and then by Germany. In March 2021,

Italy again went into lockdown, followed shortly after by

France and then by Germany. In April 2021, German

Chancellor Angela Merkel held a phone call with Xi Jinping;

later that same day, she called for stricter lockdowns in

Germany.[527] Incredibly, the German Government’s Federal

Ministry of Education and Research even produced a study

on the implementation of a “social credit system like in

China”: “In view of the successful use of the social credit

system in China, other countries are also discussing the use

of such a system.”[528]

By 2021, the WHO was not pretending they ever intended

for the “pandemic” to end. In August 2020, Tedros stated: “A

vaccine on its own will not end the pandemic. Surveillance

will need to continue. People will still need to be tested …

contacts will still need to be traced and quarantined.”[529] In

June 2021, David Nabarro, the WHO’s special envoy on

coronavirus, officially stated that variants and the WHO’s

“COVID-ready strategy”—i.e. social distancing—“is going to



be the pattern for the foreseeable future.”[530] In October

2021, Spain’s Minister of Health announced that mask

mandates would be kept in place for as long as there was

still a seasonal flu: “The masks are here to stay, at least as

long we have influenza or other autumn viruses.”[531]

For two years, the world watched its political class play

dumb about the fact that they’d imported a totalitarian

“public health” regime from China. The lockdown fraud held

the unique status of being both taboo conspiracy theory and

widely-known reality at the same time. In a little over a

year, western leaders had introduced lockdowns, mandatory

masks, drones, tracing apps, censorship, propaganda, the

WEF’s “great reset,” the “new normal,” quarantine centers,

vaccine mandates, and “health passes,” and expected their

citizens to pretend they saw no indication of CCP influence

on any of this.

It was tyranny in franchise form. The CCP supplied the

lockdown policies, the marketing, the propaganda, and the

lie of a supervirus that could be contained and eliminated

through illiberal measures. All local politicians had to do was

sign the obligatory pronouncements and manage the locals.

Even as elites supported lockdown mandates, few really

believed in them. This could be said for certain because, by

2021, it was hard to find any scientists and politicians who

hadn’t been caught breaking their own COVID rules.[532] It’s

difficult to explain these actions without concluding that,

despite the immiseration of their own people, they just

didn’t see lockdown restrictions as a very big deal—perhaps

owing to how easily they, personally, could break them. The

only thing more frightening than the fact that some of them

were surely on the CCP’s payroll, either directly or indirectly,

is that so many of them were not.

At the opening of the 2021 G7 summit, a meeting of seven

leading democracies, the leaders made a show of wearing



masks, forgoing handshakes, and staying six feet apart for

their photo ops.[533] But the very next day, the same leaders

posed for photo ops in which they congregated, unmasked,

in tight groups.[534] From these photos, it might have seemed

like they were sending mixed messages. Not so. The

message was loud and clear: “We know you know we’re

lying about COVID-19. To be one of us, you need to keep

lying as well.”

Journalist Gerhard Wisnewski characterized the

governments’ policies as a series of “completely

nonsensical and contradictory measures”: There is a

method behind this madness. It is actually a method of

torture. Keeping people in constant confusion and plunging

them into uncertainty, completely leaving people in the

lurch and totally destroying lifestyles… I have found a

significant amount of information about these methods, and

interestingly enough, they were developed in China… These

prisoners of war were permanently harassed with

contradictory measures. They could never be sure if they

were doing everything right or not … they are trying to

destroy people psychologically, in my opinion.[535]

In April 2021, the Chinese government began downplaying

the effectiveness of their own vaccine.[536] This was an

extraordinary step, as the CCP hardly ever admits error or

fault for anything. Just days later, first the WHO, then

Anthony Fauci, Boris Johnson, and Canadian PM Justin

Trudeau followed, dramatically downplaying the

effectiveness of vaccines and calling for more lockdowns.[537]

The Washington Post floated the possibility of digital vaccine

passports in the United States.[538] Early on, China had rolled

out a COVID-19 vaccine pass system using color codes for

vaccination status; sure enough, the proposed system in the

United States used this same color code system.[539] The

proposal was widely seen as a political trial balloon by



lobbyists and quickly scrapped. But Europe wasn’t so lucky.

In June 2021, the European Parliament approved digital

COVID-19 vaccine passports for travel within the European

Union.[540]

Lithuania implemented Europe’s strictest vaccine pass

system, in which the unvaccinated were banned from nearly

all public spaces and employment outside their homes; the

few shops where they could purchase bare essentials had to

post large red signs on their doors indicating that

unvaccinated persons could be present.[541] Six weeks after

implementing this system, new COVID cases per capita in

Lithuania had soared to record highs, while new cases per

capita in Sweden, just 200 miles away, where all restrictions

had ended, were the lowest in Europe.[542]

For all their inhumanity, it’s unclear that any of these

vaccine mandates actually increased vaccine uptake. After

Italy mandated a vaccine pass for nearly all workers to

access their places of work, the number of Italians choosing

to get vaccinated declined sharply.[543] Out of solidarity,

many citizens refused to get COVID vaccines for as long as

governments tied them to infringements on civil liberties.

Regardless of whether they were safe or effective, assenting

to human rights restrictions from which they could be

released only by waiting for and accepting the latest

vaccine was not a precedent many were willing to accept.

In cities across Europe, Australia, and Canada, protesters

took to the streets in the tens of thousands to protest

against lockdowns, vaccine passes, and other vestiges of

CCP-style medical tyranny.[544] The media silence on these

protests seemed only to encourage them. The people

weren’t sure exactly what was going on, but they could tell

that something was off and they were being lied to.

A number of grassroots organizations launched challenges

to the restrictions. In Switzerland, activists filed criminal



charges against the Swiss Corona Task Force, alleging

implausible prognoses, manipulation of ICU data, false

statements on deaths and hospitalizations, and shifting

rationale for lockdown measures.[545] In Germany, a number

of investigators found that German hospitals had knowingly

underreported ICU capacity to obtain federal funding;

Merkel’s government was aware of this, but went along with

it to drive consent for lockdowns.[546]

Pennsylvania became the first U.S. state to amend its

constitution to curtail emergency powers in light of COVID-

19.[547] Following French President Emanuel Macron’s

announcement that a health pass would be required in all

“bars, restaurants, amusement parks, shopping centers,

trains, coaches and planes,” hundreds of thousands of

protesters took to the streets in cities across France for

several consecutive months.[548]

Police brutality flared as law-enforcement personnel faced

protesters angry at the suspension of human rights through

policies justified only by the exaggerated fears the policies

themselves sowed, and which therefore had no endpoint. In

2021, as cases rose to all-time highs in Australia despite

some of the world’s strictest lockdowns, the military was

deployed to the streets; police fired rubber bullets and

teargas at protesters, including at the Shrine of

Remembrance in Melbourne; and a young man was

sentenced to eight months in prison for organizing protests.
[549]

From the beginning, moderates had rationalized their

silence about the suspension of civil liberties on the basis

that lockdown measures were temporary, and if the policies

crossed some unspecified line they would speak up. To some

degree, that did occur. When Australia banned protests,

announced indefinite restrictions, and unveiled a new

tracking app for lockdown compliance, many began to push



back, and The Atlantic published an influential article titled

Australia Traded Away Too Much Liberty.[550] When Greek

police attacked demonstrators protesting against vaccine

passes with tear gas, flash grenades, and truck-mounted

water cannons, Amnesty International—having remained

largely silent about lockdown restrictions for over a year—

finally spoke up.[551]

But it was too little and too late. As is their perennial error,

western moderates failed to timely recognize the ethical,

scientific, and legal indefensibility of the pro-lockdown

position. The ultimate red line had already been crossed in

March 2020 when the entire world was shut down and

millions condemned to starve for no good reason at all; from

that point on, the thinking of moderates was purely within

the context of the degree that they would accommodate

previously-unthinkable human rights abuses. Catastrophic

and irreparable damage had been done to global

economies, psyches, legal institutions, and trust in political

and scientific leadership. The belated conversions of

moderates, while essential in bringing an end to lockdown

measures, could not undo this damage.

Worse yet, all of these results were foreseeable from the

countless historical examples in which governments had

stopped their countries’ economies. Lockdowns had saved

no lives, killed millions, cast hundreds of millions into

poverty, strained the mental health of billions, and

transferred trillions of dollars from the world’s poorest to the

very richest, and all of these horrifying results had been

entirely predictable to anyone who did the required reading.

 

Xi Jinping always did the required reading. He lived by the

principle that those who would give up essential liberty for a

little temporary safety deserved neither, and he always

made sure that’s exactly what they got. He’d be right there



with those protesters, fighting to cast off the jackboot of

tyranny. That is, if it wasn’t his own jackboot.

No one appreciated the sorry predicament of these

embattled western leaders better than Xi Jinping. How could

their people ever forgive them for being so vacuous as to

employ his evil policies? Getting your public health advice

from Xi was like getting your relationship advice from Jack

the Ripper. Monsters looked for Xi under their beds before

going to sleep at night. Drug lords prayed to the Virgin to

protect them from Xi.

The lockdown fraud was mostly textbook, but Xi claimed two

major breakthroughs in the art of tyranny. One: Tanks,

planes, and boats don’t matter if one’s system of

propaganda and censorship is embraced directly by the

enemy. Two: Those who talk a big talk about freedom and

human rights are often the most willing to sell them cheap.

Lockdown was never about a virus. It was about sending a

message: That stripped of all disguise, the illusion of virtue,

competence, and commitment to human rights among the

western political class was nothing but conformity with

easily-subvertible norms and institutions passed down by

prior generations. Since the original egalitarian propaganda

of communism no longer fooled most people, the system

had to be rebooted with a new lie that would justify the

indefinite suspension of the rule of law. Xi had found it in the

form of a “virus.”



 

CHAPTER IX



THE YEAR OF THE RAT

 

The simple act of an ordinary brave man is not to

participate in lies, not to support false actions. Let

your credo be this: Let the lie come into the world.

Let it even triumph. But not through me.

But it is within the power of writers and artists to do

much more: To defeat the lie! For in the struggle with

lies, art has always triumphed and shall always

triumph. Visibly, irrefutably for all! Lies can prevail

against much in this world, but never against art.

And no sooner will the lies be dispersed than the

repulsive nakedness of violence will be exposed—and

age-old violence will topple in defeat…

The favorite proverbs in Russian are about truth.

They give voice to a long and tortured national

experience, sometimes with staggering clarity:

ONE WORD OF TRUTH SHALL OUTWEIGH THE WHOLE

WORLD. – Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, 1970

 

By April 2020, more than half the world’s population—3.9

billion people—was under some form of lockdown. In a

matter of weeks, hundreds of millions of lives had been

upended and destroyed in the largest man-made famine

since Mao’s Great Leap Forward. An entire generation of

children would miss out on years of education, their futures

tossed aside for the perception of a little bit of safety.

Journalists and officials were largely desensitized to these

consequences, feeling they were under unspoken orders to

drum up support for lockdown policies regardless of any

harms they might cause. Nonetheless, these harms were all

too real.



Data showed that over 60% of business closures during the

COVID-19 crisis were permanent, amounting to more than

97,000 businesses lost in the U.S. alone.[552] Half of Black-

owned small businesses in the U.S. were wiped out.[553]

Nearly 5% of the population of the U.K. went hungry during

the first three weeks of lockdown.[554] 150,000 Ontario

nursing home residents were confined for as long as 15

months. “We did nothing wrong,” one resident recalled,

“we’re not guilty of any crime. If vaccinations don’t end the

rules, if no one having COVID doesn’t end the restrictions,

then what does it take?”[555]

A survey found that 22% of Canadians were experiencing

high anxiety levels, a four-fold increase from before

lockdowns, while the number reporting symptoms of

depression doubled to 13%.[556] U.S. drug-overdose deaths

soared nearly 30%.[557] Though at little risk from the virus

itself, young people bore an outsized share of the burden of

lockdowns. More than seven in ten adults aged 18-23 said

they experienced common symptoms of depression.[558] The

CDC revealed that young adults aged 25-44 saw the largest

increase in excess deaths from previous years, a stunning

26.5% jump, despite accounting for fewer than 3% of deaths

from COVID-19.[559] This increase surpassed the increase in

excess mortality of older Americans, who were at much

higher risk of COVID-19 fatality. Since young people were at

very low risk for COVID-19 fatality—20-49-year-olds had a

99.98% chance of surviving the virus, per CDC data—this

shocking increase in deaths was largely attributable to

deaths of “despair,” in other words, deaths by lockdown.[560]

According to the CDC, despite mass PCR testing and the

enormous number of false positives, at least 100,947 excess

deaths in 2020 were not linked to COVID-19 at all.[561] A

simple review of excess mortality confirms these findings

and paints a grim picture of the toll lockdowns took. In

2020, the United States had over 200,000 more excess



deaths than it would have had if excess deaths per capita

by age had been the same as Sweden’s.[562] The fact that

these deaths were heavily skewed toward younger age

brackets—whereas deaths from COVID-19 were heavily

skewed toward the oldest age brackets—corroborates the

conclusion that these were excess deaths caused by

government policy.[563] Furthermore, other developed

countries that implemented lockdown mandates, such as

the U.K. and France, experienced ratios of excess deaths by

age that resembled those in the U.S. rather than those in

Sweden.[564] In other words, the U.S. appears to have had

over 200,000 more deaths than it would have if it had

followed Sweden’s approach instead of the CCP’s, and

followed its own pandemic plan instead of implementing

strict lockdown mandates.

And, despite being at virtually no risk from COVID-19, as a

result of lockdowns, children suffered the most of all. Nearly

one in four children living under COVID-19 lockdowns and

school closures dealt with anxiety, with many at risk of

lasting psychological distress.[565] In surveys by Save the

Children, up to 65% of children struggled with feelings of

isolation.[566] According to the University of Wisconsin,

American children over the age of ten engaged in 50% less

physical activity during the crisis.[567] Per the CDC, the

proportion of mental health–related emergency visits for

children aged 5–11 and 12–17 years increased

approximately 24% and 31%, respectively.[568]

Children’s intellectual development regressed. Achievement

gaps widened and early literacy declined.[569] Some who

were potty-trained before lockdowns reverted to diapers,

and others forgot basic numbers or how to use a knife and

fork.[570] One study estimated that approximately three

million of the most educationally marginalized students in

the United States had “simply fallen off the grid, not

showing up for online or in-person instruction, their



whereabouts unknown by school officials.”[571] Though

COVID-19 posed almost no risk to children, lockdowns took

an enormous toll on their physical health. By 2021, children

were falling ill in record numbers, their immune systems

having suffered during lockdowns; in New Zealand, wards

were flooded with babies with a potentially-deadly non-

COVID respiratory virus.[572] One study found a 1493% rise in

the incidence of abusive head trauma among children

during the first month of lockdown in the U.K.[573]

In the words of Stanford Professor Scott Atlas, “The

consequences of the lockdowns have been enormously

harmful and they will last for decades after this pandemic is

completely finished… It’s a disgrace. It’s a heinous abuse of

the power of public health experts to do what was done.”[574]

His colleague Jay Bhattacharya agreed: “Historians will look

back on this and say this was the single biggest public

health mistake, possibly of all history… Every single poor

person on the face of the Earth has faced … sometimes

catastrophic harm from this lockdown policy.”[575]

These are not statistics. They’re friends, neighbors, and

citizens, whose lives were needlessly destroyed by

government policies. But while these numbers in the

developed world are terrifying enough, they pale in

comparison to the suffering of untold millions in the

developing world who were cast into starvation and poverty

as a result of lockdown policies. Every single poor person on

the face of the earth faced harm from lockdowns, and these

harms were often catastrophic.

In India, more than 100 million workers, many of whom lived

hand to mouth, were thrown out of work and forced to

return to villages sometimes thousands of miles away.[576]

About 230 million Indians fell into poverty—defined as living

on less than $5 a day—in the first year of the crisis. Around

15%—including 47% of female workers—had failed to find



employment by the end of 2020.[577] By 2021, millions of

migrant workers from West Bengal were still stranded and

starving, their work having evaporated along with any way

to sustain their families.[578]

By summer 2021, India had experienced close to five million

excess deaths. India’s GDP fell by a record 7.3%, and

surveys in Uttar Pradesh showed that household incomes

had slumped by an average of 75% over that timeframe.[579]

Research has long shown that life expectancy and GDP are

closely connected in poor countries: A slight increase in GDP

can greatly increase life expectancy, whereas a decrease in

GDP will decrease it. The near-five million increase in India’s

excess deaths in 2020 was a consequence of the lockdowns

implemented in spring 2020 and the panic that followed.[580]

In the early months of lockdown, India restricted access to

clinics even for direly ill patients, leaving hundreds of

thousands of tuberculosis, HIV, cancer, malaria, diabetes,

and obstetrics patients without much-needed medical

attention. By one accounting, missed treatments caused an

additional 400,000 tuberculosis deaths.[581] Globally, over

one million additional tuberculosis patients who should have

been diagnosed and treated were missed as a result of the

lack of access to health facilities in lockdown.[582]

The situation was even more catastrophic in Peru, where

officials imposed some of the world’s longest and strictest

lockdowns, scrupulously following the advice of the WHO. In

Peru, 2020 all-cause mortality increased 96% over the

running 3-year average—dwarfing increases elsewhere in

Latin America.[583]

Food lines in Africa stretched for miles, and by 2021 South

Africa was experiencing its worst civil unrest since

Apartheid.[584] The United Nations estimated that the crisis

had “pushed an additional 150 million children into

multidimensional poverty—deprived of education, health,



housing, nutrition, sanitation or water.”[585] On a global scale,

UNICEF forecast 1.2 million child deaths as a result of

lockdowns, not the virus itself.[586] All this for a virus that

caused little to no above-average mortality in countries

without lockdowns—and which the WHO estimated had

already infected 10% of the world’s population by October

2020.[587] In other words, all for nothing.

According to the International Monetary Fund, the economy

of just one G20 country grew during 2020: China.[588]

What made this crime so singularly despicable was that it

was never intended to end. The cycle of lockdowns and

vaccinations was meant to be normalized. Every year or so,

when respiratory-virus season came around, the public

health machine would unveil the latest strains and

“variants,” the charts and models would come back out, and

the lockdowns would begin anew. Small businesses would

shut down and the unemployment rolls would swell—the

middle class shaken down for any money they might have

saved along the way.

For the general public, the idea that anyone might accept

some outside incentive to support such devastating policies

while knowing them to be ineffective was, quite simply, too

dark. Most supported lockdowns because the alternative—

that they might have been implemented without proper

cause—was too evil to contemplate.

In the 20th century, the term totalitarian was born to

describe regimes that used modern technology to control

every aspect of citizens’ lives, binding them to the state by

breaking all pre-existing social bonds. These regimes would

utilize any and all means in their monopolization of power.

Though they delivered an exceptionally poor quality of life

to their citizens, totalitarian states were advanced political

organisms, punching above their weight in geopolitics with

their unparalleled ability to keep secrets and execute



complex operations—the archetypal example being

Germany’s clandestine rearmament in the 1930s.

As with all effective totalitarianism, the dark genius of the

CCP’s lockdown policies could be found in their universal

language. “Just stay home” was an Orwellian euphemism for

indefinite house arrest and a blanket suspension of human

rights. The lockdown policy thus transformed every petty

official into a tyrant, and well-meaning, intelligent people

into unwitting propagandists versed in the newspeak of

“social distancing.”

From its earliest days in power, the CCP had distinguished

itself from other regimes by the extent to which it viewed its

own people as the enemy. By convincing world leaders to

likewise view their people as enemies impeding the goal of

Zero Covid, the CCP had turned world governments into one

tyranny after another.

The lockdown fraud was similar to German rearmament,

early Soviet communism, or the Vietnam War in that the

contemporary narrative among western elites was simply

very, very wrong. Xi Jinping didn’t care if leaders thought his

policies cruel. (He knew). He cared only that they were

sufficiently frightened, and thought his policies effective.

Totalitarianism is a virus. It starts with a single aberrant

individual or cell, and pathologically corrupts, replicates,

and kills by any available means. Any policy from a

totalitarian China, including lockdowns, should have been

presumed to be advancing that singular goal. Instead, two

years on, the states and countries that most assiduously

implemented the “best practices” of lockdowns and masks

recommended by China, the WHO, and their sycophants

were poorer, weaker, and more miserable than those that

had done little or nothing. Snake oil.

 



The Chinese Communist Party is not Chinese, not

communist, and not a party. The CCP is the world’s largest

criminal organization, with no racial or geographic

boundaries, which happens to have begun in China—led by

an extraordinarily small number of extraordinarily evil

people.

From the time Henry Kissinger first opened the west’s doors

to China in 1971, the CCP had wrapped itself like a

tapeworm through elite institutions and networks,

methodically warping reality to further its interest in power.

The foundations of the CCP’s lockdown fraud were laid over

decades by funneling elites into positions of power who

were either gullible or corrupt enough to treat information

from China as real. It succeeded in large part because CCP

influence seemed so innocuous for decades. But as time

passed, western elites grew more and more accustomed to

treating the outrageous fictions propagated by China’s

propaganda machine as reality—in economics, history,

science, human rights, and public health.

The CCP knew they had far more influence over western

institutions and leaders than almost anyone realized. Under

China’s moderate leaders, this influence was so gradual as

to be practically invisible. But Xi Jinping was just insane

enough to put the lockdown operation into action.

The lockdown fraud exploited the identities and loyalties

that citizens had constructed over their entire lives. Loyalty

to their governments and leaders, loyalty to their scientists

and universities—all tracked by the CCP and used to

ensnare them. The mechanics of the fraud were simple, but

intelligent people had built up trust in the global order, and

it was hard for most to dissociate from that despite clear

evidence that it was a lie.

With the fall of the Soviet Union, westerners had become

blasé about dictators, seeing them as tin-pot bullies who



crossed the headlines now and then. Xi’s lockdown fraud

was the first time in living memory that most westerners

had experienced the hell dictators could unleash upon

ordinary citizens. To paraphrase Churchill, there never was a

crime more easy to stop. In March 2020, if just one

prominent leader had pointed out that the WHO chief who’d

told the world to copy China’s lockdowns was unwilling to

say “Taiwan” weeks later, the entire fraud may well have

unraveled.

At the heart of lockdown policies was the mainstream

indulgence of science fiction: A supervirus that could be

stopped by indefinitely suspending human rights. It caused

spontaneous death in Wuhan (but nowhere else) until Xi’s

two-month lockdown of Wuhan eliminated it from all of

China (but nowhere else) where “variants” now demanded

indefinite lockdowns. The real story was straight out of

ancient Rome: The tyrant instructed his cronies to suspend

everyone’s rights, and they did.

The fraud capitalized on a confluence of anti-democratic

forces in the 21st century: Information monopolies, digital

atomization, and unaccountable foundations and global

institutions, without which it would not have been possible.

Having been sold initially on supporting lockdowns in early

2020, elites’ cognitive resistance to accepting guilt

triggered a collective rejection of information indicating that

lockdowns had, in fact, been a crime. The result was a false

reality wherein public health officials and any advice they

gave must not be scrutinized, for fear of what that scrutiny

might reveal about lockdowns.

The interests of global elites were thus aligned with the CCP

in perpetuating the lie that lockdowns had been good and

necessary. Under these conditions, international

organizations, technology companies, and public health

foundations began to perversely propagate a totalitarian



hygiene regime of mass testing and restrictions. When the

professionals who worked for these organizations perceived

that their livelihoods depended on it, they too bought into

the lie.

Everything after “15 days to slow the spread”—from the

fear propaganda and masks to the school closures and

vaccine passes—was a cover-up of the catastrophe of the

original lockdowns and denialism about the insanity of

treating information from China as real. By May 2020, it was

abundantly clear that the world had been lied to. World

leaders and media elites then had two choices: Either call

out the CCP’s information warfare, or join the CCP as

accomplices to the fraud. With few exceptions, they joined

the CCP.

Those who questioned any aspect of lockdowns’ origins

were dismissed as “anti-science,” and those who resisted

were denounced as fringe radicals. But where would the

world be today if no one had fought back against lockdowns

in 2020, when doing so provoked scorn, derision, and

ostracism?

As lockdowns dragged on, the biggest shock was not the

incalculable toll they’d taken, though it confirmed activists’

worst fears. The real shock was discovering, one by one,

why all the world’s so-called leaders had let it happen—and

feeling the same sting of betrayal every time.

 

“15 days to slow the spread” began in March 2020: The Year

of the Rat. No year was ever more fitting of the name. Never

in history had the people of the western world been

betrayed so callously and flagrantly by their own supposed

leaders.

They were betrayed by their WHO representatives, their

national health authorities, and their medical journals. They



were betrayed their by their elite journalists. They were

betrayed by universities, professors, scientists, economists,

and the entire public health profession.

They were betrayed by the WHO, the WEF, the UN, the NIH,

the CDC, and the NHS. They were betrayed by doctors and

nurses, millionaires and billionaires. They were betrayed by

philanthropists and tech executives. They were betrayed by

mayors, governors, premiers, legislators, health ministers,

and judges. They were betrayed by presidents, chancellors,

and prime ministers.

They were betrayed by their own intelligence agencies, and

the armed forces who swore to protect them. They were

betrayed by leaders on both the left and the right. Most

deeply of all, they were betrayed by the enablers of the

Chinese Communist Party.

Lockdowns have been too great a crime, and the lies on

which they were based too brazen, for their origins to stay

hidden. To abandon truth and force the people to conform to

the lies of the powerful is the very nature of totalitarianism.

Totalitarianism is not and never will be science, no matter

how forcefully the political class insists it is and how much

they’re paid to say so.

In good times, citizens can live their lives and let journalists,

academics, and officials hash out geopolitics. But like

Germany in the 1930s, the western political class does not

have the China situation under control. Lockdowns are proof

that this problem has grown deadly serious. Citizens must

identify the leaders known to not be connected to the CCP

and empower them to investigate the ones who are.

In the words of Simon Leys, summarizing the work of László

Ladány: The Chinese Communist Party is in essence a secret

society. In its methods and mentality it presents a striking

resemblance to an underworld mob. Communist legality is a



contradiction in terms, since the Party is above the law; but

whereas the Soviet tyrant merely practiced inhumanity, the

CCP gave it a theoretical foundation, expounding the notion

—without parallel in other communist countries—that the

proletariat alone is fully endowed with human nature. To

deny the humanity of the individual is the very essence of

terrorism.

Before securing power, the Party thrives on political chaos.

When confronted by a deliquescent government, it can

succeed through organization and propaganda, even when it

operates from a minuscule base. It fears daylight, feeds on

deception and conspiracy, and rules by intimidation and

terror.[589]

When Xi Jinping’s Vice Premier visited Wuhan in March 2020,

the city’s residents erupted in a rare act of protest: “Fake,

fake, everything is fake!”[590] As the lockdown fraud dragged

on, significant weight was lent to their words.

Fake alarm had invited a fake public health response. Fake

rules were enforced, fake videos were leaked, and fake

hospitals were built. Fake heroes were born.

Fake infection data led to a fake WHO report. A fake WHO

representative gave the world fake public health advice.

Fake social media accounts posed as fake citizens posting

fake comments. Fake intelligence officials conducted fake

investigations of a fake lab, tipped off by fake

whistleblowers.

The CCP extended the world a hand of fake friendship,

providing fake aid in a fake show of concern. Fake

ventilators were distributed in a display of fake

humanitarianism. Fake modelers produced fake models,

giving the world fake hope. Fake epidemiologists acted on

fake pandemic plans funded by fake philanthropists. Fake

scientists signed off on fake tests producing fake death



counts, justifying a fake state of emergency. Fake journalists

reported fake news, moderated by fake fact checkers. Fake

politicians and fake health officials enforced fake public

health policies.

The Chinese Communist Party is a fake party and a fake

government. It enforces fake laws, signs fake treaties,

nurtures fake friendships and opposes fake enemies in

service to a fake ideology. And its entire machinery was set

into lethal motion by one, very fake leader.
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